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at the Air-Water Interface 
Abstract 
Polyethylene(oxide) (PEO) is an intriguing polymer, it is water-soluble but 
exhibits surface-active properties. When capped hydrophobically at one end by a 
fluorocarbon group, a novel polymeric surfactant is generated. This has been 
synthesised by combining anionic polymerisation and an end-capping reaction using 
isophorone diisocyanate. 
Three molecular weight polymers were generated, for each of which a 
hydrogenous and a deuterated version were required. In aqueous solution, these 
polymeric surfactants formed surface excess layers at the air-water interface and their 
surface organisation and dynamic behaviour has been investigated. 
Surface tension data was obtained using a digital tensiometer and the surface 
tension isotherm is dependent on both solution concentration and polymer molecular 
weight. Using neutron reflectometry, the organisation of such adsorbed polymer films 
at the air-water interface has been obtained over a range of solution concentrations for 
each polymer molecular weight. Neutron reflectometry data was analysed by both 
optical matrix and kinematic approximation methods. Both analyses yield the same 
description, i.e. a two-layer organisation is observed at the air-water interface for all 
three molecular weight polymers. The PEO layer thickness and the surface 
organisation are found to be dependent on both solution concentration and molecular 
weight. The PEO chains are totally immersed in the subphase and strongly anchored 
at the surface via the fluorocarbon end group. 
The dynamic behaviour of each PEO adsorbed surface excess at the air-water 
interface has been studied using surface quasi-elastic light scattering. A resonance 
between the capillary and dilational waves is observed and the maximum in damping 
is independent on surface organisation but is molecular weight and solution 
concentration dependent. The viscoelastic behaviour of the dilational modulus can be 
described using a simple Maxwell fluid model, from which a relaxation time has been 
obtained assuming a single relaxational process. 
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Chapter One- Introduction 
1a1 Polymers at Interfaces 
Adsorption of polymer molecules at an interface induces a concentration 
differential at or near the interface influencing both the bulk and interfacial properties 
of the system. This phenomenon highlights one of the most intriguing properties of 
polymeric materials when present at surfaces and interfaces and is a subject of much 
interese ·2 . An interface is commonly known as a boundary between two portions of 
matter or space and can be summarised in a formal way in terms of the three states of 
matter-solid, liquid, and gas as follows: 
Gas-Liquid 
Gas-Solid 
Liquid-Liquid 
Liquid-Solid 
Solid-Solid 
Most of the work reported is for polymers at the air-fluid interface and the 
majority of studies have used water as the fluid, including the research discussed 
herein. The air-water interface is often seen as an ideal medium for understanding the 
behaviour of polymers at an interface as it is a model for more complex systems3. 
Due to the spectacular progress of chemistry throughout the years and more 
specifically in polymer science and technology, new polymeric materials have 
emerged on the market with different architectures and properties4-6 . A new concept 
has been introduced in the last few years, which is similar to small-molecule 
surfactant chemistry and is known as polymeric surfactant. The basic idea is to create 
an amphiphilic polymer in which various parts of the molecule have different 
affinities for the various parts of the interface. One example is a block copolymer 
( diblock or triblock) where one of the sequences is strongly adsorbed on the interface 
and anchors another block that is highly soluble7'8• A second way involves small 
hydrophobic groups grafted on a water soluble polymer either at one or both ends9•10. 
Polyethylene oxide (PEO) is a non-ionic water soluble polymer that is used in 
a wide range of technical applications 11 . PEO has a surface tension of 31 mN m-1 that 
is much lower than that of water, consequently a surface excess layer is formed in 
aqueous solutions due to the ability of PEO to adsorb at the air-water interface12. 
Specially modified PEO chains have proven to be some of the most efficient non-
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ionic surfactants available 13•14• Modified PEO with hydrophobic end groups such as 
residues of alcohols, alkylphenols, esters of fatty acids, mercaptans, alkylamines or 
alkylamides have been synthesised14• However, the highest surface activity at the 
critical micelle concentration (CMC) at 293 K reported for PEO was obtained by 
incorporating either a fluorinated15 or siloxane16 terminal groups. For example, the 
surface tension of aqueous solutions was decreased down to 12-15 mN m·1 by low 
molecular weight non-ionic fluorocarbon surfactants 17• 
In the mid 201h century there was great interest in tethered polymer layers 
smce it was discovered that the end-grafting of polymer molecules to colloidal 
particles was an extremely effective way of preventing flocculation18 . A statement 
was made: tethered polymer layers can be used to modify the properties of surfaces 
and interfaces. The subsequent question is: how do the molecules arrange themselves 
at the interface to modify the surface properties of the solution? It is well known that a 
polymer chain in a homogeneous solution can adopt a wide range of shapes mainly by 
rotation about the single bonds in the backbone of the molecule. Compared to an 
unrestricted chain in solution, adsorbed chains do not enjoy the same magnitude of 
freedom due to the restriction of the interface; half of the space is inaccessible. The 
adsorption of polymer at an interface is described as an assembly of tails, loops, and 
trains, as reported in 1951 by the loop-train-tail model of Jenkel and Rumbach 19. 
When the polymer is tethered to an interface, the hydrophobic group is strongly 
adsorbed on the interface and anchors the remaining part of the molecule that is 
highly soluble. The remaining section of the polymer that is not attached to the 
surface forms a tail that is free to move. The principle architecture adopted by a 
polymer constrained to a plane was described by de Gennes and is called a polymer 
brush20• Polymer brushes21 are formed when one end of the polymer molecule is 
constrained to lie in a plane such that the distance between the tethered ends is less 
than the Flory radius of gyration, Rg (measure of the size of a polymer molecule from 
its centre of gravity) of the chains. Tethering is sufficiently dense that the polymer 
chains are crowded and forced to stretch away from the surface or interface due to 
repulsive excluded volume interactions between chain segments. These stretched 
configurations are found under thermodynamic equilibrium conditions when the 
energy gain resulting from the reduction of the excluded volume interactions 
compensates the entropy penalty from the stretching of the chains from their initial 
random walk configurations. The height of the resulting solvated brush layer is 
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commonly found to be several times the unperturbed radius of gyration of the free 
chains in solution. The interface to which polymer chains are tethered in the polymer 
brushes may be a solid substrate surface (silicon or quartz) or an interface between 
two liquids or air-liquid22 . Solvent can be either present or absent (melt conditions) in 
polymer brushes. In the presence of a good solvene3•24 , the polymer chains try to 
avoid contact with neighbouring chains to maximise contact with solvent molecules. 
Polymer brushes are attractive candidates in many applications, including stabilisation 
of colloids particles25 , new adhesive materials26'27 , lubricants28 , protein-resistant 
biosurfaces29 and drug delivery systems30. 
Correlating the height of the brush with the grafting density (number of 
grafted molecules per unit area) has been the focus of many theories and experiments. 
Theoretical calculations31 •32 stipulate that the resulting density profile (density 
distribution for solvated polymer brushes as a function of distance from the grafting 
surface) should not be a step function as predicted by scaling theorl0 but should be 
parabolic. Experimental research has been carried out to elucidate polymer brush 
structures but also to check the veracity of theoretical predictions. For end-adsorbed 
polymer brushes, optical probes such as ellipsometrY3 and infrared spectroscopy9 
have given information about the total amount of polymer adsorbed but detail is rather 
limited since information on a molecular level cannot be extracted due to the low 
resolution of the experimental methods. X-ray and neutron scattering techniques have 
been very useful in providing information about the molecular organisation normal to 
the surface or interface34-36 . However, neutron reflection is a more powerful technique 
than X-ray techniques due to its higher spatial resolution but the main advantage is the 
use of judicious isotopic labelling to get an almost complete description of the 
polymer organisation37-39. Indeed, specular reflection of neutrons relies on the 
markedly different nuclear scattering lengths for hydrogen and deuterium, allowing 
deuterium labelling to be used to highlight regions of interest in the system 
investigated. Numerous systems have been investigated by neutron reflection 
including surfactants40 , polymers41 and proteins42 • PEO and polymethyl methacrylate 
(PMMA) have both been the subject of many investigations, either as 
homopolymers43 -46 or copolymers from linear diblock47 to graft copolymers48 . 
Two methods are known to populate an air-water interface with polymeric 
materials. Firstly, dissolution of a surface active polymer in the subphase with the 
formation of surface excess, i.e. the concentration of polymer at the surface is greater 
4 
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than the bulk concentration. Dynamic equilibrium between the surface excess layer 
and the bulk is achieved by continuous adsorption and desorption of molecules from 
the surface. Secondly, spreading an insoluble polymer on the liquid surface. Basically, 
the polymer is dissolved at an appropriate concentration in a volatile solvent insoluble 
in the liquid substrate and the solution is spread on the substrate. Adsorbed solutions 
and spread films of PEO have been the centre of many investigations due to the 
intriguing properties of PEO. Surface properties of linear PEO and copolymers 
containing PEO have been studied widely49-58, examining the effects of molecular 
weight, concentration, substrate conditions and temperature on the coverage of PEO 
at the air-water interface. Despite its solubility, PEO can also form a stable spread 
film at the air-water interface49'50. Neutron reflectomery studies agreed with the 
existence of a stable monolayer at the air-water interface for spread film of linear 
PEO, showing that above a surface concentration of0.5 mg m-2, the linear PEO chains 
penetrate the subphase due to a looping of the molecules59. Determination of the 
surface organisation of adsorbed solutions of linear PEO at the air-water interface has 
been determined by neutron reflectometry experiments60'61 and differences between 
the structure of the spread monolayer and adsorbed solutions from the bulk solution 
were observed, contradicting the previous results reported by Sauer and Yu54 . 
Recently, polymer brushes formed at the air-water interface by end capped 
PEO with hydrophobic groups have been investigated. In 1995, a study on the surface 
structures of fluorinated carbon end-capped PEO at the air-water interface has been 
investigated for the first time by Ren et al.62 Monomolecular layers of semi-
fluorinated alcohol as well as polymers of PEO end-capped with fluorinated 
hydrocarbon chains have been used. They were able to use infrared reflectance 
spectroscopy to investigate the surface organisation of fluorinated end-capped PEO at 
the air-water interface as reflectance intensities of the CF2 stretching vibrations of 
PEO provided a direct measure of the surface concentration as a function of the bulk 
concentration. Their results confirmed that the functionalised polymers were more 
highly organised at the interface than the unfunctionalised polymers, with the 
hydrophobic end groups oriented with the helix axis normal to the surface. They 
concluded that PEO with perfluoroalkyl end groups have a very high ability to form a 
brush-like structure at the air-water interface, especially at high surface coverage. 
In 1997, Barentin et al. 10 studied spread films of PEO end capped with 
hydrophobic alkane groups (C 12 and C16) on a Langrnuir trough at the air-water 
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interface. By comparing the isotherms of monolayers of pure PEO with modified 
PEO, they were able to prove the importance of the hydrophobic end groups, which 
anchor the PEO at the surface under compression. By increasing the compression, 
they noticed that despite their hydrophobic ends, the polymer detached from the 
interface and was expelled from the adsorbed layer toward the bulk solution. In order 
to interpret quantitatively their results, they used polymer brush theory (scaling 
theory) but they were unable to find agreement between the theory and the experiment 
as the model did not take account of the adsorbed chain configurations (trains and 
loops). In 1999, they extended their research by making computer simulations of 
adsorbed polymer solutions of hydrophobically end capped PEO using mean field 
theory and scaling laws63 . They concluded that at low grafting density, the adsorbed 
polymer could be considered as a two-dimensional semi-dilute solution rather than a 
continuous layer. As the concentration increases, monolayers fom1ed by polymers 
with free ends were unstable leading to the dissolution of the polymer into the bulk 
solvent. If the chains were able to graft at the interface, the chains were anchored on 
the interface and polymer brushes were observed. 
In 1998, Su et al. investigated the surface activity of perfluorodecanoyl end-
capped PEO at the air-water interface8 and air-polymer interface64 . In both cases, PEO 
was either functionalised at one end or at both ends and studied as spread films. For 
the polymer-air interface, the polymers were analysed by X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS). As the surface energy of the fluorocarbon end groups is lower 
than that of the polymer, the modified PEO preferentially adsorbs to the free polymer 
surface. According to the XPS results, they noticed that perfluoroalkyl chain ends 
adsorb to the polymer surface in a reasonably close-packed fashion, leaving a zone 
depleted of fluorine directly below the highly fluorinated surface region. PEO 
samples, with both ends capped, were found to have a slightly higher surface affinity 
than PEO capped at one end. They also concluded that there was a slight effect of 
molecular weight on surface fluorine content, indicating that the conformations of 
adsorbed chains were brush-like with the degree of brush extension (chain stretching) 
roughly linear in molecular weight. Investigation of the fluorocarbon end modified 
PEO at the air-water interface was also reported. The polymeric surfactants were 
found to be highly surface active (in the concentration range 2-8 mg mr1, the surface 
tensions were as low as 13.6 mN m-1 at 293 K). Polarized infrared reflectance 
spectroscopy showed that perfluoroalkyl groups were nearly perpendicular to the air-
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water interface. The molecular area per chain was 30-32 A2 for PEO capped only at 
one end and 36-40 A2 for PEO with both ends capped. Finally, they concluded that for 
PEO with one end capped, the chains form a brush configuration and most of the PEO 
chains with both ends capped also form a brush conformation as a small percentage 
(22%) of the chains forms extended loops. 
Recently, water-soluble amphiphilic polyethylene oxide-polypropylene oxide-
polyethylene oxide (PEO-PPO-PEO) triblock copolymers have been used to build a 
PEO-brush at the aqueous solution/air interface65 . The brush thickness has been 
estimated by using microscopic foam film methodology. It was found that the simple 
brush theory (polymer brush as a string of blobs) was generally obeyed. 
Liquid surfaces are commonly perturbed by thermal fluctuations, which can 
be decomposed into a series of discrete Fourier modes and are commonly known as 
capillary waves66 . The presence of polymeric materials at the surface or interface 
influences the dynamics of the capillary waves by modifying their frequency and 
damping. The main technique to quantify the dynamics of polymers at surface and 
interface is surface quasi-elastic light scattering (SQELS) introduced in the 1970's by 
Hard67 but further developed by Eamshaw68 . The surface dynamics of the system can 
be divided into four parameters, known as visco-elastic parameters and are 
decomposed as follow: surface tension, transverse shear viscosity, dilational modulus 
and dilational viscosity. SQELS experiments allow the determination of these factors 
and they can be studied as a function of both bulk concentration and frequency. 
SQELS has been used to investigate a range of low molecular weight 
compounds either as spread films or as surface excess in surfactant solutions69•70 . 
Most of the experimental works on SQELS have been carried out by mainly two 
research groups. Yu and eo-workers investigated spread films at the air-water 
interface of various systems including polyethers as well as low molecular weight 
block copolymer of PEO and styrene71 -73 • The power spectra were fitted by simple 
Lorentzian functions rather than a skewed Lorentzian curve74 , to extract the surface 
visco-elastic parameters. Veracity of the results is questionable as an unfounded 
assumption about the non-existent transverse shear viscosity was made. An improved 
analysis method was proved by Eamshaw and co-workers75 , by allowing the four 
parameters to be determined without any assumptions. Most of the experimental 
works have been carried out on surfactant76 and polymer50'51 '52•77 systems, including 
PMMA, PEO as homopolymers50, linear diblock51 and graft copolymers52 . A linear 
7 
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diblock copolymer of poly(methyl methacrylate) and poly-4-vinyl pyridine 
quatemised with ethyl bromide has also been investigated77 . Surprisingly, the 
dilational viscosity showed quite unusual behaviour as negative values were reported, 
also observed for low molecular weight surfactants. The implications of a negative 
dilational viscosity for polymer system are not fully understood and have been 
interpreted as effective parameters indicating that modification of current theories was 
required. In an attempt to improve the theoretical analysis, Buzza78 and eo-workers 
developed a new dispersion equation including two other visco-elastic parameters 
known as the bending and the coupling modulus and equating the transverse shear 
viscosity to zero. However, some recent observations79 suggested that the dispersion 
equation remains incomplete as negative viscosities were still observed. 
8 
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1 ~2 Aim of the Research Project 
The surface organisation and dynamics of a fluorocarbon end capped 
polyethylene oxide are investigated at the air-water interface. The effect of the 
molecular weight as well as the concentration on the surface organisation of adsorbed 
solutions of modified PEO would be reported. 
Questions addressed are: 
e~ Is a brush like layer formed at the air-water interface? 
• Where is the fluorocarbon end group located? 
• Is the PEO chain completely immersed in the aqueous phase? 
There were three main components in the attempt to answer these questions 
1) The synthesis of three fluorocarbon end-capped PEO of 
specific molecular weight, 2 000, 5 000 and 10 000 g mor 1 and evaluation 
of surface tension of aqueous solutions. In each case both hydrogenous and 
deuterated polymers were to be produced. 
2) Investigation of the surface organisation by neutron 
reflectometry and comparison of these profiles with theoretical 
predictions. 
3) Investigation of the dynamics of the system usmg surface 
quasi-elastic light scattering and correlating these data with the description 
organisation obtained by neutron reflectometry. 
9 
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2~1 Synthetic Background 
2-1 Q1 Introduction 
Seals, insulation, cordage, tire, etc. all share a common heritage: polymers 
whose physical state can range from rubbery, glassy or crystalline and combinations 
thereof1• The word polymer comes from the Greek, polymeres, or having many parts2• 
The word describes a long chain molecule with a repeating pattern, or a 
macromolecule. Such giant molecules consist of many simple chemical units 
(monomers), covalently bonded in numerous patterns via a polymeric reaction3. 
The last fifteen years have seen impressive progress in the efficiency of 
polymer synthesis. Regio- and stereoselectivity, molecular weight control and access to 
more complex architectures of both homopolymer and copolymers (polymers 
composed of two different monomers) have been achieved (random, diblock, triblock 
copolymers, graft copolymers, dendrimers, etc ... ). The physical properties 
(viscoelasticity, Glass transition temperature ... ) of such well-defined materials were 
found to be dependent on both the architecture and the percentage composition of the 
copolymer. 
The technical applications of polymeric materials are well known and continue 
to expand due to the need for novel polymers. Consequently, polymer synthesis of 
novel polymeric material has triggered interest from both academic and industrial 
applications. Polymers can be classified in various ways, and a convenient way is with 
reference to the manner of their preparation4• One class comprises step-growth 
polymers in which the chains are built up step by step, usually by condensation 
reactions which occur by molecular mechanisms in which a small molecule, such as 
water, is split off at each step (esterification reaction). The second class comprises the 
addition polymers, which are usually prepared by reactions involving the participation 
of free radicals (anion, cation or radical). One important feature of addition reactions 
occurs when the active site on the growing polymer chain is available indefinitely for 
further propagation leading to living polymerisation. Such reactions are employed when 
precise molecular weight and polydispersities are required. 
The living polymerisation method allows complete conversion of all monomer 
species to polymeric material regardless of the propagation rate provided the system is 
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impurity-free, as these will cause termination of the propagating chain or initiation of 
chain transfer reactions. When the initiation step (process generating free radicals) is 
faster than the propagation step (continuous regeneration ofmonomer to active site), all 
polymer chains will grow at identical rates, thus leading to monodisperse material. By 
simply altering the monomer to initiator ratio, perfect control over the molecular weight 
is achieved. 
2a1 a2 Anionic Polymerisation 
Anionic polymerisation is one class of living polymerisation where the active 
propagating site is a carbanion5. Monomers must be able to stabilise an anion and 
therefore monomers containing electron-withdrawing substituents such as diene or 
styrene or cyclic monomers (ethylene oxide) are preferred as they will be susceptible 
to anionic polymerisation using the appropriate initiator. Organo-metallic compounds 
are used as initiators, for example, butyl lithium commonly used in the synthesis of 
polyisoprene. The initiation step, as shown schematically in scheme 2.2.1, occurs 
usually by addition of a basic ion, which in the case of cyclic monomer opens the 
ring, leaving an anionic active site ready to undergo another nucleophile attack. 
Scheme 2.2.1: Initiation step for anionic polymerisation. 
By adding another monomer unit, the chain will grow and this continuous 
regeneration of reactive intermediates, propagation, is shown in scheme 2.2.2. 
X 
u 
Scheme 2.2.2: Propagation step for anionic polymerisation. 
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In order to prepare monodisperse polymers it is essential to ensure that the rate 
of initiation is faster than propagation. This can be achieved by careful and judicious 
choice of solvent and initiator. A good solvent, for enhanced rate of reaction, is one 
that solvates the cation of the initiating species, thus maximising the nucleophilicity 
of the anion and also preventing aggregation of the initiating species. 
The propagating chain end in an anionic process remains active until a specific 
terminating compound is added to stop propagation, i.e. termination. When the 
terminating agent contains functional groups then this final step is referred to as the 
end-capping of the polymer chains. However impurities could also stop the reaction 
as mentioned earlier and active chain ends are particularly water sensitive. To 
eliminate such impurities, the experimental procedure requires extremely clean 
glassware, purified reagents and the reaction to be undertaken under a nitrogen 
atmosphere. 
A complete description and practical applications of amomc polymerisation Is 
available by Hsieh and Quirk6. 
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2m2-1 Interfacial Region 
In many systems, the interfacial region is characterised by atomic or molecular 
length scales and obviously differs from low to high molecular weight materials. In a 
macroscopic sample the distance over which the surface properties differ from the 
bulk is a few molecular diameters due to the small fraction of molecules that have 
affinities with the interface rather than the bulk. This statement is also valid for 
macromolecules. The interfacial region is obviously of longer extent compared to low 
molecular weight materials and is controlled by two main factors. 
On the one hand, there are relatively strong interactions due to the short 
intersegment distance on adjacent polymer molecules. These interactions (range 
-20A) fall off rapidly as the distance between molecules increases; they are enthalpic 
in character and determine such properties as compressibility and surface tension. On 
the other hand, the majority of polymer properties arise from the connection of 
segments joined together by covalent bonds to form a long chain. Therefore, polymer 
molecules can adopt an extensive number of configurations as polymer molecules are 
spatially extended objects. This second length scale is related to the polymer chain 
dimension, which is generally expressed as a radius of gyration (Rg) or end-to-end 
distance. 
R 2 = nl 2 g 
end-to-end distance= Rg x J6 
Equation 2.2.1. 
Equation 2.2.2. 
where n is the number of repeat unit and l the statistical segment length of the 
polymer chain. 
For flexible polymers, the arrangement of the polymer segments means that 
the configurational entropy plays a role in determining the equilibrium, minimum free 
energy, state. By convention (2nd law of thermodynamics), thermodynamic 
equilibrium equates to the configuration of maximum entropy in an isolated system. 
When polymer molecules are near an interface, the number of configurations is 
reduced which leads to a reduction of the entropy. Therefore, the free energy of the 
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system is influenced. Because polymers are large molecules, we expect the length 
scale of surface region in polymers to be much greater when compared to small 
molecules. Indeed, polymer/polymer interfaces and layers of adsorbed polymers at 
solid/liquid and liquid/air interfaces will be more spatially extended, increasing the 
length range of the interfacial region. 
The surface and interfacial properties of polymers observed are the outcome of 
the competition between short-range enthalpic interactions and entropic contribution 
to the overall free energy outlined above. 
2s2s2 Surface and Interfacial Tension 
The most important quantity characterising a surface is the surface tension, 
commonly denoted by y, and has the dimension of a force per unit length (mNm-1). 
The surface tension in thermodynamic terms is the surface free energy per unit area. It 
implies that work is required to increase the surface area, that is, to bring molecules 
from the interior of the phase into the surface region. 
Thermodynamically the interfacial tension between two phases 1 and 2 may 
be defined as an increase in Gibbs free energy of the whole system per unit increase in 
interfacial area, at constant temperature and pressure and is given by, 
r-(!~L. Equation 2.2.3. 
At constant temperature (T) and pressure (p ), the Gibbs free energy is, 
G=E+pV-TS=H-TS Equation 2.2.4. 
where E is the internal energy of the system, V the work generated by the 
system, S, the entropy and H, the enthalpy. 
By definition, for any irreversible and spontaneous process at constant 
temperature and pressure, the Gibbs free energy decreases to the minimum value for 
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the system. This can be achieved by a decrease of enthalpy (decrease in energy) or an 
increase of entropy (increase of disorder) or a combination of both. 
Therefore, because minimisation of the free energy leads to equilibrium of a 
particular system, it would be of great interest to define a model that would estimate 
the contribution of the entropic and energetic factors and thus get some knowledge 
about the equilibrium conformation of the system. This has been introduced by the 
Flory-Huggins modeC for bulk solutions of polymers. 
This lattice model for the polymer and its surrounding provides the free energy 
of the system. In such a lattice fluid model, the bulk phase is divided into cells that 
can be occupied either by a polymer segment or a solvent molecule. One parameter 
that results from the theory is z, the polymer-solvent interaction parameter. It is a 
dimensionless number, enthalpic in character but related to the internal energy of the 
system. 
When adsorbed mono layers of soluble amphiphile (or surface active material) 
are formed at a surface or interface, the surface tension is reduced since the adsorbed 
film increases the thermodynamic stability at the surface8. By varying the bulk 
concentration and by monitoring the changes in surface tension using a digital 
tensiometer and Wilhelmy plate (refer to Chapter Three, section 3-6), qualitative 
insight into the molecular organisation of the adsorbed film at the interface can be 
obtained. These variations in surface tension are plotted as a function of surface 
concentration thus providing an adsorption isotherm. A schematic adsorption isotherm 
for low molecular weight surfactant (sodium dodecyl sulfate) is shown in figure 2.2.1. 
y 
CMC 
Bulk concentration 
Figure 2.2.1: Schematic representation of adsorption isotherm for low 
molecular weight surfactant. 
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As depicted in figure 2.2.1, the surface tension decreases as the bulk 
concentration increases due to adsorption of molecules at the interface, until a break is 
observed, thereafter the surface tension remains approximately constant. For low 
molecular weight surfactant, the break observed in the surface tension isotherm is 
attributed to the formation of micelles as the interface becomes saturated, and will be 
discussed in more detail later. The concentration at which the micelles are formed is 
known as the critical micelle concentration or CMC. Monolayers adsorbed from 
solution are expected to be in thermodynamic equilibrium with the underlying 
solution and should therefore obey the Gibbs equation. The variation of surface 
tension with composition is governed by the Gibbs adsorption isotherm. For ideal 
adsorption in a binary system (polymer/solvent), the Gibbs adsorption isotherm is 
given by, 
1 dy [=--X--
RT dine 
Equation 2.2.5. 
where __!!r__ is the slope of y= f(ln c), T is the temperature inK (293 K), R is 
dlnc 
the gas constant and Fis known as the surface concentration or surface excess. 
2D2a3 Adsorption of Polymers 
The adsorption of polymers onto a range of interfaces has been much 
studied9' 10• Indeed, by modifying the surface of a material its adhesive properties are 
altered by either enhancing or minimising adhesion. These principles are applied in 
many practical applications such as adhesion (protective coatings), lubrication and 
stabilisation of colloidal particles 11 -13 • An important example of adhesion 
minimisation involves the development of surface coatings that are resistant to 
biological contamination. 
The properties of a liquid near an interface are inevitably different from its 
bulk properties. For a polymeric solution (i.e. mixture of polymer and solvent), the 
most important effect is a change in composition near the interface, i.e.; a 
concentration differential at or near the interface is induced. An increase in 
concentration of the solute in the interfacial region is generally called adsorption. The 
term physisorption is used when only physical interactions play a role. The opposite 
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case is the result of a reduction in solute concentration near the interface and IS 
commonly known as desorption and depletion for polymers. 
Adsorption or depletion depends both on the net adsorption energy imposed 
by the polymer segments, i.e., on the difference between the free energy of 
segment/surface contacts and that of solvent/surface contacts. If this difference is 
sufficiently negative, adsorption will occur, otherwise depletion is observed. Because 
of the large size of polymer molecules, the adsorption phenomenon of polymers is 
much more complicated than that of small molecules. The theory of polymer 
adsorption is therefore based on a lattice model, which makes the counting of 
conformations much simpler. Polymer adsorption from solution IS a very large 
subject and a much more complete treatment is provided by Fleer et af. 
It is well known that the conformations of chains in a homogeneous solution 
under 8-conditions can be described as an unrestricted, purely random walk. For 
sufficiently long chains, this results in a Gaussian distribution of segments about the 
centre of mass. Compared to an unrestricted chain in solution, adsorbed chains do not 
enjoy the same magnitude of freedom. Indeed due to the restriction of the rigid wall, 
half of the space is inaccessible. This restriction leads to a lower configurational 
entropy in the surface region. The adsorption of polymer at an interface is described 
as an assembly of tails, loops, and trains, as described by the loop-train-tail model of 
Jenkel and Rumbach14 as shown schematically in figure 2.2.2. 
Figure 2.2.2: Schematic representation of the conformation of an adsorbed 
polymer. 
Tails are the sections extending into the bulk with one end anchored to the 
surface, while trains consist of the segments, which directly attach to the surface, 
resulting in a flat conformation. A loop is the bridging section between two trains, 
which also extends into the solution from the surface. From such a model, it is quite 
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obvious that the train section influences directly the surface energy of the system as it 
is attached to the surface. Therefore the use of polymers to modify the properties of 
interfaces has been of great interest in the last few decades; one way is by tethering a 
polymer molecule at the surface or interface. 
The term tethered polymer is employed to describe a polymer molecule that is 
attached to a surface or interface. In many case when polymers are used to stabilise a 
colloid, they are grafted by one end, constraining one end of the polymer molecule to 
a plane. 
D>>Rg 
Figure 2.2.3: Schematic representation of a grafted polymer. 
Consequently, the behaviour of polymer molecules, when one of their ends is 
tethered to a surface or an interface, is altered when compared to free chain molecules 
in solution9• Indeed due to the presence of the grafting surface, the configurational 
space of the chains is limited, influencing the way in which neighbouring chains 
interact with each other. Consider the case of polymer molecules tethered by one end 
to a planar substrate and immersed in a thermodynamically good solvent. If the 
distance between tethered chains (D) is greater than the radius of gyrati()n of the 
chains, no interaction between neighbouring chains is generated and the polymer 
chains can adopt either a mushroom configuration (figure 2.2.3) or a pancake 
configuration as shown in figure 2.2.4. 
D>>Rg 
Figure 2.2.4: Schematic illustration of pancakes. 
When the distance, D, is less than the radius of gyration the chains interact 
with each another. A semi-dilute regime is then observed and as a direct consequence 
of these interactions the free energy of the system increases. Due to excluded volume 
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interactions between neighbouring chains, the chains start to stretch in the direction 
normal to the surface to reduce their contact and maximise enthalpically favourable 
interaction with the solvent molecules. A configurational entropy penalty associated 
with stretching the chains out from their random walk configurations contributes to 
the system free energy. The resulting array of interacting chains is known as a 
polymer brush as depicted in figure 2.2.5. 
h 
Figure 2.2.5: Schematic illustration of a polymer brush. 
The height of the brush, h, is defined as the distance from the grafting surface 
at which the polymer volume fraction falls to zero. However, as discussed briefly 
above, the brush height is also dependent on the quality of the solvent. The size of an 
isolated polymer coil in solution is determined by the thermodynamic quality of the 
solvent10. In a thermodynamically good solvent (interaction between solvent and 
polymer molecules is attractive), the coil will expand slightly due to repulsive 
excluded volume interactions between the chain segments as they maximise their 
contact with the solvent molecules (positive excluded volume). In the case of a 
thermodynamically poor solvent (interaction between solvent and polymer molecules 
is repulsive), the interaction between the polymer segments becomes attractive and 
the coil collapses in on itself in order to minimise segment-solvent interactions 
(negative excluded volume). For any given polymer-solvent system, the 
thermodynamic quality of the solvent generally improves with increasing temperature, 
and the transition between the poor and good solvent regimes occurs at the theta 
temperature (8) 10. At this specific temperature, the excluded volume is zero, and the 
polymer coil has its unperturbed dimensions. By analogy with the brush 
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configuration, if the solvent is good, the brush height is expected to be up to several 
times the unperturbed radius of gyration. When the solvent quality reduces however, 
the brushes tend to collapse as the segments attempt to reduce their enthalpically 
unfavourable interactions with the solvent molecules. 
The shape of the polymer volume fraction profile, I.e. the distribution of 
polymer as a function of distance from the grafting surface has been the subject of 
numerous theoretical models. The relevant models for fluorocarbon end-capped 
polyethylene oxide (PEOF) will be discussed here. 
In 1977, Alexander15 predicted that the equilibrium thickness of a layer is 
reached as a direct result of the competition between chain stretching (elastic free 
energy) and chain-chain repulsion (interaction energy per chain). A scaling argument 
can be applied to this model but only at low grafting density (semi-dilute regime) as 
this model does not take the conformations of polymer chains into account and 
therefore no density profile of the chains at a distance from the grafting surface is 
available. 
Equation 2.2.6. 
where N is the degree of polymerisation of the chain, a is the Kuhn step length 
of the repeat unit. The grafting density is a as defined in equation 2.2.7 divided by a2, 
i.e. the area occupied by a segment. 
n. xd 
(J' =-'-
NA 
chains per A-2 Equation 2.2.7. 
where n is the number density of molecules i and d the layer thickness 
determined by neutron reflectometry experiments (as discussed in section 2-3) and NA 
is Avogadro's number. 
As the grafting density increases, excluded volume interactions between 
neighbouring chains are generated. This concept was introduced by De Gennes 16 in 
1980. It presumes that all the chain ends are located at the same distance from the 
surface. Equilibrium stretching is obtained when the energy gain resulting from the 
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reduction of the excluded volume interactions compensates the entropy penalty from 
the stretching of the chains from their initial random walk configurations. 
In the stretched wet brush regime14, the scaling law for a polymer with a 
degree of polymerisation N is given by, 
Equation 2.2.8. 
Equation 2.2.8 differs slightly from equation 2.2.6 as it incorporates the 
excluded volume, u, given by, 
Equation 2.2.9. 
As the scaling law equations (2.2.7 and 2.2.8) show, h depends linearly on N 
and is a function of the grafting density raised to the power 1/3. The scaling theory 
predicts that all chain length are situated at the same distance from the surface and the 
near surface depth profile is step like (volume fraction is constant throughout the 
brush). 
Since this first scaling law theory, an analytical self consistent field theory has 
been produced by Milner et a/. 17 • In reality, free chain ends are less stretched than 
most of the polymer chains. A simple hypothesis about free chain ends from the 
interface is made: the free chain ends may be located at any distance from the 
interface. The resulting density profile is not a step function, as predicted by scaling 
laws, but should be parabolic. The resulting density distribution as a function of 
distance from the grafting surface, z, is shown in figure 2.2.6. 
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Figure 2.2.6: The resulting density distribution as a function of distance from 
the grafting surface, z, according to scaling (green) and SCF (red) theories. 
Using a Self-Consistent Field method (SCF), Milner et a/. 17 were able to 
confirm the parabolic profiles. The main idea is that where polymers are strongly 
stretched (brush), fluctuations around the most probable paths are small and can 
therefore be ignored. All the possible configurations of the brush are taken into 
account as no assumption regarding the monomer distribution is made. 
The SCF theory gives the brush height as: 
Equation 2.2.10. 
Equation 2.2.10 is in agreement with scaling theory because h is still linearly 
dependent on Nand the scaling exponent for the grafting density is 113. 
Shim and Cates 18 extended this theory as they considered finite extensibility of 
the chain length at high surface coverage, i.e. a > 0.05. They postulated that the 
density proftle was flatter than a pure parabolic distribution but still scales according 
to equation 2.2.10 for the majority of surface coverage. 
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2a24 Micelle Formation 
When amphiphilic molecules are dissolved in water the hydrophobic portions 
segregate from the solvent by self-aggregation. The aggregated products are known as 
micelles. Above the CMC the micelle will consist of a hydrophobic core surrounded 
by hydrophilic groups (the corona). Micelles can be small spheres or disks, long 
cylinders or ellipsoids. The formation of micelles relies on the ability to dissolve 
hydrophobic substances within them and can be interpreted via two "phenomena": 
hydrophobic hydration and hydrophobic effect. 
Hydrophobic Hydratio11 
Water is at the heart of the solubility mechanism and can be regarded as a 
macroscopic network of molecules connected by hydrogen bonds19• This description 
implies that the dissolution of an apolar molecule in water necessitates the formation 
of a cavity in the three-dimensional hydrogen bonded network. The thermodynamics 
of such a process are quite characteristic. 'The entropic penalty for the solvation of 
alkanes by water is an important fingerprint of hydrophobic hydration20•21 • However, 
over the past fifty years, its molecular origin has been interpreted quite differently. In 
1945, Frank and Evans22 published their classical study where the "iceberg model" 
was invoked to explain the negative entropy of hydration: the water molecules were 
proposed to be quasi-solidly structured around a nonpolar solute, thus increasing 
hydrogen bonding in the hydration shell. Theories of hydrophobic hydration have 
continued to develop. Spectroscopic techniques have been refined and developed, 
allowing a structural interpretation at a molecular level. Good indications for the 
absence of hydration cages were obtained by neutron scattering studies23 and 
computer simulations24 . It was found that at room temperature the number and 
strength of the hydrogen bond interactions in the hydration shell are similar to those in 
bulk water. Thus, (hydrogen bond) enthalpy losses are kept at a minimum25 • This 
condition is achieved by a certain preferred orientation of the water molecules. One 
OH bond points to the bulk water, the other is oriented tangentially with respect to the 
surface of the apolar solute. Of course, water molecules in the hydration shell have 
less translational and rotational degrees of freedom as compared with their bulk 
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counterparts, and this accounts for the strongly negative entropy of solvation26 . 
Another characteristic of hydrophobic hydration is the temperature dependence of the 
enthalpy of solvation. Increased thermal motions hinder the tangential orientations of 
water molecules in the first hydration shells surrounding the apolar solute. The 
number of hydrogen bonds in bulk water also decreases with increasing temperature, 
but to a lesser extent27 . Hence, at higher temperatures, the hydration of hydrophobic 
molecules is accompanied by a greater loss of hydrogen bond interactions, so that a 
larger enthalpy penalty has to be met. At the same time, the preferred orientation of 
water molecules in the hydration shell is disturbed, so that the entropic penalty for 
hydrophobic hydration becomes smaller. Therefore, hydration effects result from a 
subtle balance of enthalpy and entropy. Both thermodynamic quantities are large and 
oppose each other. 
Hydrophobic Interactions 
The tendency of nonpolar molecules to associate in aqueous solutions is called 
the hydrophobic effece8. The idea is that aggregation of nonpolar molecules at low 
concentrations is hampered by the special orientation of water molecules in the first 
hydration shell27•29. At a certain concentration of solute, the number of water 
molecules available to form a complete hydrophobic hydration shell is insufficient, 
leading to interference and mutual obstruction of hydration shells and the inevitable 
sacrifice of hydrogen bonds. The result is known as demixing30. However the state-of-
the-art is based on the results of computer simulations, which are contradictory. 
Indeed, this model accounts qualitatively for the sudden aggregation of hydrophobic 
solutes in water, at specific concentrations but implies an extended hydrophobic 
hydration shell. Recently, neutron scattering studies indicate that the hydrophobic 
hydration shells are relatively small23 . From a thermodynamic point of view, bulk 
hydrophobic interactions and phase separation can be treated in terms of the solubility 
limit, which results from a balance between the positive mixing entropy of the solute 
and the negative entropy of the water molecules entering the hydration shell from the 
bulk. Thus, as more and more nonpolar molecules are dissolved in water, their mixing 
entropy progressively increases. The entropy of the water molecules decreases 
linearly with solute concentration. Therefore, the total entropy change of the system 
will become positive at a certain solute concentration, and neglecting enthalpy, this 
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will be the point where pseudophase separation occurs (hydrophobic effect). The 
notion of micellization as pseudophase separation due to the presence of an entropic 
solubility limit might be somewhat more realistic than the idea that micellization 
occurs as soon as complete hydrophobic hydration shells cannot be independently 
formed. 
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2-3 Neutron Reflectometry 
Neutron reflectometry is a powerful technique for studying the organisation of 
polymer at surfaces and interfaces31 •32. Due to its high spatial resolution (-15-20 A), 
this technique is very useful to investigate the organisation of molecules at the air-
liquid interface. Because the length scale resolution is proportional to the radiation 
wavelength (Ao 10-20 A), neutron beams are very efficient for polymeric length 
scales. This technique differs mainly from X-ray reflectometry because neutrons are 
scattered by nuclei, not electrons. 
Neutron reflectometry experiments consist of measuring the intensity of a 
specularly reflected neutron beam from a surface as a function of the scattering vector 
(Q) normal to the interface on which the beam is incident. The reflectivity, R(Q), of 
any material is the ratio of the reflected intensity, l(Q) to the incident intensity (/0). 
R(Q) = /(Q) 
Io 
Equation 2.3.1. 
When a source of neutrons is incident on a surface, four different processes 
occur including specular reflection, transmission, bulk scattering and non-specular 
reflection as depicted in figure 2.3.1. 
Figure 2.3.1: A schematic diagram of specular reflection (black), transmission 
(red), scattering from the bulk (green) and non-specular reflection (blue) when a 
neutron beam hits a surface. 
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Specular reflection from a surface occurs when the angle of incidence, 8, 
equals that of reflection. Non-specular reflection occurs due to roughened surface 
induced by thermal fluctuations. However if the experimental system is mounted on 
an anti-vibration table, the intensity of non-specular reflection is less than the 
background signal. Scattering from the bulk is also occurring if a scattering species is 
present in the subphase and contributes to the background signal. If the beam is not 
reflected then it is completely transmitted into the subphase. 
As implied by equation 2.3.1, the organisation of materials can be probed at 
various depths normal to the interface simply by monitoring the reflectivity over a 
range of Q values. But what is Q? This is the magnitude of the scattering vector Q and 
is the fundamental variable in a neutron reflectometry experiment. It is defined by, 
Equation 2.3.2. 
where e is the grazmg angle of incidence and A. the wavelength of the 
incoming neutron beam. 
Q is the magnitude of the vector between the transmitted beam and the 
specularly reflected beam as illustrated in figure 2.3.2, where ki and kr are the 
wavevectors of the incident and reflected beam respectively. 
Q 
Surface 
Figure 2.3.2: Representation of the wavevector Q. 
According to equation 2.3.2 the scattering vector, Q, can be varied either by 
changing the wavelength of the incoming neutron beam or the grazing angle of 
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incidence. All neutron reflectivity experiments reported here were carried out at the 
ISIS pulsed neuron source at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL) using the 
white beam time-of-flight (TOF) SURF reflectometer, i.e. determine A. at fixed e. 
The instrumentation for neutron reflectometry has been described in detail 
elsewhere33• Only a precis of the experimental details is outlined here. 
2-3-1 Instrumental Details 
The neutrons at ISIS are produced by a spallation process. This occurs when 
pulses of protons, with an associated frequency of 50 Hz, are accelerated towards a 
tantalum target resulting in the spalling (''boiling off') of neutrons. These neutrons are 
then passed through a 20 K hydrogen moderator where they continually bounce 
around losing energy at every collision before they are guided to the individual 
instruments that surround the target. The wavelength range of the beam used on 
SURF is 0.5 < A. I A< 6.5. Therefore, by collecting reflectivity data at three incident 
angles (0.5°, 0.8° and 1.5°) a Q range of0.019 < Q I A-1< 0.6 is accessible. 
A schematic representation of SURF is given in figure 2.3.3. 
Figure 2.3.3: Schematic representation of SURF reflectometer. 
The incoming "raw" neutron beam contains a broad mixture of wavelengths 
that need to be separated to get the desired wavelength distribution. A single disc 
known as chopper defmes the wavelength band and provides some frame overlap 
suppression. This disc is not represented in figure 2.3.3; it is placed before monitor 1. 
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Hence the white beam travel through slit one (S 1 ). However, occasionally neutrons 
with a long wavelength, known as slow neutrons, escape the chopper. They are 
removed from the beam by the frame overlap mirrors. This nickel-coated mirror sets 
to reflect out of the main beam, neutrons greater than 13 A, allowing only neutrons of 
the desired wavelength from each pulse to pass through. The super mirror controls the 
angle of the incoming neutron beam with respect to the horizontal. 
The neutrons pass through the second slit (S2) before being incident on the 
sample interface. The reflected and scattered neutrons are travelling through two 
further slits before finally falling on the scintillator detector. This measures the 
intensity of the neutrons as a function of time, t, with t = 0 defined as the beginning of 
every pulse. As the distance of the monitor to the target is known exactly then it is 
possible to convert time into neutron energy and ultimately wavelength, hence the 
terminology "time of flight" (TOF) method. The four slits collimate the incident (S 1 
and S2) and the reflected beam (S3 and S4). The width of each slit is specific to the 
incident angle and the experiment. In this study, the widths of S 1 to S4 were usually 
set to 1, 0.67, 0, and 0 mm respectively for a neutron beam incident at 0.5°, 1.6, 1.07, 
4, 4 mm for 0.8° angle and 3, 2, 2, 3 mm for 1.5° angle. 
The resultant reflectivity is defined as the ratio of the intensity of the incident 
beam (measured by the monitor) to a reflected beam (measured by the detector). The 
final reflectivity for each angle is calculated automatically using appropriate 
instrument software and by placing the data on an absolute scale and combining them, 
a complete reflectivity curve is obtained. 
2~3~2 Scattering Length Density 
The reflective properties of neutrons are analogous to those of light and are 
therefore governed by Fresnel's law (basic rules of geometric optics) with subsequent 
modifications. When discussing the reflection of neutrons, the optical refractive index 
is replaced by the neutron refractive index of the reflecting substance. The refractive 
index can be related to the composition of the solution and as the refractive index 
changes from one bulk value to the other through the interface (the reflectivity 
changes with penetration depth), a perfect description of the composition distribution 
normal to the surface is accessible. 
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The neutron refractive index, n, from a smooth interface between two phases 
is given by equation 2.3.3. 
..1?Nb 
n=1---
2:r 
Equation 2.3.3. 
where N is the atomic number density and b is the coherent scattering length 
of the atom. As mentioned earlier, neutrons are scattered by nuclei, therefore the 
scattering length values vary randomly across the periodic table. The values of b for 
nuclei relevant to this study are given in table 2.3 .1. 
Nucleus b I 10-4 A 
c 0.67 
0 0.58 
F 0.566 
IH 
-0.37 
ZH 0.68 
Table 2.3 .1: The coherent scattering length values required for this study. 
It is interesting to notice that the coherent scattering length of 1H is negative 
whereas that of 2H is positive. The difference between these two isotopes is 
fundamental to the neutron reflectometry experiments and will be discussed further. 
The scattering length density is determined by the composition of the 
reflecting material and is given by, 
Equation 2.3.4. 
where n is the number density of species i. 
The scattering length density is one of the most fundamental parameters in 
neutron reflectometry as the surface refractive index depends on it (equation 2.3.3). 
Indeed, the change in neutron refractive index for polymers is not large and a contrast 
between the polymer and its surrounding must be generated to observe an effect on 
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the reflectivity. The magnitude and sign of the scattering length density influences the 
amplitude of the reflected beam (a high positive scattering length enhances the 
amplitude of the neutron beam leading to a stronger reflection of the neutron). 
Because the scattering lengths of hydrogen and deuterium are significantly different 
(see table 2.3.1), deuterium labelling can be used to generate a contrast in the 
refractive index of various components. Materials mainly composed of hydrogen, 
such as water and hydrogenous polymers, have a negative scattering length density. 
Thus it is possible to add D20 to H20 to adjust the scattering length density of the 
resulting system to be that of air (Pair = 0). The resulting contrast is known as null 
reflecting water (nrw) as there is no reflection from the air-water interface. For a 
solution of deuterated polymer in nrw, reflection will only occur if there is adsorption 
of the deuterated material at the surface. 
Values for the scattering length and scattering length densities pertinent to this 
study are given in table 2.3.2. 
Species 'f..b; (A) pi 10-6 A-2 
H20 -1.68E-04 -0.56 
020 1.92E-04 6.35 
air 0 0 
2k HPEOF 3.46E-03 0.82 
2k DPEOF 1.67E-02 4.32 
5k HPEOF 6.10E-03 0.69 
5k DPEOF 4.16E-02 5.08 
10k HPEOF 1.02E-02 0.64 
10k DPEOF 8.88E-02 5.44 
Table 2.3.2: Scattering length and scattering length densities for materials used 
in this study. The notation nk IPEOF is given in Chapter Three, section 3.1. 
2-3-3 Specular Reflection 
At the interface between two media the grazing angle of incidence, 90, is 
related to the angle of refraction, 91, using Snell's law and the relationship is given 
by, 
Equation 2.3.5. 
where no and n, are the refractive index of media 0 and 1 respectively. 37 
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If medium 0 is air, then no is 1 and equation 2.3.5 becomes, 
Equation 2.3.6. 
When n 1 is less than one, there will be a critical angle above which specular 
reflection of all incident neutrons will occur. At this critical angle, Se, 81 is zero, 
therefore, 
Equation 2.3.7. 
The air-water interface has a very small critical angle since the refractive 
index of both the upper and lower media are approximately one. The cosine term from 
equation 2.3.7 can be expanded to give, 
Equation 2.3.8. 
where Pd is the scattering length density of the subphase. 
For an air-020 interface the critical angle occurs at a critical momentum 
transfer, Qc, of 0.0179 A-1• The lowest Q value obtained experimentally here was 
circa 0.019 A.- 1, therefore the critical angle could not be encountered during 
experimental studies. 
When an adsorbed polymer film is present between two media (0 and 2), the 
organisation of monolayer 1 can be probed using neutron reflectometry. A schematic 
representation of such system is shown in figure 2.3.4. 
d 
Figure 2.3.4: The specular reflection from an adsorbed film, n1, at an interface 
between two media no and m. 
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The reflectivity, R, for such system is analysed as a function of scattering 
vector and can be expressed according to Fresnel, resulting in equation 2.3.9. 
• 2 
R = r01 + r12 exp(2tfJ) 
1 + r01 r12 exp(2ip 
Equation 2.3.9. 
where the reflected and transmitted amplitudes of the beam at each interface (between 
0 and 1, and 1 and 2) are represented by the Fresnel coefficients ro 1 and r1z 
respectively. p is the phase shift or optical path length of the beam, which can be 
calculated as the neutron traverses each layer, i, by using, 
Equation 2.3.10. 
where d is the thickness of the monolayer. 
For an i-j interface, the Fresnel coefficients are given by, 
nj sine i - n j sine j 
r .. = -----'------=-
u · e · e n; sm ; + n j sm j 
Equation 2.3.11. 
Combining equation 2.3.9 and 2.3.11, the overall reflectivity of the adsorbed 
monolayer is available, 
R = r0~ + r1; + 2r01 r12 cos 2/J 
1 + r0~r1; + 2r01 r12 cos2fJ Equation 2.3.12. 
~hove the critical angle, equation 2.3.12 shows that the reflectivity R has 
maxima and minima when cos2P = ± 1. If the equation for the phase shift (equation 
2.3.1 0) is substituted into equation 2.3.12, it is clear that the separation of the maxima 
is dependent on the layer thickness and Qc of the specific system. As discussed 
earlier, Q is dependent on the scattering angle and therefore on the scattering length 
density and the phase shift through equations 2.3.8 and 2.3.10. Consequently, a 
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complete description (composition and layer thickness) of the near surface can be 
extracted from a reflectivity proftle. From a practical point of view, data cannot be 
Fourier transformed directly in order to obtain the composition distribution as phase 
information is lost from the data and the Q range is limited due to a high incoherent 
background signal. 
Neutron reflectometry data are frequently interpreted by using models, i.e., a 
model composition distribution normal to the interface is generated and its reflectivity 
calculated and compared with the experimental data. This process is aided by two 
main techniques: the optical matrix method34 and the kinematic approximation35 . 
The optical matrix method is exact and uses theoretical models to fit the data. 
With the kinematic approximation, the reflectivity is expressed in terms of partial 
structure factors. Each method is outlined below. 
2-3-4 The Optical Matrix Method 
This method simulates a reflectivity curve based on a theorical model where 
the surface depth proftle can be decomposed into a series of discrete layers of known 
thickness and number density. This proftle is shown in figure 2.3.5. 
2.7x1 o.jj 
1.2x1 o.jj 
9.0x1 o·7 
6.0x1 0'7 
~~._~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
Distance (A) 
Figure 2.3.5: Gradual change m scattering length density (red) and its 
approximation as a series of discrete layers. 
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Each layer is represented by a characteristic matrix and has been described by 
Born and Wolf36. For example the characteristic matrix for a single layer,}, is, 
M.= [ cosfJj 
1 
- ik; sin fJ; 
-(~)sinfJjl 
cos fJj 
Equation 2.3.13. 
where k; = n; sin B;. 
When a model consists of multiple layers, the overall optical matrix is the 
product of all the individual matrices; 
[M]=[M1 ] [M2 } .... [M"]=[M11 
Ml2 
The overall reflectivity is given by, 
R = (M]] +MI2kJka -(M2l +Mn)ks 
(M II + Ml2kJka +(M 21 +M n )ks 
Equation 2.3.14. 
Equation 2.3.15. 
where the subscripts a and s refer to the upper and the lower phase respectively and 
Mu are the elements of [M]. 
However, interfaces are never perfectly smooth and therefore are not infinitely 
sharp. For polymers in solution, the interface is not only influenced by the adsorbing 
specimen and the surrounding media (air in this study) but also by consecutive layers 
of polymers. This refers to a diffuse interface between the polymers. The roughness of 
the surface generally decreases the specular reflectivity7• This can be accounted for 
by a factor somewhat like a De bye-Wailer factor38, 
Equation 2.3.16. 
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where I and 10 are the reflected intensity of the beam with and without surface 
roughness, and or is the root mean square roughness. 
This equation can be incorporated into equation 2.3.13 but complexity arises 
when more than three layers are modelled. To overcome this problem, a more suitable 
method was introduced by Abeles39 by dividing the interface into additional layers 
that incorporate the root mean square roughness. A different characteristic matrix 
from equation 2.3.13 is defined in terms ofFresnel coefficient and phase factors40 • 
Equation 2.3.17. 
where the reflectivity becomes, 
Equation 2.3 .18. 
The generated profiles are then compared with experimental data. The model 
parameters, describing the near surface organisation, are then varied (the initial model 
consists of one uniform layer with a layer thickness, d, and a scattering length density, 
p) and additional lamellae are introduced as necessary until the best-fit values for 
those parameters are obtained. 
For a uniform layer, the scattering length density is given by, 
Equation 2.3.19. 
where ifJi is the volume fraction and the superscript i represents the component 
present in the layer. 
The number density, n;, is related to p and the scattering length, b;, and is 
given in equation 2.3.20. 
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Equation 2.3.20. 
Knowing n;, the surface concentration can be calculated for each species 
present in the layer. The appropriate surface excess concentration equation for a 
uniform monolayer will be discussed in Chapter Four. 
However, even if the optical matrix gives the exact reflectivity, uncertainty 
about the uniqueness of the model used to fit the data is always present because 
including more layers will always give a better fit to the data and therefore many 
models may fit the data well. To overcome this problem, reflectivity curves for all 
three polymer-subphase contrasts collected are fitted for different contrasts using the 
same model (multilayer model). The consistency of the layer thickness is used as a 
criterion for the validity of the model. Furthermore, the optical matrix method 
provides only the overall thickness and composition of the layer. It would be of great 
interest to get some insight into the distribution of the polymer segments or water at 
the surface. This can be obtained by the kinematic approximation. 
2a3-5 The Kinematic Approximation 
The kinematic approximation was developed by Thomas from an initial 
outline by Crowley5. By comparison with the optical matrix method, the kinematic 
approximation is able to provide a more rapidly informative analysis of the data since 
subtle differences between surface structures are made more apparent. 
This approach is also model dependent and is only valid when the reflectivity 
is weak (generally < 10-3) and Q >> Qc (where Qc is the critical value below which 
total reflection is observed). Under these conditions, the specular component of 
reflectivity, R(Q), is, 
Equation 2.3 .21. 
where p(Q) is the one dimensional Fourier transform of p(z), the scattering 
length density distribution normal to the interface. 
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p (Q) can be expressed as, 
00 
p(Q) = Jexp(iQz)p(z)dz Equation 2.3.22. 
-oo 
Equation 2.3.23. 
where n;(z) is the number density of species i at a distance z, normal to the 
interface. 
By combining, equations 2.3.22 and 2.3.23, we have, 
00 
p(Q) = Lb; Jexp(iQz)n;(z) 
-00 Equation 2.3.24. 
= Lb;n;(Q) 
Inserting equation 2.3.24 into equation 2.3.21 and writing p(Q) in terms of 
Lb;n;(Q), R (Q) can be expressed as follow, 
Equation 2.3.25. 
where hu is known as the partial structure factor. 
Alternatively, equation 2.3.21 can be written in terms of the gradient of the 
scattering length density profile, p' = dP/a_z , 
Equation 2.3.26. 
where, 
"' d 
p'(Q) = Jexp(iQz)_£_dz 
-oo dz 
Equation 2.3.27. 
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Consequently, R (Q) can also be expressed as, 
Equation 2.3.28. 
When i = j, the self partial structure factor for species i, hii, is obtained. This 
describes the distribution of these species (i and j) in the surface layer, i.e., the 
composition and the thickness of the regions containing the species. h'ij(Q) is the 
gradient in the self partial structure factor, given by, 
Equation 2.3.29. 
and h' ii(Q) is related to the partial structure factor by, 
Equation 2.3.30. 
where n;(Q) is the one-dimensional Fourier transform of the number density 
distribution of component i in the surface layer. 
When i -:t:. j, the cross partial structure factor, hu(Q) is obtained, g1vmg 
infom1ation on the distribution of species i and j relative to each other, 1.e., 
information about the separation between the two components. 
h'ij (Q) = h'j; (Q) =Rein'; (Q)n'j (Q)I Equation 2.3.31. 
Imagine a polymer (p ), and the subphase w (water), the kinematic expression 
for the total reflectivity of the system becomes, 
Equation 2.3.32. 
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To characterise fully the polymer organisation (determination of both self and 
cross partial structure factors) a set of three experimental contrasts41 at the same bulk 
concentration of polymer is required to solve equation 2.3.32. This is achieved by 
changing the isotopic composition (interchanging hydrogen and deuterium labelling), 
as different values for bp and bw can be obtained. Therefore two polymers are 
required: the fully deuterated and fully hydrogenated version. Two different 
subphases are also used: D20 and nrw (bw = 0). The resulting three experimental 
contrast conditions relevant to this study are, 
1- Hydrogenous polymer in D20. 
2- Deuterated polymer in nrw. 
3- Deuterated polymer in D20. 
As discussed previously, the kinematic approximation only applies in regions where 
Q >> Qc but also raw data need to be corrected before analysis as multiple scattering 
within the material could limit the use of the kinematic approximation. Especially for 
highly reflecting surface (D20), multiple scattering is inevitable. To overcome such a 
limitation, Crowley42 introduced a correction factor (equation 2.3.33) that scales the 
experimental data by the reflectivity of a smooth surface, using the kinematic 
reflectivity Rs(Q) and the Fresnel reflectivity R1, calculated using exact methods. 
R(Q)= 
2 
Equation 2.3.33. 
where, 
Equation 2.3.34. 
and, 
Equation 2.3.35. 
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P2 and PI is simply the difference in scattering length density between two media, i.e. 
D20 and air respectively (in this study). 
Interpretation of the data in the partial structure factor necessitates the use of a 
model that predicts the distribution of the components (polymer and subphase) from 
the interface, i.e. n(z), hence n(Q) upon Fourier transformation. Numerous models 
have been applied to experimental data including a uniform layer, Gaussian 
distribution, single parabola distribution, double unifonn layer, double Gaussian 
distribution, double uniform parabolas and hyperbolic tangent profile (tanh). By 
knowing n(Q) the correspondent partial structure factor can be determined (equation 
2.3.30). Details of each model and their applications to experimental profiles are 
given in Chapter Four, section 4-3-2. 
The cross-partial structure factor provides information regarding the relative 
positions of two components (namely the centre-to-centre separation between the 
components) and their distribution at the near surface43 . The cross-partial structure 
factor between two distributions is expressed as, 
hij (Q) = Re{n; (Q)n j (Q) exp(iQ8)} Equation 2.3.36. 
where 8is the distance between the centre ofthe distribution ofthe two components. 
If n(z) is even about the centre, i.e. a symmetrical model (for example a Gaussian 
distribution) then the Fourier transform is an even function. This is generally observed 
for amphiphilic molecules confined to the interface. The other possibly is that n(z) is 
odd, i.e. asymmetric subphase distribution (example tanh profile) then the Fourier 
transform is imaginary. If it is assumed that np(z) and nw(z) are exactly even and odd 
respectively, then the cross-partial structure factor can be written, 
Equation 2.3.37. 
If np(z) and nA(z) are exactly even, 
Equation 2.3.38. 
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The ± operator results from uncertainty about the phase and introduces some 
inevitable ambiguity. 
The kinematic approximation is therefore a very instructive analysis as both 
the number density distribution of each component and their separations become 
accessible. 
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2c4 Surface Quasicelastic Light Scattering (SQELS) 
SQELS is a well-established technique that has been successfully applied to 
polymer dynamics to determine the dynamic behaviour of polymers at interfaces. 
Liquid surfaces are continually perturbed by thermal fluctuations, which can 
be decomposed into a series of discrete Fourier modes and are commonly known as 
capillary waves44 . The amplitude of capillary waves is quite small (~2 A for water) 
and these capillary waves generally have a wavelength of circa 100 Jlm and an 
associated frequency in the order of 100kHz. When a light beam is projected on the 
surface, it is scattered efficiently by the capillary waves and can be analysed either in 
time or frequency domain to give the frequency, a{}, and the damping, r, of the 
capillary wave. For a pure liquid these parameters are dependent on its surface tension 
(yo), the density (p) and the viscosity (q). 
A propagating capillary wave with a vertical displacement, ~' from its 
equilibrium plane at a time t is described by, 
~(x,t) = ~0 exp(i(qx +cot)) Equation 2.4.1. 
where q is the surface wave number of the capillary wave which has a frequency, eo, 
and propagates in the x-direction. 
eo is a complex quantity composed of the capillary wave real frequency a{} 
(subject to a decay process) and the damping, r. 
Equation 2.4.2. 
In equation 2.4.1, the parameter q is the surface wavenumber of a capillary 
wave and is given by, 
2Jr q=-
A 
where A is the wavelength of the capillary wave. 
Equation 2.4.3. 
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When light is incident on the surface, it is scattered due to the displacement on 
the surface caused by the capillary waves. This is shown in figure 2.4.1. 
arr 
water 
Figure 2.4.1: Representation of the result of an incident beam (0), scattered (s) 
on an air-water interface and definition of the scattering vector q. 
The angle of scatter {j(J is related to q and the incident angle (as shown in the resultant 
vector diagram in figure 2.4.1) by, 
Equation 2.4.4. 
When a surface film is present, the properties of the capillary wave are 
modified as the material changes the frequency and the damping of the capillary 
waves. Although up to five hydrodynamic modes45 can be supported by a monolayer 
covered surface only two are of crucial importance in this study. They are known as 
lateral compression (longitudinal mode) and vertical compression (transverse mode) 
and are illustrated in figure 2.4.2. 
1111 Transverse mode 
• Lo . d' 1 d .. ng1tu ma mo e 
Figure 2.4.2: Schematic representation of the transverse and longitudinal 
modes. 
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Capillary wave are dispersive and for any frequency dependent property, the 
wave number, q, and the frequency, uv, of the capillary waves are related by a 
dispersion equation. This has been demonstrated by Lucassen-Reynders and Lucassen 
in 196944 and a general expression for an air-water interface covered with a surface 
film is given in equation 2.4.5. 
D(w)=[a/ +i17w(m+q)] ~q 2 +i17w(m+q)-w 2 plq]+[17w(q-m)Y =0 
Equation 2.4.5. 
where the parameter m is defined by, 
I 
2 11/2 m = Re ( q + i wq I 17) Equation 2.4.6. 
and p and 17 are the density and viscosity of water, and & and rare the moduli for the 
dilational and capillary waves respectively. 
The solution of the dispersion equation leads to two physical roots in terms of 
the surface tension (;1, the liquid density (p) and the liquid viscosity ( 17). The first one 
refers to the capillary waves46 (transverse motion) and the second to the dilational 
waves
47 (longitudinal motion). To a first approximation, the equations 2.4.7 (capillary 
mode) and 2.4.8 (dilational mode) are given in the complex form (w= ~ + ir), 
Capillary mode (() = w + i 217q 2 
v--; P Equation 2.4.7. 
Dilational mode Equation 2.4.8. 
According to equations 2.4.7 and 2.4.8, it is evident that the capillary waves 
are mainly controlled by the surface tension whilst the dilational waves are influenced 
mostly by the dilational modulus & at low q values. & corresponds to the Gibbs static 
elasticity, &osr = r(::;,) (for further details, refer to Chapter Five, section 5-3-4). 
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Both moduli are complex quantities and can be expanded using linear 
response theory to include energy dissipation. 
Y = Yo +imy' Equation 2.4.9. 
£ = £ 0 + imc' Equation 2.4.10. 
where ro and c.o are the interfacial tension and elastic modulus respectively and c' and 
y' are the dilational and transverse shear viscosity respectively. 
The motion of the dilational mode is weakly coupled to the capillary mode to 
an extent depending upon the coupling coefficient48 , 17 = (q-m) for an air-liquid 
interface. It is therefore technically incorrect to refer to the motion as consisting of 
purely translational or longitudinal waves, therefore the terms capillary and dilational 
modes are preferred. 
Only capillary waves scatter light efficiently as they are predominantly 
transverse in nature. However, as depicted in equation 2.4.5, the dispersion equation 
has two real roots corresponding to capillary waves and dilational waves. Therefore, 
when analysing the capillary wave scattering, both modes are present due to the 
coupling between them. The best experimental conditions, giving the opportunity to 
observe dilational wave characteristics, is when the two modes are in resonance, i.e. 
the capillary and dilational waves have identical frequencies. Resonance occurs when 
eo/ = 0.16 and produces a maximum in the damping and frequency of the capillary lro 
wave. 
Having introduced the form of the dispersion equation (D(m)), the relationship 
between D( w) and the scattered light needs to be established. 
The power spectrum of light scattered from the surface by the capillary waves 
and expressed in terms of the dispersion function is given by equation 2.4.11. 
P(m) =- 2k8 T 1m{i17m(q +m)+ Ex/} 
m D(m) Equation 2.4.11. 
where k8 is the Boltzman's constant and T is the absolute temperature. 
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The resulting spectrum of light has the shape of a skewed Lorentzian 
function49 whose central frequency gives the frequency of the capillary wave, mo. and 
the line width, the capillary wave damping, r. Since this expression for the spectrum 
contains the dispersion equation, by suitable fitting, all four surface viscoelastic 
parameters are accessible. 
It is possible to record the power spectrum of light by the correlation function, 
g(r) which is the Fourier transform of P( m) (equation 2.4.12). 
Equation 2.4.12. 
Even though the capillary waves scatter light efficiently, the intensity of 
scattering remains weak and the intensity falls off rapidly as q-2• To be able to record 
the scattered light, it is therefore mixed with a reference beam of light and results in a 
heterodyne signal50•51 detected by a photomultiplier tube (further details in section 2-
4-3). Recording the scattered light in the time domain results in the correlation 
function having the shape of a damped cosine function, with a frequency mo and a 
damping factor r. The experimental correlation function obtained, g( r) is given in 
equation 2.4.13 and contains contribution from both heterodyning and homodyning. 
Equation 2.4.13. 
where Is and Ir are the intensity of the scattered and reference beams respectively, and 
r is the delay time. g 1(1) is the Fourier transform of the power spectrum referred to 
earlier and involves only the heterodyne contribution. To ensure that the homodyne 
contribution (I/ term) is minimal the ratio of ;{ must be greater than 10-3. This is 
achieved by attenuating the light beam using neutral density filters. 
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As the Lorentzian power spectrum corresponds to an exponentially damped 
cosine in the time domain, g(r), the correlation function, can be described by the 
following equation 52, 
g(r) = B +A x cos(m,r + ~) x ex{-:,'<)+ C exp(- ar)- Dr' 
Equation 2.4.14. 
Where rjJ arises from the skewed nature of the power spectrum (deviation of 
the power spectrum from the true Lorentzian shape). The background level, B, is 
modified by the term D? to account for "droop" on the correlation function caused by 
external mechanical vibrations. Such external vibration can be limited by mounting 
the experimental system on a vibration isolation unit on top of an optical table. A is 
the function amplitude and the Gaussian term, exp(-:,'r l takes into account the 
broad nature of the scattered intensity of light due to finite size of the incident beam 
sampling multiple capillary wave fluctuations. The term Cexp(-ar) incorporates the 
fast relaxation processes that become apparent at short correlation channel widths (2 
)lS). 
This technique allows the determination of the frequency and the damping of the 
capillary waves by fitting an equation of this form to the experimental data. However, 
although this method allows the determination of r and UkJ, there is no information 
about the three-viscoelastic parameters (y, &, &). The extraction of the viscoelastic 
parameters necessitates a more complex fitting routine known as a spectral fit53 . 
2-4-2 Spectral Fit 
The equation used for analysing the data is similar to equation 2.4.14, 
excepted that the cosine term is replaced with the Fourier transform of the power 
spectrum. It is given in equation 2.4.15. 
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g(r) ~ B +A x FT[P(ro,y 0 ,y',E0 , c')]x exp(- :,'r) + C exp(- ar )- Dr' 
Equation 2.4.15. 
No assumptions have to be made to analyse the data as this analysis uses the 
entirety of the light scattering data. To analyse the data, the three parameters are 
estimated (assuming y'= 0 in this study) from which a power spectrum is generated. 
This is numerically Fourier transformed to give the correlation function which is then 
fitted in to the experimental data by using a least-squares fitting routine until the best 
fit is obtained, thus leading to the determination of the three-viscoelastic parameters. 
24~3 ~nstrumental Details 
All surface quasi-elastic light scattering (SQELS) measurements were 
performed using light scattering apparatus constructed in Durham University. A 
schematic representation ofthe apparatus is given in figure 2.4.3. 
All of the optical components and the sample environment are mounted on an 
optical table, inside a large steel framed and tinted Perspex cabinet. The principle of 
light scattering experiments is to focus polarised light from a 400 m W solid state 
diode pumped laser (I!.Q = 532 nm) onto the water surface using a series of lenses and 
mirrors and to collect the scattered light for further analysis. Initially the laser light is 
reflected down the optical rail and through the half wave plate (W) and polariser (P). 
The wave plate rotates the plane of polarised light to attenuate the power of the laser 
whilst the polariser removed any remaining horizontal polarised light. The light then 
passed through the first lens (L1), which focussed the beam to pass through the 
diffraction grating (DG) to provide a series of reference light sources for heterodyne 
correlation at the photomultiplier tube (PMT). The resulting diverging beams are 
attenuated by using neutral density filter (NDF) in order to reach optimum conditions 
for heterodyne correlation. The main beam and diffracted beams are subsequently re-
converged by the second lens (L2) and are reflected by mirrors 1 and 2 (Ml and M2) 
onto the liquid surface. Ml reflects the light by 90° so the beam is travelling vertically 
when it falls onto M2, where it is reflected onto the liquid surface. A circular and 
thermostatically controlled (298 K) stainless steel trough equipped with a lid having a 
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window on the top for the incident and scattered laser beams was placed on a 
vibration isolation unit to minimise the external vibrations. The light was reflected 
from the liquid surface and scattered proportionally with the dynamic properties of the 
liquid surface. 
p 
Figure 2.4.3: Schematic representation of the SQELS apparatus. 
The light was then reflected by mirrors 3 and 4 (M3 and M4). M4 reflects the 
light at 90° so the path of the beam is once again parallel with the optical rail. As the 
beam travels further down the rail, divergence occurs leading to a horizontal array of 
spots at the PMT. Each beam corresponds to a different scattering angle, 8, and is 
coincident with light scattered at that same angle and thus a range of scattering 
vectors, q, can be explored. A pinhole (P) is placed in front of the PMT and by 
adjustment of mirrors M3 and M4, placed on a motor controlled mount, the diffracted 
beams can be focussed onto the detector in turn. This provides a means of probing 
behaviour over a range of q, and therefore wave frequencies. The output from the 
PMT is analysed by a Brookhaven correlator (model BI9000), connected to a PC. The 
drawback of BI9000 is that the channel widths are fixed at 10, 5, 2, or 1 f.lS with a 
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maximum of 256, 200, 72 or 42 linearly spaced data channels respectively. The final 
form of the data of the raw data, g( r), is stored on a PC and fitted subsequently using 
cosine and spectral fits. 
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3s1 Introduction 
Polyethylene oxide (PEO) is a water soluble polymer that spontaneously forms 
a surface excess layer when dissolved in water'. Previous work reported that 
modifying PEO by end capping one end or both ends of the polymer chain, not only 
enhances the surface properties of the polymer molecule2-4 but also affect its bulk 
properties5' 6. In particular modified PEO incorporating fluorocarbon groups have 
proven to be highly surface active7-9. When polymer chains are grafted by one end or 
both ends to a surface at sufficiently high grafting density excluded volume 
interactions between molecules cause them to stretch, forming a brush-like layer10• 
Hence PEO chains with one end capped by perfluorodecanoyl groups may form a 
brush structure at the air/water interface. 
A suitable method is required to synthesise the desired polymers. The first part 
of this chapter will cover the experimental method used to synthesise PEO with three 
different molecular weights, circa 2000 g mor'' 5 000 g mor' and 10 000 gm or'' for 
each molecular weight a hydrogenous and a deuterated version was required. For all 
polymers an appropriate end capping procedure is described and the problems 
encountered are detailed. The characterisation of the polymers and a brief description 
of the characterisation techniques used and the structure and composition of the final 
polymers will be given in the second part of this chapter. 
For ease of reference the notation nk IPEO(F) will be used where n 
corresponds to the molecular weight (n = 2, 5, or 1 0), I is the isotopic species (D or H) 
and F the fluorocarbon group (C6F 13) when PEO is end functionalised. 
3-2 Synthesis of PEO via anionic living polymerisation 
Chemicals and solvents 
All chemicals were obtained from Aldrich Ltd and were used without further 
purification unless stated otherwise. Solvents were dried using standard conditions 
detailed in the literature''. 
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Experimental method 
Synthesis of the initiator 
The initiator used for the following synthesis was diphenyl methyl potassium 
(DPMK) 12 as shown in scheme 3.2.1. 
CO K + THF 
Scheme 3.2.1: Synthesis of diphenyl methyl potassium 
To ensure complete conversiOn of the naphthalene the molar ratio of 
naphthalene, potassium and diphenylmethane was 0.125: 0.5: 0.33 respectively. 
Naphthalene was placed in a 3 neck round bottomed flask equipped with stirrer, 
septum, condenser tube and bubbler under a dry nitrogen purge. Dry THF was added 
via cannula and the solution cooled to 273 K in an ice bath. Potassium was carefully 
added into the flask resulting in the solution becoming dark green accompanied by an 
increase in the temperature. The contents of the flask were then stirred overnight 
whilst maintained at 273 K. 
Diphenylmethane was added dropwise through the septum, the solution 
becoming a dark red/orange colour. The solution was stirred for two days at room 
temperature under a nitrogen purge. To remove the excess unreacted potassium, the 
solution was cannulated out of the flask into a storage bottle sealed by a rubber 
septum and under a nitrogen atmosphere leaving the excess potassium in the round 
bottomed flask. The potassium was neutralised by addition of hexane/isopropanol. 
The initiator solution was stored in a fridge. 
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Calibration of the initiator 
A sample ofpoly(ethylene oxide) of nominal molecular weight 5 000 g mor 1 
was synthesised using known quantities of initiator and monomer. By a combination 
of size exclusion chromatography (SEC) and 1 H NMR analysis, the initiator 
concentration was calculated. SEC provides the average molecular weights and the 
polydispersity index of the polymer. To check that the initiator does not include other 
initiating species (residual potassium or naphthyl potassium), 1H NMR was used. If 
only diphenyl methyl potassium initiator is present, we expect 2 main signals: o-7 
ppm for the diphenylmethyl units attached to the end of the polymer and o-3.5 ppm 
for the CH2-CH2 units of the poly( ethylene oxide) group. From the peak integrals, the 
number of protons can be determined and the proton ratio of ethylene oxide (EO) 
monomer to diphenyl group gives the number of repeat units, n, the molecular weight 
can then be calculated. 
Using the molecular weights calculated from SEC and 1H NMR data, the 
concentration of the initiator was obtained. 
Anionic polymerisation of EO 
Et> K +D, THF 
Scheme 3.2.2: Anionic ring opening polymerisation of ethylene oxide. 
The first step of this synthesis consists of the purification of ethylene oxide. 
Due to its high volatility (b.pt. = 286.2 K) and its toxicity (odourless), EO was 
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manipulated with extreme caution. As supplied, it was ftrst transferred under vacuum 
into a round bottomed flask fttted with a Young's tap and containing a few grams of 
potassium hydroxide and a stirrer. The receiving flask was frozen by liquid nitrogen 
allowing the transfer of EO. The flask was then transferred quickly to the vacuum line 
and the contents stirred at 273 K overnight. 
EO was vacuum distilled on the line to a similar flask containing CaH2 to 
remove any water present in EO. The EO was degassed thoroughly by means of 
repeated freeze-thaw cycles on the vacuum line. The polymerisation of EO was 
carried out in the reaction flask shown in figure 3.2.3. 
Figure 3.2.3: Reaction flask used for the polymerisation of ethylene oxide 
The reaction flask was washed with methanoVacetone and dried. The flask 
was placed on the vacuum line and evacuated. Immediately before synthesis, the 
reaction flask was cleaned with a solution of living polystyryl lithium in benzene 
whilst under vacuum. This solution consists of a small quantity of styrene monomer 
dissolved in benzene and polymerised anionically by the injection of a few microlitres 
of 2.5 M n-butyllithium initiator (Aldrich). When the glassware was clean, dry THF 
(dried over freshly squeezed sodium wire and few crystals of benzophenone) was 
vacuum distilled into the reaction flask. Before being transferred into the reaction 
flask, EO required a ftnal purification by transferring to a similar flask equipped with 
a septum. Dibutyl magnesium was then injected through the septum to remove any 
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residual water in EO. The flask was then removed from the vacuum line and attached 
to the reaction flask (see figure 3.2.3). EO was transferred into the reaction flask, 
which was then cooled in an ice bath. The volume of initiator (V) required was 
determined by using equation 3.2.1. 
V= (m/M) Equation 3.2.1. 
c 
where m is the mass (g) of EO, M the desired polymer molar mass (g mor1) 
and c is the concentration (mol dm-3) ofthe initiator solution. 
The required initiator volume was injected rapidly through the septum and the 
solution stirred overnight at room temperature. The flask was then warmed to 383 K 
in an oil bath and held at this temperature for two days with continual stirring to 
ensure complete conversion of the monomer. The living polymer was terminated by 
addition of degassed acetic acid to provide a polymer with a hydroxyl group at one 
end. The polymer was precipitated by pouring the terminated reaction solution into 
cold hexane, filtered off and dried under vacuum for 3 days at room temperature. All 
polymers prepared were characterised using SEC, elemental analysis, 1 H and 19F 
NMR. The same procedure was applied to all polymers irrespective of molecular 
weight or deuteration. 
3-3 Initial End Capping Attempt 
The end cappmg reaction v1a perfluoroheptanoyl chloride acid had been 
reported in the literature4 and since this was a facile synthetic route this was attempted 
first following precisely the procedures outlined in the literature and shown in scheme 
3.3.1. 
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End capping reaction via peifluoroheptanoyl chloride acid. 
0 
PCls 
THF 
Scheme 3.3.1: End capping reaction via perfluoroheptanoyl chloride acid 
The perfluoroheptanoyl end capped PEO (PEOF) by this procedure was 
characterised via 19F NMR. A characteristic spectrum is shown in figure 3.3.2. 
Internal standard 
f 
a 
b c d e 
-113.0 -113.6 -114.2 ppm 
-80 -85 -90 -95 -100 -105 -110 -115 -120 &ppm 
Figure 3.3.2: 19F NMR ofperfluoroheptanoyl end capped PEO (HPEOF). 
Evidence of fluorine content in the sample was quantified via C4F4C4 as the 
internal standard and the integration ratio of the characteristic peaks was 88.05 to l 00 
resulting in 0.95 ± 0.2% fluorocarbon groups per polymer chains. 
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However, after dissolution in water for surface tension measurements, the 
PEOF was recovered and the 19F NMR spectrum redetermined. Figure 3.3.3 shows 
that only the 19F signal due to the internal standard was observed. 
Internal standard 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
-80 -90 -100 -110 -120 
Figure 3.3.3: 19F NMR of recovered HPEOF. 
I I I 
-130 
I I a 
pp m 
Loss of fluorocarbon in the sample via ester hydrolysis seems to be the most 
plausible explanation. 
0 
11 
.. H2CH20+-0H 
n 
+ C~13-C-OH 
Scheme 3.3.4: Hydrolysis of the ester bond. 
A suitable synthetic technique was therefore required in order to improve the 
stability of the fluorocarbon link to the PEO chain. Isophorone diisocyanate seemed to 
be the ideal candidate to create a stronger linkage as a peptide bond is generated. One 
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of the most common examples of the stability of such linkage occurs in DNA, which 
has been described elsewhere13 • 
3-4 End capping reaction via /sophorone Diisocyanate 
Materials 
Isophorone diisocyanate was purified by vacuum distillation (13.3 Pa, 383 K). 
The synthesis of the PEO has been outlined above. 
Experimental method 
End functionalisation was carried out according to the procedure detailed by 
Xu et al 14• Two major steps are required for the end capping reaction and are shown in 
scheme 3.4.1. 
+ 
~N=c=o 
o=c=N X 
+ 
j (ii) 
Scheme 3.4.1: End capping reaction ofPEO. 
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(i) Step 1. The preparation of tridecafluorooctanoylisophorone monoisocyanate. 
To a three necked round bottomed flask equipped with condenser and nitrogen 
source at 195 K, tridecafluoro-1-octanol was added. Isophorone diisocyanate (6-fold 
excess) was injected into the flask and the reaction mixture stirred at 343 K for 12 
hours and then the excess isophorone diisocyanate removed by vacuum distillation at 
383 K. To ensure the removal of isophorone diisocyanate was complete, hexane was 
added, the solution refluxed for 1 hour and cooled to 253 K, and the supernatant 
cannulated out. This operation was repeated three times and the flask was held under 
reduced pressure for several hours with a nitrogen purge, resulting in a waxy solid in 
70% yield. 
(ii) Step 2. End capping ofPEO 
The hydroxyl terminated PEO was placed in a three necked round bottomed 
flask and dried under vacuum at 378 K overnight. When cooled, the reaction flask 
was equipped with condenser and nitrogen source to which dry ethylene glycol 
dimethyl ether was added. Tridecafluorooctanyl isophorone monoisocyanate was 
dissolved in dry ethylene glycol dimethyl ether and cannulated in the reaction flask. 
The whole content was then heated to reflux with stirring. Three drops of dibutyltin 
dilaurate were added as a catalyst and the reaction was refluxed overnight under 
nitrogen. The solution was allowed to cool and then poured into excess hexane. The 
precipitated polymer was collected on a glass frit and redissolved in refluxing hexane. 
This operation was repeated three times. The polymer was then washed two times in 
refluxing methyl-tert-butyl ether and dissolved in refluxing ethyl acetate and allowed 
to crystallise on cooling. The polymer (85%) was collected on a glass frit , dispersed 
in hexane, filtered again and dried in vacuum oven for three days at room 
temperature. 
The extent of functionalisation by the fluorocarbon for each polymer was 
determined by 19F NMR and 1 ,4 difluorobenzene as internal standard. 
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3-5 Characterisation 
All end-capped polymers prepared were characterised usmg size exclusion 
chromatography (SEC), elemental analysis, 1H and 19F NMR. A brief outline of the 
characterisation techniques together with molecular weights and efficiency of end 
. . . 
cappmg IS given. 
3-5-1 Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC) 
Each polymer was analysed by SEC using dimethyl formamide (DMF) as the 
mobile phase on a Viscotek column TDA 300 machine with Trisec GPC software. 
The column was equipped with a Polymer Labs Gel (pore size 103-106 A) and a Water 
R403 differential refractometer (flow rate- l.OmJ/min). 
The chromatograms of the three unfunctionalised hydrogenous polymers are 
shown in figure 3.5.1. 
300 
-- 2kHPEO 
-- 5kHPEO 
275 -- lOkHPEO 
> 
.5.. 250 
Q) 
IJl 
c 
8. 225 
IJl 
~ 
Q) 
.~ 200 i1i 
Cii 
a: 
175 
150 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 
Retention volume (ml) 
Figure 3.5.1: SEC traces for 2k, 5k and 10k HPEO. 
Chromatograms are unimodal in shape for the three different molecular weight 
polymers. It can be observed (figure 3.5.1), that the elution time for higher molecular 
weight polymers is less than that of lower molecular weight polymers as anticipated. 
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Table 3.5.1 shows the SEC results for the range of PEO polymers synthesised 
(protonated and deuterated) before end-capping. 
Polymer -a MW 
2kHPEO 2090 
2kDPEO 1860 
5kHPEO 5060 
5kDPEO 4570 
10kHPEO 9600 
10kDPEO 9800 
a- Weight average molar mass 
b- Number average molar mass 
c- Polydispersity 
-b M~c Mn 
Mn 
1960 1.07 
1730 1.08 
4770 1.06 
4340 1.05 
9050 1.06 
9230 1.06 
d- Degree of polymerisation calculated from M n 
ncalc_a ± 1 
44 
36 
108 
90 
206 
192 
Table 3.5.1: SEC results for protonated and deuterated PEO. 
A typical SEC chromatogram for 2k HPEOF, is shown in figure 3.5.2 and a 
small high molecular weight shoulder is evident. 
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Figure 3.5.2: SEC chromatogram for HPEOF. 
30 
The bimodal shape of the chromatogram was observed for the three polymers, 
suggesting that a coupling reaction between remaining isophorone diisocyanate 
(despite the procedures used to remove it) and PEO had occurred during the end 
capping reaction, as shown in scheme 3.5.3. 
o==NVN=c=o + 
j 
Scheme 3.5.3: Coupling reaction occurring during end capping reaction. 
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The coupling reaction results in the formation of a polymer with a molecular 
weight twice that of the original. However, the molecular weight of the two polymers 
are very close and further purification using fractionation methodologies would have 
been impossible due to the small difference in molecular weights of the polymers. 
The extent of coupling was determined by using equation 3.5.1. 
Equation 3.5.1. 
where m 1 and m2 are the mass of the peak 1 and peak 2 respectively as shown in 
figure3.5.2. 
The Extent of coupling as well as the SEC results for deuterated and protonated 
fluorocarbon end-capped PEO are shown in table 3.5.2. 
Polymer MW Mn M~ ncalc.± 1 %coupling Mn ±5% 
2kHPEOF 2660 2370 1.12 54 12 
2kDPEOF 2890 2470 1.17 52 16 
5kHPEOF 6320 5430 1.16 123 15 
5kDPEOF 5480 4840 1.13 101 15 
lOkHPEOF 10800 8940 1.17 203 13 
10kDPEOF 12400 10800 1.15 225 14 
Table 3.5.2: SEC results for protonated and deuterated PEOF. 
3a5-2 Elemental analysis 
Elemental analysis was applied to determine the percentage of carbon, 
hydrogen and fluorine present in the modified protonated PEO. To calculate the 
theoretical percentage of carbon in the material, equation 3.5.2.1 was used. 
%C= (33x12)+(2x12xn) 
Mn 
Equation 3.5.2.1. 
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M, corresponds to the number average molar mass of the polymer and has 
been determined by SEC. By using the same equation and the values obtained for the 
percentage of carbon in the material, it is also possible to calculate the degree of 
polymerisation, n, of the PEO and to compare it with the theoretical value. By 
repeating measurements of an identical sample, it was possible to calculate an error 
for each sample. 
The results are listed in table 3.5.2.1. 
Theoretical Experimentan 
n %C %H %F n %C %H %F 
54 86.33 13.01 12.60 53± 3 85.20 ±0.30 13.52 ± 0.03 12.82 ± 0.12 
123 70.19 11.13 5.18 120 ±4 68.45 ± 0.41 11.23 ± 0.05 5.02 ± 0.10 
203 58.21 9.40 2.73 202 ± 3 57.87 ± 0.33 9.53 ± 0.03 2.45 ± 0.13 
Table 3.5.2.1: Results from elemental analysis of the protonated PEOF. 
The results from elemental analysis are in good agreement with the theoretical 
values. However the hydrogen contents are marginally higher in the experimental 
results, probably due to adsorption of atmosphere moisture during sample preparation 
for elemental analysis 
3~5-3 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) 
1 H and 19F NMR spectra were recorded at 400 MHz using a V arian VXR 400 
spectrometer. Samples were prepared as ~5% solutions in deuterated chloroform 
(CDCh, Aldrich). 
A characteristic spectrum of PEO is shown in figure 3.5.3.1 and resonance of 
the methylene protons ofPEO is observed at 8 3.64 ppm. 
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Figure 3.5.3.1: 1H NMR spectrum of PEO. 
A typical 19F NMR spectrum of end-capped PEO is shown in figure 3.5.3.2. 
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Figure 3.5.3.2: 19F NMR spectrum of PEOF. 
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Resonance of the 1 ,4-difluorobenzene (internal standard) is observed at 8 -120 
ppm. The characteristic peaks for tridecafluorooctanoyl group are as follows: 5 -CF2-
signals observed at 8 -114, -122, -123.5, -124, -126.5 ppm and 1 -CF3- group shown 
at 8-81.5 ppm. 
The number of mol offluorocarbon group in PEOF, nFJ, was determined using 
the 19F NMR spectrum showed above and calculated using equation 3.5.4.1. 
Equation 3.5.4.1. 
where Is and hare the integrals of the standard and -CF2- signals respectively. 
ns is the number of moles of internal standard calculated knowing the exact volume 
and density of the standard. 
Knowing the exact mass of polymer in the sample, m, the number of moles of 
PEOF, nn, can be determined using equation 3.5.4.2. 
Equation 3.5.4.2. 
where M n is the average molecular weight of PEOF. 
The ratio nF1 I is the extent of fluorination; table 3.5.3.1 shows the values 
/nF2 
obtained. 
Polymer Fluorocarbon ends per 
polymer molecule ± 0.2 
2kHPEOF 1.10 
2kDPEOF 0.90 
5kHPEOF 1.10 
5kDPEOF 0.83 
10kHPEOF 0.90 
10kDPEOF 0.80 
Table 3.5.3.1: Extent of fluorination in tridecafluorooctanoyl end-capped PEO. 
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3-6 Physical properties 
Surface Tension Measurements 
Surface tension values for aqueous solutions of the polymers were collected 
using a Kriiss KlO digital tensiometer. The temperature of the subphase was regulated 
at 298 K by using a Haake thermostat water circulator and the surface tension was 
measured by using a rectangular Wilhelmy plate. Glassware was previously washed 
by soaking in permanganic acid (mixture of sulphuric acid and few crystals of 
potassium permanganate) overnight. The vessels were then rinsed several times with 
ultra high quality (UHQ) water (Elga Technology, High Wycombe, UK) and finally 
dried at room temperature. The polymer solution was dissolved in UHQ water in a 
volumetric flask and left overnight to ensure complete dissolution of the material. The 
dissolved polymer was poured into a 25 ml dish and diluted in situ. A range of 
concentrations between 0.001% and 3% w/v of modified and unmodified PEO were 
investigated, all required a finite time to reach the equilibrium surface tension as 
shown in figure 3.6.1. 
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Figure 3.6.1: Approach to equilibrium surface tension for aqueous solutions of 
5kPEOF. 
Similar approaches to equilibrium were observed for the other PEOF 
molecular weights, an equilibrium time of -140 min was required for each 
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concentration of polymer investigated, whereas ~30 min was sufficient for both 
deuterated and hydrogenous unmodified PEO 
Reproducibility was estimated by repeated measurements of the surface 
tension of UHQ water, and the uncertainty in surface tension was found to be ± 0.1 
mNm-1• 
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Neutron reflectometry data on aqueous solutions of the fluorocarbon end-
capped polymers were collected using the SURF reflectometer at the ISIS pulsed 
neutron source, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Didcot, UK. Hydrogenous and 
deuterated polymers were investigated in null reflecting water ( deutero polymer only) 
and heavy water (both polymers) leading to three isotopic combinations. Three 
different molecular weight polymers for a series of concentrations up to 0.1% and 1% 
w;v were investigated. At concentration above 1% w;v, phase separation was observed 
for the lowest molecular weight polymer as oily droplets visible to the naked eye 
dispersed throughout the aqueous phase. Solutions were poured into a 25 ml Teflon 
trough inside sealed containers with quartz inlet and outlet windows for the incident 
and reflected neutron beams. The resultant reflectivity is defined as the ratio of the 
intensity of the incident beam (measured by monitor) to the reflected beam (measured 
by a time of flight (TOF) detector) as discussed in Chapter Two, section 2-3-1. Data 
were converted to absolute reflectivity using calibration factors obtained from fitting 
to the reflectivity from heavy water. By using three different angles of incidence 
(0.5°, 0.8°and 1.5°) of the neutron beam, the range of scattering vector (Q = IQI) 
explored was 0.019 ~Q I A-1 <0.6. The data collection was instrument controlled 
through a command file that collected data for a pre-determined integrated incident 
neutron flux, and altered the geometry of the system when changing angle. Data 
collection times varied depending not only on the beam current but also on the 
polymer and the subphase under study. In general data collection times ranged from 
30-60 minutes for low angle data to 2-4 hours for high angle data. 
The background for each profile was determined by taking the average 
reflectivity value when the reflectivity had reached a constant value, usually for Q 
values greater then ~0.4 A-1• This background signal was subtracted from the raw data 
and then three combined data files (obtained from each angle of incidence 
investigated) were saved as ASCll files for the subsequent analysis. 
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4-2 Results 
4-2-1 Surface Tension 
The surface tensions for all three molecular weight PEOF compared to that of 
the surface tension of unmodified polyethylene oxide (PEO) are shown in figure 
4.2.1.1. 
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Figure 4.2.1.1: Surface tensions of aqueous solution of fluorocarbon end 
capped polyethylene oxides and unmodified PEO. 
At very low concentrations, the surface tension is essentially that of pure water 
for all polymers. As the bulk concentration increased, the surface tension of both 2k and 
5k PEOF falls off rapidly until a fairly sharp break is observed at higher concentrations 
followed by constant value of the surface tension. lOk PEOF does not quite show the 
same trend when compared to 2k and 5k PEOF, as the decrease in surface tension with 
increasing the bulk concentration is not as monotonic as the two lower molecular 
weight polymers. A broad shoulder is observed between -10-6 and -104 g ml-1, 
followed by a decrease in surface tension until constant surface tension is observed at 
circa 10·3 g ml-1• The surface tension of unmodified polyethylene oxide exhibits quite 
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different behaviour, a steady decrease in surface tension being observed with increasing 
bulk concentration until a constant value of ~60 mN m-1 is obtained. A number of 
studies on the adsorption of PEO from solutions have been reported in the literature. 
Lovell et al. 1, Coup er and co-workers2, Glass3, Kim and Cao 4, Daoust et al5, Rennie et 
al. 6 and Thomas and eo-workers 7 have examined the effect of molecular weight, 
concentration, substrate conditions and temperature on the coverage of PEO at the air-
water interface. The packing of PEO at the surface and consequently reduction of 
surface tension was attributed to the relative contribution of enthalpy and entropy1 but 
also to a change in the nature of the hydrogen bonding with water4 . It was also 
speculated that, whatever the molecular weight, portions of the polymer are oriented out 
of the aqueous phase into the air and molecular weight dependence of the surface 
tension was observed for concentrated solutions only. 
Deuterated Fluorocarbon End-Capped Polyethylene Oxide (DPEOF) in Null 
Reflecting Water (nrw). 
The neutron reflectivity for DPEOF in NRW for solutions of 2k, 5k, lOk 
molecular weight PEOF with concentration are shown in figure 4.2.2.1, 4.2.2.2 and 
4.2.2.3 respectively. 
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Figure 4.2.2.1: Reflectivity profiles for 2k DPEOF in nrw for a range of bulk 
concentrations. 
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Figure 4.2.2.2: Reflectivity profiles for 5k DPEOF in nrw for a range of bulk 
concentrations. 
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Figure 4.2.2.3: Reflectivity profiles for lOk DPEOF in nrw for a range of bulk 
concentrations. 
Some concentrations have been deliberately omitted from figures 4.2.2.1-3 for 
clarity; above Q = 0.3 A-1, constant values in R(Q) were observed. 
The profiles for 5k and lOk DPEOF do not vary much with increasing bulk 
concentration. At very low concentration a decrease in the magnitude of the reflectivity is 
observed. The reflectivity profiles for 2k DPEOF have quite distinct features as the bulk 
concentration changes; a distinct fringe being observed at high concentrations. The 
difference in reflectivity between the three molecular weights becomes apparent in figure 
4.2.2.4. 
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Figure 4.2.2.4: Reflectivity data for all three DPEOF polymers in nrw at a 
bulk concentration of 10-3 g mr1• 
For 2k DPEOF, a distinct fringe is observed between 0.06 and 0.08 A-1, the 
reflectivity for 5k DPEOF has evidence of a residual fringe between 0.03 ~ Q I A-1 ~ 0.06. 
However, the reflectivity for lOk DPEOF is very similar to that observed for unmodified 
polyethylene oxide7 i.e., the reflectivity decreases continuously with increasing Q until 
background signal is reached. 
From figure 4.2.2.1 for the 2k DPEOF, the fringe initially located at circa Q :::::; 0.07 
A-1 for the highest concentration becomes less well defined as the bulk concentration 
decreases and at w-5 g ml-1 (data not shown in figure 4.2.2.1) and below there is no 
evidence for a fringe at all in the reflectivity profile. Figure 4.2.2.5 shows the reflectivity 
for all three molecular weight polymers at the same bulk concentration of w-5 g ml-1• 
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Figure 4.2.2.5: Reflectivity data at a concentration of 10·5 g ml-1 in null 
reflecting water for all three molecular weight polymers. 
Even though the fringe has disappeared for 2k DPEOF, the reflectivity is still 
very different when compared to 5k and 1 Ok DPEOF polymers. 
Hydrogeneous Fluorocarbon End-Capped Polyethylene Oxide (HPEOF) in 
The neutron reflectivity for HPEOF in D20 for solutions of 2k, 5k, lOk 
molecular weight PEOF with concentration are shown in figure 4.2.2.6, 4.2.2. 7 and 
4.2.2.8. 
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Figure 4.2.2.6: Reflectivity profiles for 2k HPEOF in 0 20 at various bulk 
concentrations. 
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Figure 4.2.2.7: Reflectivity profiles for 5k HPEOF in 0 20 at various bulk 
concentrations. 
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Figure 4.2.2.8: Reflectivity profiles for lOk HPEOF in D20 at various bulk 
concentrations. 
For solutions of fluorocarbon end-capped HPEO in D20, the subphase 
reflectivity is dominant and changes due to the presence of the polymeric material are 
subtle until Q ""' 0.1 A-1 where a reduction of the reflectivity relative to pure 0 20 is 
observed for all three polymers due to the displacement of D20 molecules by the 
weakly reflecting protonated species. Again, this reduction is the sharpest for 2k 
HPEOF. For the two higher molecular weight polymers, the reflectivity decreases 
smoothly with increasing Q. Differences in the reflectivity profile for 2k HPEOF are 
more pronounced compared to 5k and lOk HPEOF as depicted in figure 4.2.2.8 for a 
concentration of w-3 g m1·1• 
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Figure 4.2.2.8: Reflectivity data at a concentration of 10-3 g ml-1 in D20 for all 
three molecular weight polymers. 
The difference in reflectivity profile between 2k HPEOF and the two higher 
molecular weight polymers is still evident at low bulk concentrations as depicted in 
figure 4.2.2.9. 
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Figure 4.2.2.9: Reflectivity data at a concentration of w-5 g ml-1 in 0 20 for all 
three molecular weight polymers. 
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Deuterated Fluorocarbon End-Capped Polyethylene Oxide (DPEOF) in D20. 
The neutron reflectivity for D PEOF in D20 for solutions of 2k and 5k DPEOF 
with concentration are shown in figure 4.2.2.10a-b. lOk DPEOF neutron reflectivity 
being very similar to 5k DPEOF was not included deliberately. 
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Figure 4.2.2.10: Reflectivity profiles for a) 2k DPEOF and b) 5k DPEOF in D20 
with variation in bulk concentration. 
For the solution of fluorocarbon end-capped D PEOF in D20, the subphase 
reflectivity is dominant and changes due to the polymer are subtle until Q "" 0.1 A-1 where 
a reduction of the reflectivity relative to pure D20 is observed for all three molecular 
weight polymers, but more pronounced for 2k DPEOF. For 5k and lOk DPEOF, the 
change in reflectivity with bulk concentration is very small due to the small difference in 
scattering length density between 5k and lOk DPEOF (p = 5.08x10-6 A-2 and 
p = 5.44x10-6 A-2 respectively), and the subphase (p = 6.35x10-6 A-2) whereas the 
difference in scattering length density between 2k DPEOF (p = 4.32x10-6 A-2) and the 
subphase is more pronounced. 
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4-3 Discussion 
Quantitative analysis for aqueous solutions of 2k, 5k and 1 Ok PEOF were 
obtained using both optical matrix method and kinematic approximation as described 
in Chapter Two. Briefly, both analyses are complimentary and allowed the 
determination of the surface organisation of PEOF at the air-water interface by giving 
information about the number, composition and thickness of layers present in the 
system under investigation. The optical matrix method provides the overall thickness 
and composition layer but even though the optical matrix gives the exact reflectivity, 
uncertainty about the uniqueness of the model used to fit the data is raised as 
including more layers will always give a better fit to the data and therefore many 
models may fit the data well. To overcome this problem, the kinematic approximation 
is used as more details regarding the distributions of PEOF and water molecules at the 
air-water interface as well as the separation between these two distributions can be 
obtained separately. 
The following section will discuss the results obtained for the three molecular 
weight polymers using both analyses. 
4-3-1 Optical Matrix Analysis 
The neutron reflectivity can be calculated exactly for any model of the neutron 
scattering length density p normal to the interface using the optical matrix method8. 
The raw reflectivity profiles were fitted using the optical matrix analysis without 
further manipulation. The fitting programs WETEST, LAYERS and SURFACE were 
used throughout and an outline of the general procedure is given here. 
Optical matrix analysis of the reflectivity data was undertaken using the 
minimum number of layers to fit the reflectivity data. Each layer was characterised by 
a thickness, d, a scattering length density, p, and a mean square Gaussian roughness 
between each layer. The calculated reflectivity was non-linearly least square fitted to 
the data by adjusting d and p. From the best-fit values, the volume fraction (r/>i) and 
number density (n;) of the species were calculated in addition to the layer thickness 
(refer to equations 2.3.19 and 2.3.20, Chapter Two). Knowing n; the surface 
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concentration or surface excess, Ij (g m-2), can be calculated for each of the species i 
present in the layer (equation 4.3.1.1). 
r. = n;m;d 
I N Equation 4.3.1.1. 
A 
where m; 1s the molecular weight of species i and NA is the Avogadro's 
number. 
However, as discussed previously, uncertainty about the uniqueness of the model 
that fits the data is always present because including more layers will always give a better 
fit to the data. To overcome this problem, reflectivity curves for all three polymer subphase 
contrasts collected are fitted using the same model, i.e. a uniform layer model was always 
used initially to produce an acceptable fit to the data and additional layers subsequently 
incorporated until good agreement was achieved between the model and experimental 
reflectivity profiles. Consistency of layer thickness and volume fractions between the three 
experimental contrasts was used as a criterion for the validity of the model. 2k DPEOF 
being the polymer with the most complex reflectivity data will be discussed in detail for all 
contrasts. Identical fitting procedures were adopted for 5k and 1 Ok DPEOF polymers and 
are included in the discussion. 
In general, the data for the most concentrated solution of D PEOF in nrw was fitted 
first as the data collected at low bulk concentrations were subject to relatively large signal 
to noise ratio, especially when the subphase was nrw. A typical one layer fit is shown in 
figure 4.3 .1.1 for 2k DPEOF in nrw at a bulk concentration of 1 o-3 g mr 1. 
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Figure 4.3.1.1: Single uniform layer fit (solid line) to the experimental reflectivity 
profile for an adsorbed solution of bulk concentration 10-3 g mr1 for 2k DPEOF in nrw. 
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It can be seen clearly that a uniform layer model does not fit the reflectivity 
profile well and the same observation was observed for the other polymer-subphase 
contrasts (H and D PEOF in D20). To improve the fit, a second uniform layer was 
introduced, figures 4.3 .1.2a-c. 
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Figure 4.~ . 1.2: Double uniform layer fit (solid line) to the experimental 
reflectivity profile for an adsorbed solution of bulk concentration 10-3 g mr1 for a) 2k 
DPEOF in nrw, b) 2k HPEOF in D20 and c) 2k DPEOF in D20. 
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The model parameters for each fit are given in table 4.3.1.1. 
Interfacial 
Contrast Layer d± 2 (A) p ± 0.02 (1 o~ A-2) roughness (A) 
ONRW 1 38 3.39 8 
2 85 1.08 11 
H 020 1 37 2.01 7 
2 82 4.75 10 
0 020 1 36 5.02 5 
2 83 6.06 13 
Table 4.3 .1.1: Parameters of the double uniform layer fit for 2k PEOF of bulk 
concentration 1 0"3 g mr1. 
The improvement of the fits is self-evident, and the model clearly reproduces 
the trend of the three reflectivity profiles. Layer thickness is consistent within error 
for all three contrasts indicating that the model seems to be appropriate. The best way 
to check the veracity of the model is to compare the volume fraction composition of 
each layer. The volume fraction of PEOF and water were determined by using the 
three equations 4.3 .1.2-6 
DPEOFinnrw 
Equation 4.3 .1.2. 
ForD PEOF in nrw, Pw = 0, and substituting in equation 4.3.1.2 
H PEOF on D_20 
p 
rpdPEO = -- and rflwl = 1- rpEO 
PdPEO 
Equations 4.3 .1.3-4. 
Equation 4.3.1.5. 
Equation 4.3.1.6. 
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Knowing rjJPEo from equation 4.3.1.3 and substituting in equation 4.3.1.5 and 
4.3.1.6, rftwz and rftw3 can be determined and compared to each other; identical values 
within error should be obtained if the model is appropriate. The scattering length 
densities relevant to this study are given in Chapter Two, table 2.3.2. The volume 
fractions obtained for a double uniform layer model for 2k PEOF at a bulk 
concentration of 10-3 g mr1 are shown in table 4.3.1.2. 
Contrast Layer tP PEO ± 0.03 tPw ± 0.02 
ONRW 1 0.78 0.22 
2 0.28 0.72 
H 020 1 0.79 0.21 
2 0.27 0.73 
0 0 20 1 0.75 0.25 
2 0.27 0.73 
Table 4.3 .1.2: Volume fractions obtained for a double uniform layer model for 
2k PEOF at a bulk concentration of 1 o-3 g mr1. 
Consistency in the volume fraction is observed for all contrasts reinforcing the 
idea that a double uniform layer model correctly fit the reflectivity profiles. 
According to table 4.3.1.1, the scattering length density ofthe upper layer (layer 1) for 
2k DPEOF in nrw is relatively high indicating the presence of the deuterated PEO 
species. The magnitude of the scattering length density for 2k DPEOF in nrw is 
greater than the lower layer, suggesting a denser layer of deuterated species at the 
near surface and the PEO molecules become more diluted as deeper in the subphase. 
This idea is reinforced by the fitting parameters obtained for 2k HPEOF in D20. The 
scattering length density of the upper layer is reduced relative to that of D20, 
indicating the presence of hydrogenous PEO molecules near the surface. Hence we 
appear to have a two-layer organisation for 2k PEOF with an upper layer adjacent to 
the air consisting of water and a large amount of PEO. The lower layer is essentially 
highly diluted PEO. At a bulk concentration of 10-3 g mr1 a sharp interface develops 
between the upper layer and the air interface, whereas a small but bigger interfacial 
roughness between the upper and lower layers is observed suggesting a low degree of 
interpenetration between the layers. 
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By using equations 2.3.20 (Chapter Two) and 4.3.1.1 for 2k DPEOF in nrw, 
the number density, n, and the surface excess, r, were calculated and are shown in 
table 4.3.1.3 for the all concentration range investigated. 
Interfacial r upper± 0.04 
-4 d±2 p± 0.02 roughness nEo x 10 rT± o.o3 (mg m-2) 
c(g_mr1) Layer CA> (10-6 A2) (A) f/JpEQIFl ifJw ± 2 x 1 o-5 cA-3} (mg m-2} 
1E-03 1 38 3.39 8 0.78 0.22 1.58 4.80 2.96 
2 85 1.08 11 0.28 0.72 0.65 
SE-04 1 39 2.92 7 0.75 0.25 1.61 4.81 2.61 
2 76 1.30 10 0.30 0.70 0.87 
1E-04 1 34 3.14 6 0.74 0.26 1.63 4.37 2.45 
2 70 1.34 9 0.31 0.69 0.80 
SE-05 1 35 2.75 10 0.72 0.28 1.65 3.41 2.21 
2 65 0.90 8 0.21 0.79 0.54 
4E-05 1 37 2.46 11 0.64 0.36 1.65 3.08 2.09 
2 63 0.76 8 0.18 0.82 0.46 
3E-05 1 34 2.64 13 0.63 0.37 1.70 2.94 2.06 
2 59 0.74 10 0.17 0.83 0.44 
2E-05 1 37 2.60 10 0.67 0.33 1.71 2.19 2.19 
1E-05 1 35 2.80 8 0.65 0.35 1.70 2.05 2.05 
SE-06 1 31 2.40 8 0.62 0.38 1.61 1.71 1.71 
1E-06 1 23 2.14 5 0.55 0.45 1.44 1.13 1.13 
SE-07 1 14 1.54 8 0.40 0.60 1.03 0.49 0.49 
Table 4.3.1.3: Layer thickness, scattering length density, interfacial roughness, 
volume fraction, number density and surface excess (both total surface excess, TT, and 
upper layer surface excess Tupper) from double uniform layers for 2k PEOF with bulk 
concentration. 
As shown in table 4.3.1.3, for bulk solution concentrations up to 2x10-5 g mr1 
and below, a single uniform layer model was sufficient to fit the reflectivity profile as 
depicted in figures 4.3.1.3a-c. 
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Figure 4.3.1.3: Single uniform layer fit (solid line) to the experimental 
reflectivity profile at a bulk concentration of2x10-5 g mr1 for a) 2k DPEOF in nrw, b) 
2k HPEOF in D20 and c) 2k DPEOF in D20 . 
The change from one monolayer to two layers is made apparent when plotting 
the number density of PEO molecules as a function of the penetration depth (figure 
4.3.1.4). 
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Distance (A) 
Figure 4.3.1.4: Number density distributions from optical matrix analysis of 
reflectivity data for aqueous solutions of 2k DPEOF with the bulk concentrations 
indicated. 
Above 2x10·5 g m1·1, the transition from one layer to two layers is undeniable, 
as figure 4.3.1.4 shows clearly the formation of a second layer with two maximums 
being observed in the number density distribution. For very low concentrations ( 10-6 
and 10·5 g m1· 1) the number density increases with bulk concentration going from 
1.4x104 A-3 to 1.8x104 A-3 respectively. At a bulk concentration of 3x10·5 g m1·1 the 
number density of the upper layer starts to decrease slightly to finally reach a constant 
value of 1.6x 104 A-3 for higher concentrations. The number density of the lower layer 
increases with bulk concentration until a decrease is observed at 10·3 g ml-1 with the 
magnitude going from 8X 1 0·5 A-3 to 7X 1 o-S A-3• Those observations clearly suggest a 
stretching of the adsorbed polymer molecules rather than incorporation of more 
polymers into the upper layer and to illustrate this suggestion the layer thickness 
(upper and lower layer) is plotted as a function of bulk concentration (figure 4.3.1.5). 
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Figure 4.1.3.5: Layer thickness for the upper and lower layer as a function of the 
bulk concentration for 2k PEOF. 
Both thicknesses increase with bulk concentration. The layer thickness of the 
upper layer increases steady with bulk concentration until 5x10-5 g ml-1 where constant 
value is observed with d = 40 A. Above 3x10-5 g ml-1 a second layer forms, the thickness 
of which also increases with bulk concentration; very thick lower layers (up to 85 A) are 
observed with no constant value being reached at 10-3 g ml-1• An increase in layer 
thickness with bulk concentration is observed at very low concentration suggesting that 
the PEO chains have already started to explore the subphase to avoid thermodynamically 
unfavourable interactions on the surface. Both layer thicknesses increase rapidly and 
linearly with the bulk concentration but it is evident however that the rate of stretching 
begins to slow down for the upper layer as the concentration exceeds 3x10-5 g ml-1• Both 
number density of molecules situated at the near surface and upper layer thickness are 
approximately constant above 3x10-5 g mr1 suggesting that the interface is saturated as 
addition of more material does not affect the number density and layer thickness of the 
upper layer. 
Qualitatively, the organisation of the fluorocarbon end-capped PEO differs 
dramatically from the organisation of unmodified PE06•7• The investigation by 
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neutron reflectometry of adsorbed solution of PEO with two molecular weights 
(17 800 and 87 000 g mor1) at a fixed concentration of0.1 wt% led to the conclusion 
that a two layer organisation was observed with thickness of 18 ± 2 A and 35 ± 5 A 
for the first and second region respectively. A two layer organisation is also observed 
for 2k PEOF but the magnitude of the thickness in this case are much higher than 
those observed for significantly higher molecular weight PEO. This suggests that the 
PEO chains in 2k PEOF are stretched to a greater extend and a hydrophobic group 
placed at one end of the molecule considerably enhances the adsorption of aqueous 
solution of PEO to the air-water interface. This statement is confirmed when 
comparing the surface excess of both hydrophobically end-capped PEO and PEO. 
According to table 4.3.1.3, the surface excess layer is increasing with bulk 
concentration until a constant value is observed at c = 5x10-4 g mr1 with Fupper = 2.96 
± 0.03 mg m-2. From neutron reflectometry experiments on higher molecular weight 
PE07, r was found to be 0.53 ± 0.05 mg m-2 at the same bulk concentration. The 
difference between the surface excess for unmodified PEO and 2k PEOF is a factor 
~5 greater indicating that more polymers are adsorbed at the interface when 
hydrophobically end-capped. It is also evident, by comparing rT and Fupper (table 
4.3.1.3), that the polymer in the upper layer makes the major contribution to the 
surface excess over the whole concentration range. 
A physical picture of the arrangement predicted from double monolayer fits is 
given by plotting the volume fraction as a function of the distance in the bulk for different 
concentrations. This is shown in figures 4.3.1.6. 
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Figure 4.3.1.6: Volume fraction profile for a selection of bulk concentrations a) 
10·3 g m1·1, b) 5xl0·5 g mt·1, c) 10·5 g ml"1 and d) 5xl0·7 g mt·1 for 2k PEOF. 
The volume fraction of PEOF increases with bulk concentration but remams 
constant above a bulk concentration of Sx 10·5 g mt·1• The volume fraction of water 
decreased with increase in bulk concentration and the interface is dominated by water 
molecule at very low concentration. Water molecules are displaced from the interface by 
the adsorption of polymer molecules at the air-water interface as the bulk concentration 
increases. Volume fraction of PEO in the lower layer is almost constant for bulk 
concentrations above 3xl0·5 g ml"1 (not shown in figure 4.3.1.6) but a stretching is 
apparent as the lower layer thickness increases. 
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By using the product of the number density n and layer thickness d of the upper 
layer, the number of molecules per unit area, nm cA-2) can be determined (equation 
4.3.1.7). 
Equation 4.3.1.7. 
The area per molecule is given by equation 4.3 .1.8 
Equation 4.3.1.8. 
The square root of a111 (A2) gives the distance D (A) between molecules 
(equation 4.3.1.9). 
D=F: Equation 4.3.1.9. 
The results are shown in table 4.3.1.4. 
Concentration (g mr1) nm (A-2) am (A2) D(A) 
1.E-03 8.66E-03 115.42 10.74 
5.E-04 7.64E-03 130.82 11.44 
1.E-04 7.17E-03 139.39 11.81 
5.E-05 6.48E-03 154.44 12.43 
4.E-05 6.11E-03 163.80 12.80 
3.E-05 6.02E-03 166.17 12.89 
2.E-05 6.44E-03 155.33 12.46 
1.E-05 6.23E-03 160.51 12.67 
5.E-06 4.99E-03 200.36 14.15 
1.E-06 3.31 E-03 301.93 17.38 
5.E-07 1.44E-03 693.48 26.33 
Table 4.3.1.4: Number of molecules per unit area (n 111 ), area per segment 
molecules (a 111 ) and distance between molecules (D) for 2k PEOF. 
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The radius of gyration, Rg, relevant to this study were determined using the 
relationship determined by Kawaguchi et a/. 9 given in equation 4.3.1.10 and shown in 
table 4.3.1.5. 
Equation 4.3.1.10. 
where Mw is the molecular weight of the polymer. 
Polymer 
2kPEOF 18.1 
5kPEOF 28 
10kPEOF 41.8 
Table 4.3.1.5: Floryradius ofgyrationRg for 2k, 5k and 10k PEOF. 
According to table 4.3.1.4, both the area per molecule and the distance between 
molecules decrease with bulk concentration, suggesting that the polymer chains are 
stretching into the subphase. As discussed in Chapter Two, section 2-2-3, a brush 
conformation is expected when D < Rg and this is observed at very low concentration (c = 
5x10-6 g mr1) where D = 14.2 A and Rg = 18.1 A. 
made: 
From the double monolayer fit to 2k PEOF data, the following observations were 
• A two-layer organisation is observed at high concentration with a 
transition from one monolayer to two monolayers evident at 3x10-5 g mr1. 
• From both number density and layer thickness values, a stretching of 
PEO chains into the subphase seems to be occurring. This picture is supported by 
the volume fraction distribution ofPEO and water molecules at the near surface. 
• From both surface tension and surface excess values, the adsorption 
characteristic of PEO is significantly enhanced when hydrophobically end-capped 
at one end. 
• From the calculations of D (distance between molecules) and Rg, a brush 
configuration (upper layer) is expected above 10-6 g mr1. 
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But what about the effect of molecular weight on the surface organisation of 
PEOF at the air-water interface? 
A summary of the results obtained for 5k and 1 Ok PEOF is presented here and the 
following discussions focussed on examining the influence of the molecular weight of 
fluorinated PEO on the near surface organisation. 
The optical matrix method was applied to both 5k and 1 Ok PEOF and same fitting 
procedure was followed. Over all the concentration range investigated, a double uniform 
layer fit was sufficient except for 5k PEOF where a single uniform layer fit sufficed for 
bulk concentrations of 5x10 -7 g ml-1 and w-7 g ml-1• The results such as the layer 
thickness, the scattering length density, the interfacial roughness, the volume fraction, the 
number density and the surface excess are given in appendix 1 and 2 for 5k and 1 Ok 
PEOF respectively (tables A.1 and A.2). 
Major differences were observed in the layer thickness and are shown in figure 
4.3.1.7. 
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Figure 4.3.1.7: Comparison of the upper (a) and lower (b) layer obtained from 
double uniform layer fit for 2k, 5k and 1 Ok PEOF with bulk concentration. 
A slight increase in the thickness of the upper layer with bulk concentration is 
observed for 5 k and lOk PEOF. For concentration above 10-6 g ml-1, the upper layer 
thickness of 2k and lOk PEOF are almost identical whereas the upper layer thickness of 
5k PEOF is slightly bigger. However, the rate of stretching is slower for 5k and lOk 
PEOF than 2k PEOF at low bulk concentrations (5xl0-6 and 10-6 g ml-1) . Constant values 
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in layer thickness are observed at low concentration with d = 43 ± 3 A and d = 35 ± 3 A 
for 5k and 10k PEOF respectively. The difference in layer thickness is striking for the 
lower layer as shown in figure 4.3.1.7 b. 10k PEOF have a constant lower layer thickness 
of circa 40 ± 3 A over the all concentration range whereas a second layer of constant 
thickness d = 38 ± 3 A is only apparent at c = 10-6 g ml"1 (and above) for 5k PEOF. This 
lower layer appears at higher concentrations (-3x10·5 g ml"1) for 2k PEOF with a lower 
layer thickness double the ones observed for higher molecular weight polymers. These 
observations suggest that as the molecular weight increases, the interface get saturated 
more quickly due to the adsorption of PEO chains at the near surface. 
For higher molecular weight polymers, there is still considerably more polymer 
adsorbed compared to unmodified PEO. For these polymers, the total surface excess 
shown in table A. I and A.2 is almost constant over the all concentration range albeit low 
concentrations for 5k PEOF. The upper surface excess decreases with an increase m 
molecular weight as shown in figure 4.3.1.8. 
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Figure 4.3.1.8: Upper layer surface excess, F'upper. for 2k, 5k and 10k PEOF with 
bulk concentration. 
For all polymers the polymer in the upper layer makes the major contribution to 
the surface excess layer. The upper surface excess for 10k PEOF increases slightly with 
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bulk concentrations starting at 0. 7 5 mg m-2 to reach a constant value of 1.10 mg m-2 at 
higher bulk concentrations. A gradual increase to a constant surface excess of 
- 1.8 mg m-2 is observed for 5k PEOF whereas a continuous increase in the surface 
excess for 2k PEOF is noted with no evidence of approach to an asymptotic value. It is 
evident that lower molecular weight polymers are adsorbed to a greater extent 
suggesting that more PEO chains are adsorbed at the air-water interface. The upper 
layer thickness indicated that the stretching is the most pronounced for 2k PEOF as 
almost identical layer thickness is observed for higher molecular weight polymers 
indicating that in addition to PEO chains the lower surface energy fluorocarbon groups 
influence significantly the surface organisation of hydrophobically end-capped PEO at 
the air-water interface. 
The dependence of the surface tension and surface excess on bulk concentration 
is shown in figure 4.3.1.9. 
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Figure 4.3.1.9: Comparison of surface excess upper layer (red: left axes) to the 
surface tension data (blue: right axes) both as a bulk concentration (bottom axes) for 2k 
PE OF. 
The dependence of the surface excess concentration on bulk concentration in the 
upper layer of 2k PEOF mirrors the surface tension behaviour reasonably well with an 
asymptotic surface excess concentration being observed in the same concentration 
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range where the surface tension approaches a constant value. This is also true to a 
certain extent for Sk PEOF but with a continued fall in surface tension, as the surface 
excess concentration remains constant. This latter behaviour is also evident for 1 Ok 
PEOF where there is a decrease in surface tension but no change at all in the surface 
excess concentration in either layer. Those observations suggest that the lowest 
molecular weight polymer is adsorbed to the interface by the fluorocarbon end whereas 
the higher molecular weight polymers adsorb by a combination of fluorocarbon ends 
and ethylene oxide segments with the lower surface energy fluorocarbon ends replacing 
the ethylene oxide segments at higher concentrations thereby reducing the surface 
tension with no change in the surface excess concentration. As discussed in Chapter 
Two (section 2-2-2), monolayers adsorbed from solution are expected to be equilibrium 
mono layers and should therefore obey the Gibbs equation (equation 4.3.1.11 ). 
1 dy -
r=--x--xM 
RT dine n Equation 4.3.1.11. 
where ._!}z_ is the slope of y = f (ln c), T is the temperature in K (293 K), R is 
dlnc 
the gas constant and M n is the average number molecular weight determined from 
SEC. 
It is interesting to compare the neutron surface excess with that deduced from 
the plot of figure 4.3.1.1 0 using the Gibbs equation. 
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Figure 4. 1.3.10: Surface tensions of 2k PEOF in aqueous solution. The line is a 
polynomial fit to the data below the CMC. 
The results returned for r from a second order polynomial fit did not 
correspond at all with the surface excess values obtained by neutron reflectometry as 
shown in figure 4.3.1.11. 
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Figure 4.3.1.11: Comparison of surface excess determined by neutron 
reflectometry (J'T) and Gibbs equation(/). 
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Unrealistic values were obtained, being twice as big as the values obtained by 
neutron reflectometry suggesting that the Gibbs equation failed in interpreting the data. 
Anomalies in surface excesses determined from neutron reflection and the Gibbs 
equation have been reported for an anionic surfactant10 and a fluorocarbon surfactant11 
but none has been noted for polymer systems. Anomalies in surface excesses were 
explained by impurities in the system having a direct effect on the Gibbs equation due 
to the assumption made regarding the activity coefficient. Indeed the Gibbs equation 
can only be used in the dilute regime where they are no intermolecular interactions 
between molecules and the solute activity can be replaced by the concentration. The 
same fitting procedure was realised on 5k and 1 Ok PEOF and the same observations 
were made. It was therefore concluded that, for this particular system, the Gibbs 
equation analysis failed probably due to the activity coefficient varying significantly 
with concentration. 
The number of molecules per unit area, area per molecule and the distance 
between molecules for the upper layer of 5k PEOF and 1 Ok PEOF solutions are given 
in appendix 3 (table A.3.a and A.3.b respectively). According to tables A.3.a-b, both 
the area per molecule and the distance between molecules decrease slightly with 
increasing bulk concentration, suggesting that the polymer chains are stretching into the 
subphase. When comparing the Flory radius of gyration Rg with the distance between 
grafted molecules, both 5k and 1 Ok PEOF agree with Rg > D over almost the entire 
concentration range, except for the lowest concentration for 10k PEOF. This indicates 
that a stretching of the polymer chains into the subphase is occurring but only slightly 
as the layer thickness remains almost constant for 5k and 1 Ok PEOF at the near surface. 
Indeed the layer thickness of the upper layer is only 1.5xRg at high bulk concentrations, 
suggesting that a flatter structure is observed for 5k and 1 Ok PEOF compared to 2k 
PEOF due to competition between the fluorocarbon group and the PEO chains at the 
air-water interface. A more pronounced stretching is observed for 2k PEOF, as the 
upper layer thickness is 2xRg at concentrated solutions. It seems that the molecular 
weight is low enough to enable the PEO chains to be displaced from the surface by the 
lower surface energy fluorocarbon group, allowing more polymers to be adsorbed at the 
air-water interface and consequently reducing the distance between neighbouring PEO 
chains that have to stretched into the subphase in order to avoid contact between them. 
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The nature of the lower layer needs to be clarified. The surface tension data 
(figure 4.2.1.1) shows similar behaviour as that of low molecular weight surfactant 
molecules decreasing with increasing bulk concentration. At a critical concentration the 
surface tension becomes constant and micelles are formed above this critical micelle 
concentration (CMC). 
Dynamic light scattering13 was performed on the three fluorinated end-capped 
PEO to check the evidence of micelle formation and the results are shown in figure 
4.3.1.12. 
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Figure 4.3.1.12: 
lOk PEOF with bulk con 
Effective diameter of micelle formation for a) 2k and b) 5k and 
centration determined by dynamic light scattering experiment. 
The CMC dete rmined by the intersection of two linear fits, as shown in figure 
4.1.3.6 for each polymer. 4.3.1.12, is given in table 
Polymer CMC ± 0.20 (g mr1) 
2kPEOF 5.20x10· 
5kPEOF 
lOkPEOF 2.10x10 
Table 4.3.1.6: C MC for 2k, 5k, 1 OkPEOF determined by dynamic light scattering. 
It could be argue d that 5k and lOk PEOF are not forming micelles in the bulk as the 
he CMC is not as sharp as the one observed for 2k PEOF and the break corresponding to t 
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diameter is still increasing at high concentrations with no asymptotic value being 
approached. It seems more than likely that 5k and 1 Ok PEOF polymers are adopting a 
random coil configuration rather than micelle formation in the bulk. For 2k PEOF, the trend 
of figure 4.3.1.12a follows the one expected with a sharp break and asymptotic values being 
observed. The CMC mirrors well the formation of the lower layer observed by neutron 
reflectometry experiments for 2k PEOF but not for higher molecular weight polymers. 
According to table A.l and A.2, this layer is quite diffuse for 5k PEOF and even more 
diffuse for lOk PEOF. The thickness and composition of this lower layer is relatively 
constant for both 5k and lOk PEOF. However, the 2k PEOF differs significantly from these 
higher molecular weight polymers because the thickness increases over the whole 
concentration range with no asymptotic value being approached. All polymers show 
evidence of "aggregate" formation and probably micelle formation for the lower molecular 
weight polymer and since the second layer is observed at concentrations that correspond to, 
or greater than the CMC and the dimensions of this layer far exceed the radii of gyration of 
the polymers, the most probable explanation is the adsorption of "aggregates" at the 
underside of the original adsorbed layer of individual molecules. In an attempt to obtain 
some knowledge of the size and nature of these arrangements small-angle neutron 
scattering data was collected for each polymer at a concentration of w-3 g ml-1 and are 
shown in figure 4.3.1.13. 
c 0 2kPEOF 
~ 0 5kPEOF 
~ 
~ 10kPEOF 
- Pw ~ 0.1 c: 
~ 
0.01 
0.01 0.1 
Figure 4.3.1.13: Small angle neutron scattering data for solution of each 
hydrogenous polymer on D20 at a concentration of 10-3 g ml-1• 
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The scattering from the two higher molecular weight polymers is quite different to 
that of the 2k PEOF suggesting that the arrangements have distinctly different morphology. 
From double logarithmic plots of these data the scaling relations between the scattering 
cross section <"%n> and the scattering vector gives exponents of -1.6 ± 0.04 
(0.03 ~ Q I A ~ 0.07) and -2 ± 0.06 (0.02 ~ Q I A ~ 0.05) respectively. No such exponent 
can be obtained from the scattering for 2k PEOF, maybe due to the weak scattering signal. 
The exponents of -1.6 and -2 for 5k and 10k PJEOF respectively suggest that for the latter 
exponent a flexible random coil conformation is adopted whilst the former is near the 
scaling expected for wormlike micelles (cylindrical micelles should have a scaling 
exponent of -1)12• However due to the very low concentrations investigated, the scattering 
cross section rapidly falls to background leading to uncertainty about the model to adopt for 
these data as spherical, cylindrical or Gaussian coils models are as good as each other. 
Moreover, in the Q range where the signal to noise ratio is acceptable, there are no 
distinctive features that would enable discrimination between the various possibilities. 
Consequently all we can rely on is the determination of the radii of gyration of the micelles 
from Guinier plots13' 14• An example is shown in figure 4.3.1.14. 
0.5 
~ 0.0 
~ 
..5 
-o.s 
-1.0 
6. 10kPEOF 
--Unearfit 
0.0000 0.0002 0.0004 0.0006 0.0008 0.0010 0.0012 
Ci(A.2) 
Figure 4.3.1.14: Guinier plot for lOk PEOF at a concentration of 10-3 g ml-1• 
The results for all three molecular weight polymers are given in table 4.3.1. 7. 
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R9 (A)± 15 
Concentration (g mr1) 2kPEOF 5kPEOF 10kPEOF 
1.00E-03 75 97 275 
5.00E-04 88 100 281 
1.00E-04 86 110 289 
5.00E-05 65 105 287 
Table 4.3.1.7: Flory radii of gyration, Rg, obtained by Guinier approximation for 
2k, 5k and 1 Ok PEOF with bulk concentration. 
These values are far larger than the radius of gyration expected for single 
molecules and much bigger than the lower layer thickness observed for 5k and 1 Ok 
PEOF. However, the radii of gyration of the micelles are half the values expected for an 
all trans configuration (223 A and 524 A for 5k and 1 Ok PEO respectively) suggesting 
that the arrangement of 5k and 1 Ok PEOF in the lower layer is not fully stretched. This 
suggest that significant overlap between the two layers occurs resulting in a less well 
defined micellar structure that is partially mixed with tails from molecules in the upper 
layer. 
The reflectivity data, the sharpness of the transition from the upper layer to lower 
layer and the small-angle scattering data for the 2kPEOF polymer suggests that the 
micelles for this polymer have a well-defined morphology. The radii of gyration of the 
micelles correspond to the all trans configuration of unmodified 2k PEO (~85 A) 
suggesting that the shell of the micelles is made of highly stretched PEO chains re grouped 
around a fluorocarbon core. 
Above a bulk concentration of 10-3 g mr\ phase separation was observed for 2k 
PEOF as macroscopic oily droplets dispersed throughout the aqueous phase were 
observed resulting in a heterogeneous solution. Hydrophobically end-capped PEO have 
been investigated previously and no phase separation was mentioned by Xu and co-
workers15 as well as Zhang et al. 16 for fluorinated end-capped PEO with higher molecular 
weights. However, perfluoroalkyl end-capped PEO have been investigated and recent 
results 17 showed that phase separation was observed for molecular weight of 1 0 000 and 
20 000 g mor1. They concluded that phase separation was dependent on the degree of 
functionalisation, hydrophobic strength of the end group and PEO molecular weight. This 
process was governed by the hydrophobe-hydrophile balance of PEOF and by the extent 
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of end-fuctionalisation (a 10% incompletely end-capped 20k PEOF did not phase 
separate). The phase separation observed for 2k PEOF suggests strong hydrophobicity of 
the fluorocarbon groups and to check the extent of hydrophobicity, the influence of the 
temperature on the phase separation was investigated by putting three sealed-test tubes 
containing about 5 ml of aqueous solutions of 2k, 5k and 1 Ok PEOF ( c = 10-3 g mr') in a 
thermostatic bath and varying the temperature between 20°C and 80°C. The temperature 
inside the tube was checked using a digital thermometer and the results are shown in table 
4.3.1.8. The temperature at which a homogeneous aqueous PEO solution starts to turn 
cloudy is referred to as the cloud point temperature. Above those temperatures, the 
solutions become cloudy due to phase separation, the "cloud point" phenomenon 18• When 
PEO dissolves in water, the polymer chain is surrounded by a layer of highly oriented 
water molecules, which can be disrupted at elevated temperatures (see Chapter Two, 
section 2-2-3). The breakdown of the water layer will favour PEO-PEO interactions and 
induce phase separation. Due to the release of structural water molecules, this mechanism 
is entropically driven. As temperature increases and above CMC, this entropy effect 
dominates, and hence, the system will undergo phase separation in order to reduce the 
extent of this unfavourable water structuring. The occurrence of cloudiness signifies the 
macroscopic phase separation of the PEO-H20 system into two phases; a polymer-rich 
phase and a polymer-lean phase. 
Polymer Cloud Point 
Temperature (°C) 
2k PEOF 26.0 ± 0.1 
5k PEOF 52.1 ± 0.1 
10k PEOF 73.8 ± 0.1 
Table 4.3.1.8: Determination of the cloud point temperature (CPT) for 2k, 5k and 
1 Ok PEOF at solution concentration of 1 o-3 g mr'. 
As shown in table 4.3.1.8, the cloud point temperature decreases remarkably as 
the molecular weight decreases going from ~74°C for 10k PEOF to ~26°C for the lower 
molecular weight polymer. Phase separation of a dilute aqueous PEO solution occurs at a 
temperature close to 100°C18 ; the CPT is significantly suppressed by the incorporation of 
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a fluorocarbon group at the end of PEO chains reinforcing the crucial role of the 
hydrophobe-hydrophile balance in phase separation. 
4=3=2 Kinematic Approximation 
Using the optical matrix method important information regarding the surface 
organisation of end fluorinated PEO were determined. Despite those results, the 
kinematic approximation19 was also used to analyse the data as it provides a more direct 
analysis and quantitative values for any separations between regions containing different 
species are relatively easily obtained. 
Reflectivity data for each combination of deuterated and hydrogenous polymer 
and water were expressed in the form of equation 4.3.2.1 using the appropriate scattering 
lengths for each combination and after incorporating the corrections where D20 was the 
solvent. 
16Jr 2 [ 2 2 ] R(Q} = - 2- bphpp (Q) + bwhww(Q) + 2bpbwhpw(Q} Q 
Equation 4.3.2.1. 
where hpp and hww are the self partial structure factors of the polymer and water 
respectively, hpw the cross partial structure factor and b; the coherent scattering length of 
the molecule i. 
To extract each of these three partial structure factors requires neutron reflectivity 
data at three different contrasts obtained by various combinations of hydrogenous and 
deuterated polymer and subphase. Therefore for the adsorbed solutions of deuterated 
fluorinated end-capped PEO on nrw, the reflectivity can be expressed as, 
Equation 4.3.2.2. 
For the adsorbed solutions of protonated fluorinated end-capped PEO on D20 
(assuming that the contribution to the specular reflection is negligible, i.e. bp is 
sufficiently small and can be approximated to 0 A), the reflectivity is given by, 
R(Q) = l6;rz bz h Q2 w ww Equation 4.3.2.3. 
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The combination of deuterated polymer in D20 lifts the contribution of the cross 
partial structure factor. By solving simultaneously each of the three expressions for R(Q), 
the individual partial structure factors can be obtained. 
The background contributions were subtracted from all reflectivity profiles and 
for those systems where the solvent is deuterated, the correction procedure of Crowley 
and co-workers20 (further details available in Chapter Two, section 2-3-5) was applied to 
the experimental data before expressing them in terms of partial structure factors. 
Again, 2k DPEOF will be discussed in detail, identical fitting procedures being 
applied to 5k and lOk DPEOF polymers and will be included in the main discussion. 
PEO Self Partial Structure Factor (hpp) 
Partial structure factors obtained for 2k DPEOF (DPEOF in nrw contrast) at 
selected concentrations are shown in figure 4.3.2.1. 
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Figure 4.3.2.2: Partial structure factors (hpp) for 2k DPEOF at selected solution concentrations. 
a) w-3 g ml-1; b) 5x10-5 g mr1; c) w-5 g ml-1 and d) 10-6 g mr1• The red line corresponds to non-linear 
least squares fits of the model partial structure factors to the data. 
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As the bulk concentration increases, changes in the partial structure factor are 
evident. At low concentrations (figure 4.3.2.ld) the partial structure factor increases 
linearly with Q. As the concentration increases, a maximum is observed as shown in figure 
4.3.2.1 c, centred at Q ~ 0.08 A-1• For solution concentrations greater than ~2x10-5 g mr1 
(not shown in figure 4.3.2.1) the partial structure factors become very different with two 
maxima being observed, one centred between 0.08 and 0.09 A-1 and the other at lower Q 
(~0.02-0.04 A-1) with smaller amplitude. The maximum in the partial structure factor at 
higher Q does not move in Q as the concentration increases and is approximately coincident 
with the single maximum observed for lower concentrations. This consistency is not 
observed for the maximum at lower Q as it moves to lower Q values with increase in bulk 
concentration and for c = 10-3 g mr1 the maximum is cut off by the low Q limit of the 
reflectometer. 
A variety of functional forms have been used to interpret the partial structure factors 
of PEOF and the following section will briefly describe the theoretical distribution used to 
quantitatively analyse the data. Indeed by choosing the most appropriated functional form, 
the number density and layer thickness ofthe polymer layers can be extracted. 
a) Single Uniform Density Layer (SUD) 
The number density distribution is described by, 
I I I for -a/2 ::;; z::;; a/2, 0 for all other z. 
-(j /2 0 (j 12 
Equation 4.3.2.1. 
The partial structure factor is, 
2h 2 · 2(Qa) Q ;;(Q) = 4n;1 sm T Equation 4.3.2.2. 
where nn is the number density of polymer molecule i at the maximum of the 
distribution and a is the full width at half height of the distribution which correspond to the 
layer thickness. 
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b) Single Gaussian Distribution (SGD) 
The distribution is given by, 
( 4z
2 J n(z) = n1 exp ~ Equation 4.3.2.3. 
where n1 is the number density of polymer molecules at the maximum of the 
Gaussian peak, a is the full width at half height of the distribution and defines the layer 
thickness. 
The associated partial structure factor is, 
Equation 4.3.2.4. 
For solutions with concentrations greater than 2x 1 o-5 g mr1, a variety of functional 
forms have been used to interpret theses data and simple model such as double uniform 
layer, double Gaussian or a double uniform parabola were used. 
c) Double Uniform Layer Distribution (DUD) 
The number density distribution of a double uniform layer of polymer molecules at 
the surface is given by, 
z ~ -0 -r/2 
- o - r /2 ~ z ~ -o + r /2 
=0 - o + r /2 ~ z ~ -a 12 
= n;1 - a 12 ~ z ~ a 12 
=0 z'::?.a/2 
ni2 r=---+-
-0-r/2 -0 -O+r/2 -af2 0 
Equation 4.3.2.5. 
If no separation, 8 can be substituted by a + J'i . 
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The partial structure factor is described by, 
Equation 4.3.2.6. 
where nil and ni2 are the number density of polymer molecules i in layer 1 and 
c 
layer 2 respectively that have full widths at half height of a and r(thickness). Sis the 
distance between the centres of each distribution. 
d) Double Gaussian Distribution (DGD) 
For a double Gaussian distribution of polymer molecules at the near surface, the 
number density distribution is given by, 
Equation 4.3.2.7. 
The partial structure factor is given by, 
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e) Double Uniform Parabolas Distribution (DPD) 
The number density distribution is described as follow, 
n;(z)=O z~-8-r 
-- n,.2(1- (z :28)2) • - 8 - T ~ Z ~ -8 + T 
=0 -8+r~z~-a 
~n,(l-;:) -a,;z,;a 
=0 
-/5-r -8 -0+-r -a 0 
Equation 4.3.2.9. 
Hence the associated partial structure factor is, 
2 16n~ 2 16n; 2 Q h;; (Q) = Q4 ; 4 (sin(Qa)- Qa cos(Qa)) + Q 4 ; 4 (sin(Qr)- Qr cos(Qr)) 
32n.1n.2 • • 
+ 4 ' 2 ' 2 (sm(Qa)- Qacos(Qa))(sm(Qr)- Qrcos(Qr))cos(Q8) Qar 
Equation 4.3.2.10. 
NB. 8can be replaced by a+ rifno separation required. 
Typical number density profiles for each model (excepted double uniform parabolas 
distribution) are given in figure 4.3.2.3a-d for a range of concentrations that are 
representative of the series investigated: 10-3, 5x10-5, 10·5 and 10·6 g m-1. The values 
obtained from the fits for the layer thicknesses, number densities and "goodness of the fit" 
(x) are given in table 4.3.2.1a-d. 
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Figure 4.3.2.3: Comparison between the number density profiles of 2k PEOF 
obtained for various layer model distributions at a bulk concentration of a) 10·3 g ml'1, b) 
5x10'5 g ml'1, c) 10'5 g ml'1 and d) 10-{, g ml' 1• 
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u ± l(A) n1 (A-3) T ±3 (A) n2 (A-3) z 
Model ± 2x1o-s ± 2xl0-6 
suo 42 1.10E-04 - - 1.67E-16 
SGD 40 1.40E-04 - - 1.84E-16 
DUD 49 1.10E-04 41 3.00E-05 7.60E-17 
DGD 45 1.60E-04 85 7.00E-05 2.28E-18 
DPD 29 9.46E-11 39 5.78E-11 2.60E-17 
-
-3 -I a)c-10 gml 
u ± 1 <A) n1 (A-3) T ±3 (A) n2 (A"3) z 
Model ± 2x1o-s ± 2x10-6 
suo 40 1.10E-04 - - 1.54E-16 
SGD 38 1.40E-04 - - 1.35E-16 
DUD 57 1.20E-04 37 4.00E-05 6.54E-17 
DGD 43 1.60E-04 62 S.OOE-05 9.63E-18 
DPD 20 4.49E-10 39 6.40E-11 2.26E-17 
10) c = 5x10"5 g mf1 
u ± l(A) n1 (A-3) T ± 3 (A) n2 (A-3) z 
Model ± 2x1o-s ± 2x10-6 
suo 41 1.30E-04 - - 4.66E-18 
SGD 39 1.60E-04 - - 1.52E-18 
DUD 41 1.40E-04 4 1.80E-05 1.22E-17 
DGD 23 2.00E-04 26 8.00E-05 2.06E-17 
DPD 25 3.33E-10 37 -8.21E-12 2.06E-17 
-
-5 c)c-10 gml -I 
u ± 1 <A) n1 (A-3) T ±3 (A) n2 (A-3) z 
Model ± 2xlo-s ± 2x10-6 
suo 27 1.00E-04 - - 3.85E-18 
SGD 24 1.30E-04 - - 3.49E-18 
DUD 24 1.10E-04 3 7.00E-05 3.50E-17 
DGD 21 2.30E-04 9 S.OOE-05 3.49E-17 
DPD 18 1.20E-09 61 -2.90E-13 3.52E-17 
-
,-6 d) c -10 g ml -1 
Table 4.3 .2.1: Layer thickness, number density, "goodness of the fit" values of the 
fits of 2k PEOF for selected bulk concentrations using different layer model distributions. 
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After comparing the profiles obtained and the model parameters for each bulk 
concentration, the following observations were made. For bulk concentration of 10-5 g mr1 
and above, all models predict almost identical magnitudes of near surface density but 
contrasting penetration depths. This emphasises the difficulty in identifying the precise 
distribution of PEO chains in the subphase. However, by comparing the "goodness of fit" 
parameter, x , from the least squares fitting routine, it appears that the double Gaussian 
distribution gave the better fit as shown in table 4.3.2.1a-b. Indeed, the results reveal that 
the x values are significantly lower for any double Gaussian model fit, indicating that the 
fits of the calculated models are closer to the experimental data. It can also be noted that the 
parameters returned from a double uniform parabolas distribution are extremely low with 
negative number density returned at low concentration. These unrealistic values suggest 
that this distribution is not suitable for the system investigated. For bulk concentration of 
w-5 g mr1 and below, the magnitude in number density returned from theoretical models is 
almost identical except for the double Gaussian distribution where an increase in number 
density is observed. However all models agree that the layer thickness of the upper layer 
remains almost constant over the all concentration range whereas the layer thickness of the 
lower layer increases with bulk concentration and is almost non-existent at low bulk 
concentration suggesting that a single monolayer distribution seems to be the most 
appropriate. This is reinforced by comparing the x values as single distributions (uniform 
density layer and Gaussian distribution of polymer molecules) offer lower values. Qualities 
of the fits are indistinguishable between either of the model functions but the Gaussian 
distribution was chosen due to its physically viable description. Support for this assumption 
comes from computer simulations of monolayers of hexadecyltrimethylammonium 
chloride21 and tetradecyltrimethylammonium bromide22• 
Therefore, the single Gaussian distribution and double Gaussian distribution were 
used to fit the data. The fits were obtained by adjusting n 1, n2, a and r with 8 = (a+ r)/2 
with the number of parameters depending on whether a single or double Gaussian was 
required (please refer to figure 4.3.2.2a-d). The results are given in table 4.3.2.2. 
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c (g mr1) d± 2 (A) n; ± 3xl 0-6 (A-3) 
1.00E-03 er 45 ln1 1.60E-04 
f" 85 n2 7.00E-05 
S.OOE-04 er 47 n1 1.70E-04 
f" 79 n2 B.OOE-05 
1.00E-04 er 45 n1 1.60E-04 
f" 67 n2 7.00E-05 
S.OOE-05 er 43 n1 1.60E-04 
f" 62 in2 S.OOE-05 
3.00E-05 er 43 n1 1.60E-04 
f" 58 n2 4.00E-05 
2.00E-05 er 42 n1 1.60E-04 
1.00E-05 er 37 n1 1.60E-04 
5.00E-06 er 35 n1 1.70E-04 
1.00E-06 er 24 n1 1.30E-04 
S.OOE-07 er 16 n1 7.00E-05 
Table 4.3.2.2: Number densities (n 1 and n2) of polymer molecules at the maximum 
of each Gaussian peak and widths (a- and -r) at half height of Gaussian distributions for 2k 
DPEOF with bulk concentration. 
The same models were also applied to the self partial structure factors obtained for 
the 5k DPEOF and 10k DPEOF, for the latter polymer the quality of the fits was not as 
good due to the rather more diffuse distribution of the polymer at the air-water interface for 
these higher molecular weight polymers. However, a single layer model was not 
appropriate for the lOk DPEOF polymer at any concentration and only valid for the two 
lowest concentrations solutions of 5k DPEOF. The results of the number densities and layer 
thicknesses for 5k DPEOF and 1 Ok DPEOF are given in appendix 4 and 5, table A.4 and 
A.5 respectively. 
The dependence of the number density on solution concentration is shown in figures 
4.3.2.4a-c for all three D PEOF. 
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Figure 4.3.2.4: Number densities at maximum of each Gaussian fitted to 
experimental partial structure factors as a function of solution concentration for a) 2k 
DPEOF, b) 5k DPEOF and c) lOk DPEOF. 
0 0 
0.01 
The behaviour of the number density at distribution maximum is dependent on the 
polymer, for the 2k DPEOF the upper layer number density (n1) increases rapidly with 
concentration until a constant value of circa 1.6x104 A-3 is observed for concentrations above 
-10-6 g m1·1 whereas the lower layer number density (n2) increases gradually to what appears 
to be a constant value of -7xl0·5 A-3• Magnitudes of number densities for 5k DPEOF are less 
than half the one observed for 2k DPEOF and a more gradual increase with concentration is 
evident with a constant value of circa 6xl0·5 A-3 being reached at c = 10·5 g m1·1. The lower 
layer has a constant number density of 2x 1 o·5 A-3 being reached over a very narrow range of 
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bulk solution concentration. Number densities of the lOk DPEOF polymer are further 
reduced and a constant value is observed for both layers over the whole concentration range. 
The upper layer having a number density of 2x w-s A-3 and that of the lower layer is 5x 10-6 
A-3, an order of magnitude smaller than that of the 2k DPEOF lower layer number density. 
The dependence of the distribution full widths at half height (a and -n on solution 
concentration is shown in figures 4.3.2.5a-c for all three DPEOF. 
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Figure 4.3.2.5: Widths of Gaussian distributions (a and -n fitted to experimental 
partial structure factors as a function of solution concentration for a) 2k DPEOF, b) 5k 
DPEOF and c) 1 Ok DPEOF. 
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The behaviour of the full widths is also dependent on the polymer; for 2k DPEOF 
the upper layer ( o) increases smoothly until the ftrst appearance of a second layer and 
thereafter it remains constant. The second layer ( 'Z) increases linearly over the 
concentrations range 3x w-s to 10-3 g ml-1• Full widths for the 5k DPEOF polymer differs 
significantly from 2k DPEOF as both upper and lower layers have much the same values of 
the distribution width over the concentrations range 5x10-6 to 10·2 g ml-1 where two layers 
are observed. For concentrations less than 10-6 g ml-1 only a single layer is evident with the 
thickness increasing rapidly to approximately the same value as for higher concentrations. 
The 1 Ok DPEOF polymer have some similarities to a certain extent with the distribution 
width behaviour of 5k DPEOF as the lower layer width is almost constant at 37 ± 2 A for 
the entire concentration range investigated. A slight but noticeable increase in the upper 
layer distribution width is observed over the concentration range explored but remains 
essentially constant around 35 ± 2 A for concentrations of 5x10·5 g ml-1 and above. The 
lower magnitudes of the number density combined with the larger layer dimensions for 1 Ok 
DPEOF are confirming the diffuse nature distribution of the polymer at the air-water 
interface. 
By using equations 4.3.2.4 and 4.3.4.7 the number density distribution for 2k 
DPEOF can be plotted and is shown in figure 4.3.2.6. 
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Figure 4.3.2.6: Number density distributions from double Gaussian 
distribution of reflectivity data for aqueous solutions of 2k DPEOF with the bulk 
concentrations indicated. 
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The number density distribution for the 2k DPEOF polymer confirms the two layer 
organisations observed by the optical matrix analysis, as the formation from one monolayer 
to two monolayers with increase in bulk concentration is evident. Similarities between the 
number density distributions from the double Gaussian fits to the partial structure factors 
and those calculated from the optical matrix method (figure 4.3.1.4) are clearly evident. 
However the double Gaussian distributions are somewhat broader especially at the air-
water interface due probably to the fact that the roughness at the interface in the optical 
matrix method is fixed to the rms amplitude of capillary wave fluctuations on a water 
surface, i.e. 2.5 A. The same agreement was found between the number density 
distributions from the double Gaussian fits to the partial structure factors and those 
calculated from the optical matrix method analysis for both 5k and lOk DPEOF polymers. 
The number density distribution for all three molecular weight polymers is however 
very different (figure 4.3.2.7) when compared to each other, confirming the dependence of 
the surface organisation of PEO at the air-water interface on molecular weight. 
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Figure 4.3.2.7: Number density distribution for 2k, 5k and IOk DPEOF at a bulk 
concentration of w-3 g mi-1• 
The results obtained from the kinematic approximation mimics well the results 
obtained from the optical matrix analysis. Both analyses returned the same magnitude in 
number density of PEOF in both layers and layer thickness is reproduced well within errors. 
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The best way to illustrate this argument is by comparing the surface excess returned by both 
analyses. The total surface excess, r (mg m"2), from the kinematic approximation analysis 
was determined by using equation 4.3.2.11 and 4.3.2.12 according to the distribution of the 
polymer layer (double or single Gaussian distribution respectively). 
Jnt2 - 20 r = (n;sU+ n;2'f)X M, xlO Equation 4.3.2.11. 
NA 
Equation 4.3.2.12. 
where nu and n;2 are the number density of the upper and lower layer 
respectively and a and 'f their appropriate thickness. M, is the number average 
molecular weight determined via size exclusion chromatography. 
The total surface excess obtained from both analyses is plotted for 2k PEOF as a 
function of the bulk concentration (figure 4.3.2.8). 
5 
c 
4 2 
c 
f:i 1 
o ~ using optical matrix analysis 
B o ~ using kinematic approxinalion 
1E-6 1E-5 1E-4 1E-3 
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Figure 4.3.2.8: Comparison of the total surface excess calculated from optical 
matrix analysis and kinematic approximation for 2k PEOF as a function of bulk 
concentration. 
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It is evident that the total surface excess returned from both analyses is similar 
within experimental errors. The same agreements were found for the higher molecular 
weight polymers suggesting that the results obtained from both analyses are realistic. The 
total surface excess determined from kinematic approximation for 5k and lOk PEOF is 
given in appendix 4 and 5, table A.4 and A.5 respectively. 
Having confirmed that the parameters describing the PEOF organisation at the air-
water interface are reasonable, it would be of great interest to have some information 
regarding the distribution of water molecules within the polymer layer at the air-water 
interface. 
Water Self Partial Structure Factor (hww) 
The background subtracted and Crowley corrected data are presented in terms of the 
self-partial structure factors obtained for water in figure 4.3.2.9 for a selection of solution 
concentrations for 2k HPEOF. 
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Figure 4.3.2.9: Partial structure factors (hww) for 2k HPEOF at selected solution 
concentrations. a) w-3 g ml-1; b) 5x10-5 g ml-1; c) w-5 g ml-1; d) 10-6 g ml-1 
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It is clear from figure 4.3.2.9a-d that the behaviour exhibited is unusual as all data 
display a maximum at low Q, and this has been observed for all three polymers. 
Theoretically, as Q tends toward zero the water self-partial structure factor data should 
approach a value of 1.1 x 1 o-3 A-6, which is the square root of the bulk density of heavy 
water (0.0332 A-3). In general, due to the displacement of water molecules by protonated 
polymer, the magnitude of the self-partial structure decreases with increasing solution 
concentrations. The trend of the water self-partial structure factor is even more unusual at 
higher concentrations where two maximum are observed centred at Q ;::; 0.03 and 0.07 A-1 
respectively. The magnitude of the experimental partial structure factor is surprisingly 
small and keeps changing with solution concentration. Higher values are found for the most 
concentrated solutions but still an order of magnitude lower than theoretical predictions. 
Similar, but not so pronounced, behaviour has been reported for PE023-25 systems 
containing polymer films but is not specific to PEO systems, as this effect has been 
reported in other polymer systems 26•27 and recently in EO containing surfactants28-30. The 
possible sources of systematic error in such experiments have been evaluated and discussed 
in detail elsewhere31 •32 . The potential failure of the kinematic approximation at low Q is 
accounted for in the correction devised by Crowlel0 and the 4 first experimental data 
points shown in figure 4.3.2.9 could be attributed to Q approaching Qc (see Chapter Two 
section 2-3-5 for more details). Other sources of systematic error include incorrect 
background subtraction, variations in surface coverage from measurement to measurement, 
contamination, isotope effects, or inappropriate labelling. As incorrect background 
subtraction will only affect the data at high ~3, this assumption was disregarded, as it is 
not responsible for the major discrepancies observed in figure 4.3.2.9. The other potential 
factors can be accommodated or corrected, and are also not the source of error. 
Instrumentation errors being introduced during experimental set up could be the reason of 
such discrepancies. To check this assumption, the reflectivity data collected from a pure 
water surface from SURF reflectometer was plotted in the partial structure form and 
compared to the data from a simulated profile as shown in figure 4.3 .2.1 0. 
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Figure 4.3.2.10: Comparison of simulated and experimental neutron reflectivity data 
in kinematic approximation form for water self-partial structure factor of a clean surface. 
By comparing the partial structure profiles, small differences are observed in the Q 
range between 0 and 0.14 A-1 but are not important enough to justify the unusual trend of 
the experimental structure factor observed for aqueous solutions of 2k PEOF. The partial 
structure factor of a clean D20 surface follows the trend expected in theory, i.e. a slight 
decrease in the magnitude of the self-partial structure with increasing Q and a value of hww 
- l.lxl0-3 A -6 observed at low or zero Q. As the unusual and unique trend of the 
experimental water self-partial structure factor was reproduced for all polymers, it seems 
that the features are connected to the PEOF/subphase arrangement rather than a mere 
artefact of the data. The only explanation of such behaviour could be attributed to the effect 
of the fluorocarbon group on the water molecules distribution, suggesting that the ethylene 
oxide units are not the only molecules to be considered when analysing the water self-
partial structure factor. 
In an attempt to improve the description of solvent distribution, 6 contrasts were 
used to explore the full power of the partial structure factor approach30• The kinematic 
approximation for this case then gives the specular reflectivity R(Q) as in equation 4.3.2.13. 
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Equation 4.3.2.13. 
where p, f, and w refer to the polymer chain, fluorocarbon group and water 
respectively. 
The contrasts used and reflectivity profiles obtained are shown in figure 4.3.2.11. 
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Figure 4.3.2.11: 6 experimental contrasts used for 2k PEOF (also used for 5k and 
1 Ok PEOF) to improve the solvent distribution of the water self-partial structure factor from 
kinematic approximation. 
Unfortunately, the 6 partial structure factors obtained were not interpretable by 
physically realistic models, perhaps due to the very similar reflectivity of the HPEOF in 
nrw and HPEOF in H20/D20 mixture matched PEO chains combinations. Therefore, only 
the combinations that gave the highest reflectivities were used resulting in using equation 
4.3.2.1. 
As it proved difficult to fit the unusual features observed in the water self-partial 
structure factors, some experimental points (usually for high concentrations between 0.02< 
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Q I A-1< 0.04) were disregarded. A variety of functional forms have been used to interpret 
these data, models used were single uniform water layer, hyperbolic tangent water profile 
(tanh) and double uniform water layer were. 
a) Single Uniform Water Layer 
The number density distribution of water molecules in the layer is described as 
follow, 
n5 (z)=O Z ~ -d51 12 
= ns1 - d si I 2 ~ Z ~ d si I 2 ns,_l ---t---! 
Equation 4.3.2.14. 
The associated partial structure factor is given by, 
Equation 4.3.2.15. 
where ns0 is the number density of the bulk (0.0332 A-3), ns1 is the number density 
of the water molecules in the layer and ds 1 the thickness of the layer. 
b) Hyperbolic Tangent Subphase Profile (tanh) 
The model consists of a smooth transition from the number density to the bulk 
subphase given by, 
Equation 4.3.2.16. 
where z is the distance and ds1 the thickness of the polymer layer in the subphase. 
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The only parameter that can be varied is dst as nso is fixed to the number density of 
the bulk. A simulated tanh distribution is shown in figure 4.3.2.12. 
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Figure 4.3.2.12: Simulated representation of number density profile for a tanh layer 
(thickness 25 A). 
The self-partial structure factor is given by, 
where 
Q'h-(Q)=ns~( d,~nQr cosech'( d,~) 
1 
cosech=---
sinhQ 
Equation 4.3.2.17. 
Equation 4.3.2.18. 
For solution concentrations below 1 o·5 g ml'1 both single uniform water layer and 
hyperbolic tangent water profiles were used to fit the data. It was apparent that a single 
uniform water layer fit was not appropriate as shown in figure 4.3.2.13. 
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Figure 4.3.2.13: Single uniform water layer fit for water self-partial structure factor 
of 2k HPEOF/subphase at a solution concentration of 5x10-6 g ml-1• 
However, a hyperbolic tangent water profile was sufficient to describe the 
experimental data and the best non-linear least squares fits of these model partial structure 
factors to the data are shown in figure 4.3.2.14. 
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Figure 4.3.2.14: Water self-partial structure factors fitted using tanh profile for a 
solution concentration of a) 10-6 g ml-1 and b) 5xl0·7 g ml-1• 
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For concentrations between 10-3 and 10-5 g mr1, the fit was only acceptable for a 
double uniform water layer distribution and a schematic representation of the number 
density profile for a double uniform water layer is shown in figure 4.3.2.15. 
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ns2 .....-----+-----~ 
- ~ ...... 1-11.., ...... _______ .., .... , _11-__.,..., 
_ ds 1 0 ds 1 _ _ ds_2 _ds_2 
2 2 2 2 
Figure 4.3.2.15: Schematic representation of the number density profile for a double 
uniform water layer. 
Where ns0 is the number density of the bulk (0.0332 A-3) nsi is the number density 
of water molecules and dsi their appropriate thickness. The number density of such a double 
layer is given by, 
n5 (z)=0 
ns(z) = nsl 
< _ds1 I 
z- 12 
ns (z) = ns2 
_ds11 < <ds11 12- z- 12 
X ;{ Equation 4.3.2.19. ds < < dsl +d - z- 2 s2 
ns (z) = ns0 > dsl I +d z- f2 s2 
which leads to a self-partial structure factor of, 
Q2 hww(Q)=ns~ +(ns1 -ns2 ) 2 +(ns2 -ns0 ) 2 +2ns1(ns 2 -ns1)cos(Qds1) 
+ 2(ns1 - ns2 )(ns2 - ns0 )cos(Qds2 ) + 2ns1 (ns 0 - ns2 )cos(Q(ds2 + ds1 )) 
Equation 4.3.2.20. 
The fits were obtained by adjusting ns; and ds; and the best non-linear least squares 
fits of these model partial structure factors to the data are shown in figure 4.3 .2.16. 
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Figure 4.3.2.16: Double uniform water layer fit for a solution concentration 
of a) 10'3 g ml-1, b) 104 g ml'1and c) 5x10'5 g m1'1• 
The results obtained for the water self-partial structure factors are given in table 
4.3.2.3 for all solution concentrations. 
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c (g mn-1) ds;± 2 (A) ns; ± 2x10"3 (A"3) 
1.00E-03 ds1 28 ~s1 4.40E-03 
ds2 70 ns2 1.90E-02 
5.00E-04 ds1 32 ns1 4.50E-03 
ds2 81 ns2 1.96E-02 
1.00E-04 ds1 32 ns1 8.70E-03 
ds2 83 ns2 2.10E-02 
5.00E-05 ds1 32 ns1 8.71 E-03 
ds2 83 ns2 2.07E-02 
3.00E-05 ds1 32 ns1 7.30E-03 
ds2 81 ns2 2.10E-02 
2.00E-05 dS1 34 ns1 8.00E-03 
ds2 81 ns2 2.20E-02 
1.00E-05 ds1 34 ns1 8.80E-03 
ds2 77 ns2 2.00E-02 
5.00E-06 ds1 25 ns1 3.32E-02 
1.00E-06 ds1 24 ns1 3.32E-02 
5.00E-07 dS1 13 ns1 3.32E-02 
Table 4.3.2.3: Number densities (ns1 and ns2) of water molecules with appropriate 
thickness (ds;), obtained by double uniform layer fit and tangent hyperbolic layer profile for 
2k HPEOF with bulk concentration. 
The same models were also applied to the water self-partial structure factors 
obtained for the Sk HPEOF and 1 Ok HPEOF, for the latter polymer the quality of the fits 
was not as good due to the rather more diffuse distribution of the polymer at the air-water 
interface for these higher molecular weight polymers. However, a tanh model was not 
appropriate for either Sk HPEOF or 1 Ok HPEOF polymers at any concentration. Only a 
double uniform water layer fit gave an acceptable fit and the results of the number densities 
and layer thicknesses for Sk HPEOF and 1 Ok HPEOF are given in appendix 6 and 7, table 
A.6 and A.7 respectively. 
The comparison between PEOF layer thickness and water layer thickness is given in 
table 4.3.2.4. 
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JPEOF Water 
c (g mr1) ±2 (A) ±2 (A) 
1.00E-03 0" 54 ds1 28 
T 85 ds2 70 
5.00E-04 0" 47 ds1 32 
'r 79 ds2 81 
1.00E-04 0" 45 ds1 32 
'r 67 ds2 83 
5.00E-05 0" 43 ds1 32 
T 62 ds2 83 
3.00E-05 0" 43 ds1 32 
T 58 ds2 81 
2.00E-05 0" 42 ds1 34 
ds2 81 
1.00E-05 0" 37 ds1 34 
ds2 77 
5.00E-06 0" 35 ds1 25 
1.00E-06 0" 24 ds1 24 
5.00E-07 0" 16 ds1 13 
Table 4.3 .2.4: Comparison between PEOF layer thickness (a and r) and water layer 
thickness (ds;) obtained from kinematic approximation. 
In table 4.3.2.4, information regarding the distribution of water molecules in the 
polymer layer is shown. At low bulk concentrations (fitted via tanh profile), the layer 
thicknesses are similar within experimental error, implying that the water molecules are 
homogeneously distributed within the PEOF layer. As the concentration increases and 
above 10-5 g mr1 a two-layer organisation is observed with the upper layer thickness being 
constant over the remaining concentration range investigated. The layer thickness is slightly 
lower than PEOF layer thickness suggesting that some water molecules had been expelled 
from the PEOF upper layer maybe due to the displacement of water molecules from the 
interface by the fluorocarbon end group. The lower layer thickness of water is larger than 
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PEOF lower layer thickness and almost constant with bulk concentrations excepted for 1 o-3 
g mr1 where a decrease in layer thickness is observed. It is expected that the lower layer 
thickness of water should be larger than the PEOF lower layer thickness due to the 
diffuseness of the water layer. The drop in layer thickness observed at high concentrations 
could be explained as follow. The first explanation could be attributed to some water 
condensation on the tip of the PEO chains due to repulsion engendered by the fluorocarbon 
end group. The second reason could be attributed to the poorly fitted region at low Q where 
a drop in the magnitude of hss is observed (figure 4.3.2.16a). The fit was only applicable by 
ignoring some experimental data points as explained earlier. 
For higher molecular weight polymers, a two-layer organisation is observed over 
the all concentration range investigated. The upper layer thickness of water, for both Sk and 
1 Ok PEOF polymers, is smaller than the lower layer thickness of water and remains 
constant with an increase in bulk concentration due to the adsorption of PEOF at the air-
water interface excluding water molecules from the surface. The lower layer thickness 
remains also constant as the bulk concentration increases and larger values in the lower 
layer thickness are observed for Sk PEOF when compared to the PEOF lower layer 
thickness due to the more diffuse nature of water layer. Both lower layer thickness of water 
and PEOF lower layer thickness are almost identical for 1 Ok PEOF and remain constant 
over the entire concentration range investigated suggesting that the distribution of water 
molecules within the PEOF layer is homogeneous. 
An increase of the water number density in uniform steps from the interface is 
observed for all three molecular weight polymers as shown in figure 4.3.2.17. 
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Figure 4.3.2.17: Number density distribution of water molecules at the air-water 
interface for aqueous solutions of 2k, 5k and 1 Ok HPEOF at a bulk concentration of 1 o-3 g 
ml-1. 
The dependence of the number density distribution of water molecules at the air-
water interface with molecular weight is evident but the main difference is observed for the 
highest molecular weight polymer with the number density of the second layer being twice 
smaller than that observed for 2k and 5k PEOF. 
From the results obtained from hww fittings, it seems apparent that the water 
penetrates substantially into the polymer distributions. The degree of immersion for the 
three molecular weight polymers can be estimated. 
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Cross Partial Structure Factor (hpw) 
Cross partial structure factors obtained for 2k PEOF at selected concentrations are 
shown in figure 4.3.2.18. 
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Figure 4.3.2.18: Cross partial structure factor (hpw) for 2k PEOF at selected 
solution concentrations. a) 10"3 g ml"1; b) 104 g ml"1; c) 10"5 g ml"1; d) 5xl0"7 g ml"1 
0.08 
It is evident from such results that the cross partial structure factors exhibit also 
some unusual features as the magnitude and shape change with solution concentration. 
Since the water self-partial distribution was unusual, those results were expected, as the 
cross partial structure factor is the product of both hpp and hww given by, 
Equation 4.3.2.21. 
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where &is the separation of the centres of the polymer and solvent distributions. 
Since t5 is the separation between the centre of the chain distribution and the 
midpoint of the water distribution, these values indicate the extent of penetration of the 
JPEO chains by the solvent 
.Equation 4.3.2.21 is used assuming that the Gaussian and double uniform water 
monolayer or tanh functions are respectively exactly even and exactly odd. However the 
distributions may not be exactly even/odd, and deviations from this assumption may affect 
the accuracy with which o can be detennined34• 
Simulated cross partial structure factors were generated by usmg experimental 
values of hpp (Q) and hww(Q) in equation 4.3.2.21. By varying the value of b: the simulated 
values were compared with the experimental partial structure factors, and examples of these 
fits are shown in figure 4.3.2.19. 
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Figure 4. 3.2.19: Fit of the cross partial structure factor of 2k PEOF/water by adjusting 
the separation parameter 8with solutions concentrations a) 10"3 g mr1; b) 10"5 g mr1; and c) 
5x10-7 g ml-1• 
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The fit returned did not reproduce particularly well the partial structure factor of 
2kPEOF/water at high concentrations but the shape of the fit however is respected. The 
same difficulties were present for the two higher molecular weight polymers for 
concentrated solutions (usually above 10-4 g mr1). The main reason is probably due to the 
difficulty in assessing the description of the water self-partial distribution at high 
concentrations due to the more diffuse nature of the polymer layers. 
However, 8 were determined for the three molecular weight polymers and the 
results for 2k PEOF is given in table 4.3.2.5 whereas the results for 5k and 10k PEOF are 
given in appendix 8, table A.8a and A.8b respectively. 
c (g mr1) a± o.s (A) 
1.E-03 47 
5.E-04 30 
1.E-04 15 
5.E-05 20 
4.E-05 10 
3.E-05 12 
2.E-05 8 
1.E-05 7 
5.E-06 10 
1.E-06 15 
5.E-07 17 
Table 4.3.2.5: 8values obtained from kinematic approximation for 2k PEOF 
with bulk concentration. 
A simple estimate of the extent of immersion of the PEO chains in the solvent may 
be made by using the layer thicknesses of both PEOF and water molecules as shown in 
table 4.3.2.4. Thus if there is no overlap of the two distributions for a given bulk 
concentration, i.e. no immersion of PEO chains in the water, the separation of the two 
distributions should be the sum ofthe two half-thicknesses. For 2k PEOF at 5x10-6 g mr1, 
this is 30 A. Since 8 is only 10 A, the two distributions must overlap by 20 A. Since the 
thickness of the PEO chains is 35 A, about 60% of the chain must be immersed in the 
water. A schematic representation is shown in figure 4.3.2.20. 
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Figure 4.3.2.20: Schematic illustration of number density as a function of distance 
(z) for PEOF layer on a water subphase at a bulk concentration of 5x10-6 g ml-1 with 
0= 10 A. 
The measured separation of the water and PEO distributions increases with 
increasing bulk concentration, indicating a greater penetration of PEO chains into the 
subphase. At 10·3 g m1·1, the PEO chains are totally immersed in the subphase and a 
schematic representation is shown in figure 4.3.2.21. 
--PEO 
--water 
0.0 
-100-80 -60 -40 -20 
Figure 4.3.2.21: Schematic illustration of number density as a function of distance 
(z) for PEOF layer on a water subphase at a bulk concentration of 10·3 g ml-1 with o = 47 A. 
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For double distribution (double Gaussian distribution and double uniform water 
layer), the centre of each distribution was determined by using equation 4.3.2.22 (PEO) and 
4.3.2.23 (water), 
"z.n. z =~ l l 
n In; Equation 4.3.2.22. 
Equation 4.3.2.23. 
The same results were observed for higher molecular weight polymers and it was 
therefore concluded that PEO chains are totally immersed into the subphase as the bulk 
concentration increases and the extent of immersion is solution concentration dependent. 
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4~3~3 Comparison of IFhJorocarbon IEnd~Cappedl fPliEO Belhavioa.JIIl' io 
Brush Theory. 
All the previous quantitative analyses used to describe the organisation of end 
fluorinated polymers at the air-water interface, agree on the fact that the upper layer 
thickness is dependent on both solution concentration and polymer molecular weights. Both 
the optical matrix analysis and kinematic approximation show that the upper layer thickness 
for the lowest molecular weight polymer increases with bulk concentration, an asymptotic 
thickness being approached at higher concentrations. A more gradual increase of the upper 
layer thickness was observed for higher molecular weight polymers, a constant layer 
thickness being achieved at higher concentrations. For all polymers, the upper layer 
thickness is circa twice that of the equivalent layer thickness for unmodified polyethylene 
oxide adsorbed at the air-water interface7• Since the end fluorinated PEO is adsorbed by one 
end to the interface between the air and the subphase, the possibility that PEOF forms a 
brush like layer seems distinct. 
Brush theory introduced in Chapter Two, section 2-2-3, states that brush like layer 
configurations are found under thermodynamic equilibrium conditions due to 
configurational rearrangements minimising the free energy of surface layer of the system as 
the grafting density increases. Alexander35 and de Gennes36 theories predict that the brush 
height (h) scales linearly with the degree of polymerisation (N) and the cube root of the 
grafting density ( o-), i.e. h oc N d 13 • Milner and co-workers37'38 used a self consistent field 
(SCF) method to determine the concentration profiles for polymer brushes and the 
relationship between h, N and o- is shown in equation 4.3.3.1 where v is the excluded 
volume parameter. 
( )
1/3 
h = ~~ N(o-v) 113 Equation 4.3.3.1. 
SCF theory shows that the polymer volume fraction in the brush has a parabolic 
decay with increasing distance from the grafting surface in contrast to the step-function 
profiles predicted by Alexander and de Gennes. Therefore if the tethered chains are 
interacting and strongly stretched, then the behaviour of PEOF should theoretically follow 
the SCF predictions suggesting that an increase in both o- and N will lead to an increase of 
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h. Milner argument also highlights the role of the thermodynamic quality of the solvent ( v) 
in determining the brush height and equation 4.3.3.1 holds when the brushes are immersed 
in a good solvent, i.e. the brush height increases with improving solvent quality. In this 
study, PEOF is dissolved in water, which is known to be a good solvent for PEO, therefore 
the above relationship is valid for the system under investigation. 
From the upper surface excess (l:pper) values determined from both optical matrix 
method and kinematic approximation, the normalised grafting density, d can be calculated 
by using, 
Equation 4.3.3.2. 
where R8 is the radius of gyration obtained by using the experimental relation of 
Kawaguchi et af (see table 4.3.1.5). 
The transition to a brush-like layer for polymer grafted to an interface is predicted 
to take place at d = 2 3942• To obtain the scaling exponent, dR8 was plotted as a function 
of d and least squares fits of the data are shown in figure 4.3.3.1. 
o 2kPEOF 
o 5kPEOF 
~ 10kPEOF 
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u!R 
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u 
Figure 4.3.3.1: Double logarithmic plot of PEO upper layer thickness, o; normalised 
by radius of gyration of equivalent molecular weight PEO as a function of normalised 
surface coverage, d and least squares fits to the data (lines). 
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The following scaling exponent were found, 
2kPEOF a •o.6o -~a 
Rg 
SkPEOF a •o.33 -~a 
Rg 
10kPEOF a •o.9o -~a 
Rg 
Some uncertainties could arise regarding the choice of a rather than the brush height 
h, which could lead to some uncertainties37-38• However, the values of a from the partial 
structure factors are very similar to the layer thickness obtained from the optical matrix fits to 
the reflectivity data and justify the use of a here as the effective layer thickness. The scaling 
exponent obtained for Sk PEOF agrees with theoretical predictions suggesting the formation 
of a brush-like layer at the air-water interface. However, the layer thickness of Sk PEOF 
polymer at maximum extension is 1.5Rg, which does not constitute significant stretching of 
the polymer to be classified as a brush-like layer and therefore, the scaling exponent value 
seems fortuitous. The scaling exponent obtained for 1 Ok PEOF is three times bigger than 
theoretical predictions but as the values of a/ Rg are always less than 1 for 1 Ok PEOF, it could 
be debated that there is no evidence of a brush-like layer formation. The layer thickness of 
1 Ok PEOF at maximum stretching is also 1.5Rg, leading to the same conclusions made for Sk 
PEOF. However it is clear that the adsorption characteristic of fluorinated end-capped PEO is 
enhanced by the low surface energy fluorocarbon group as the layer thickness is circa twice 
that of equivalent layer thickness for unmodified PEO. A more extended but still not 
stretched arrangement is adopted for Sk and 1 Ok PEOF due to the adsorption of fluorocarbon 
groups at the air-water interface. For 2k PEOF the scaling exponent returned from least 
square fit to the data (figure 4.3.3.1) is ~2 times bigger than theoretical predictions suggesting 
that a very strong stretching is occurring. The layer thickness increases with solution 
concentrations up to circa Sxl0-5 g mr1 where constant values in the upper layer thickness are 
observed (a >2Rg). At low concentrations, the layer thickness is indicative of a 'pancake' 
like-layer configuration where both ethylene oxide segments and the fluorocarbon end of the 
polymer molecule are adsorbed at the air-water interface. As the solution concentration 
increases the ethylene oxide are displaced from the surface with the polymer being strongly 
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anchored at the air-water interface by the fluorocarbon group and the molecular weight of the 
polymer is sufficiently low that at higher concentrations, all ethylene oxide units can 
eventually be displaced from the interface by the fluorocarbon end of the polymer molecule 
resulting in the formation of a brush-like layer at the air-water interface. At circa 
3x 1 o-5 g mr', no further PEO can be adsorbed and since the concentration exceeds its critical 
micelle concentration, micelles are formed in the bulk. 
There have been numerous studies where tethered polymers immersed in good 
solvent have been used to test scaling predictions and they have had mixed success. Kent and 
co-workers40'43 have studied similar dependencies using higher molecular weight polystyrene 
immersed in ethyl benzoate at much higher a· but rather weaker dependencies on normalised 
grafting density were observed ( a!Rg ex: a· 0·22). Polymer brushes formed by spread films of 
end-capped PEO at the air-water interface have been investigated by Barentin et a/. 44 • They 
used the scaling theory to interpret quantitatively their results but were unable to find 
agreement between the theory and the experiment. Agreement with scaling predictions was 
achieved by Taunton and co-workers45, Field et a/.46, and more recently Richards et al47 . 
Richards and eo-workers studied the surface organisation of spread film of an amphiphilic 
graft copolymer at the air-water interface and good agreements between the brush height and 
normalised grafting density were obtained by single chain mean field theory ( aiRg ex: a· 0·35). 
It is therefore evident that scaling predictions used for tethered polymers in good 
solvent have had mixed success. This work indicates that both molecular weight and bulk 
concentrations influence brush behaviour and that scaling predictions were not observed for 
2k and 1 Ok PEOF with values being much bigger than theoretical predictions. It was 
therefore concluded that the interfacial arrangement of fluorocarbon end-capped PEO was not 
well described by the brush-like layer theory. However, it could be debated that a brush 
configuration is possible for 2k PEOF as significant stretching is observed above 
1 o-6 g mr'. Whereas, there is no evidence for the formation of a stretched brush like layer for 
5k and 1 Ok PEOF at the air-water interface. 
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Neutron reflectometry has been applied to determine the surface organisation 
of adsorbed solutions of end fluorinated PEO (PEOF) at the air-water interface. Two 
different methods have been used to analyse the data including the optical matrix 
analysis and the kinematic approximation. 
Both methods predicted that the surface organisation of PEOF was dependent 
on both molecular weight and solution concentration and that a hydrophobic group 
placed at one end of the molecule considerably enhances the adsorption of aqueous 
solutions of polyethylene oxide at the air-water interface. For a molecular weight of 
circa 2 000 g mor1 a transition from one monolayer to two monolayers is observed 
with an increase in solution concentration. The thickness and concentration of the first 
layer observed for concentrations below ~3x10-5 g mr1, increases with an increase in 
solution concentration and a considerable stretching of the molecules is implicated 
since the final thickness is more than twice the radius of gyration of the polymer. 
Above a bulk concentration of ~3x10.5 g mr1, a second layer is formed below the first 
layer and the thickness of this layer increases with solution concentration and is twice 
the thickness of the upper layer. The total surface excess of 2k PEOF increases 
continuously with increasing bulk concentration. The surface excess associated with 
the upper layer approaches an asymptotic value at a concentration of ~3x10-5 g mr1 
that mirrors well the dependence of surface tension on concentration. 
For higher molecular weight polymers, there is still considerably more 
polymer adsorbed than for unmodified polyethylene oxide. A two-layer organisation 
is also observed over all the concentration range except for concentrations below 1 o-6 
g mr1 for 5k PEOF. The thicknesses of both 5k and 10k PEOF are much lower than 
for the lower molecular weight PEO suggesting that a competition between ethylene 
oxide segments and fluorocarbon end group takes place at the air-water interface 
resulting in a "flatter" structure. There is also little variation in the dimension of these 
layers over the bulk concentration range explored. For 10k PEOF, the layer 
thicknesses are of the same magnitude as the radius of gyration. For this polymer the 
surface excess (both total and that attributable to the upper layer alone) is constant 
although the surface tension decreases over much of the concentration range. This 
reinforced the idea of competition at the air-water interface between ethylene oxide 
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segments and fluorocarbon end groups as at higher bulk concentrations, the adsorbed 
ethylene oxide segments are displaced from the interface with the air by the lower 
surface energy fluorocarbon groups resulting in lowering the surface tension without 
more polymer materials being added. The surface excess layers are much more 
diffuse for these higher molecular weight polymers and some mixing of polymer 
molecules in the upper and lower layers is evident. The extent of PEO chain 
penetration into the subphase increases with increasing bulk concentration with PEO 
chains being totally immersed at high bulk concentrations with the fluorocarbon 
group being anchored at the air-water interface. This was observed for all three 
molecular weight polymers. 
Both dynamic light scattering and small angle neutron scattering experiments 
have proved evidence of micelle formation for 2k PEOF, a well defined structure 
being undeniable but difficult to assess due to the weak scattering for 2k PEOF. For 
higher molecular weight polymers, a less well-defined arrangement is observed 
probably due to overlapping between the two layers. 
From the dependence of the layer thickness on normalised grafting density, 
the scaling exponent predicted for a brush like layer conformation was only observed 
for 5k PEOF. However as the layer thickness of the upper layer is only 1.5Rg, a 
stretched brush like layer organisation is not consistent. For the polymer with 
molecular weight of circa 2 000 g mor1, the scaling exponent is 0.60 indicative of a 
highly stretched conformation, which supports adsorption at the air-water interface of 
this polymer due to fluorocarbon end groups. A bigger scaling exponent was obtained 
for 1 Ok PEOF but a brush configuration was not consistent with the layer thickness 
observed at maximum extension (only 1.5Rg). 
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The dynamic surface behaviour of the surface excess of adsorbed aqueous 
solutions of fluorocarbon end-capped polyethylene oxide (PEOF) at the air-water 
interface has been investigated using surface quasi-elastic light scattering (SQELS). This 
chapter reports the results obtained for the three different molecular weight PEOF from 
SQELS experiments. 
Firstly, variation of the frequency, ~. and damping, r, of the capillary waves as 
studied as a function of solution concentration using a fixed scattering vector, q = 480 ± 5 
cm-1• The most straightforward analysis to extract the frequency and damping of such 
systems was by non-linear squares fit of a damped cosine function1 as discussed in 
Chapter Two, section 2-4-1. Subsequently, values for the viscoelastic parameters, the 
surface tension (y0), the dilational modulus ( .QJ) and the dilational viscosity ( t) were 
evaluated using the direct spectral fitting method2• The results are presented as follow: 2k 
PEOF results are initially discussed followed by comparison with higher molecular 
weight PEOFs in the main discussion. The dynamic behaviour of the surface capillary 
waves is correlated with the surface organisation of PEOF obtained from neutron 
reflectometry experiments and discussed. 
Secondly, both the capillary wave propagation (frequency and damping) and 
viscoelastic parameters were analysed as a function of q and the results from the damped 
cosine and spectral fits are presented for all three molecular weight polymers and 
interpreted. 
The effect of solution concentration, capillary wave frequency and polymer 
molecular weight on the dynamic properties of adsorbed solutions of end fluorinated PEO 
are summarised and discussed. 
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5-2 Experimental Details 
5-2-1 Sample Preparation 
Solutions were prepared in ultra pure water (80 M ohm cm-1 resistivity) and left 
overnight to ensure complete dissolution of the polymer. Desired solution concentrations 
were obtained by dilution. The polymer solution was poured (25 ml) into a circular, 
thermostatically controlled (298 K) stainless steel trough equipped with a lid having a 
window on the top for the incident and scattered laser beams. Prior to each experiment 
the apparatus was calibrated by determining the wavenumber, q, of each light spot 
incident on the surface of pure UHQ water (instrumental details are discussed in Chapter 
Two, section 2-4-3). Ten correlation functions (60 s each) were collected for each spot, 
each function was fitted using the damped cosine fit and the average of the fitted 
frequency and damping values calculated. A typical correlation function with damped 
cosine fit is shown in figure 5 .2.1. 
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Figure 5.2.1: Experimental correlation function (circles) and a fit to the data (solid 
line) for pure UHQ water (q = 480 cm- 1). 
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By using the program CANICE the dispersion equation is solved to provide 
theoretical values of wave frequency and damping as a function of q, the experimental 
wavenumbers for each diffracted beam were determined by plotting the calculated wave 
frequency against q, then extracting the q value that corresponded to each experimentally 
obtained frequency value. 
The first experiment undertaken examined the time dependence on both 
frequency and damping of capillary waves at fixed q values. 
5-2-2 Time Dependence 
To check if equilibrium time was necessary for both frequency and damping 
values of capillary waves, a time dependence experiment was performed for a solution 
concentration of 10-3 g ml-1 for 2k PEOF. Correlation functions were repeatedly recorded 
at regular time intervals over a period of 2 hours, figure 5.2.2. 
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Figure 5.2.2: Capillary wave frequency (a) and damping (b) as a function of time 
for 2k PEOF at bulk concentration of 10-3 g ml-1 where q = 480 cm-1 at 298 K 
It is evident from figure 5.2.2 that both frequency and damping of capillary waves 
are time independent as no fluctuation in amplitude is observed suggesting that 2k PEOF 
forms homogeneous monolayers at the air-water interface. The same observations were 
also observed for 5k and lOk PEOF. Subsequently, polymer solutions were poured into 
the trough and left for 15 min to reach the desired temperature (298 K) only with no 
further need for equilibration. 
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The dependence of capillary wave frequency and damping on solution 
concentrations of 2k PEOF was investigated and ten correlation functions were collected 
at a fixed wavenumber (q = 480 cm-1) for a range of concentrations between 10-7 g mr1 
and 10-3 g mr1 and up to 10-2 g mr1 for 5k and 10k PEOF. The experiments were 
repeated several times and reproducible results were obtained provided the height of the 
liquid surface was constant. This was achieved by using a teflon dipstick between each 
measurement to ensure that no variation in height was observed. The data was fitted 
using the damped cosine function to extract capillary wave frequency and damping. 
Model correlation functions were generated from initial estimates, and the model non-
linearly least squares fitted to the data. This was a relatively fast process providing 
reasonable starting parameters were used. A typical example is shown in figure 5.2.1. 
The parameters from the fits were averaged to give final values for frequency and 
damping. 
5D3-2 Results: Capillary Wave Frequency and Damping 
Values for frequency and damping of the capillary wave were determined for 
each solution concentration using the damped cosine fit. Figures 5.3.1. and 5.3.2 show 
the variation in frequency and damping with bulk concentration for 2k PEOF, where each 
point is the average from ten correlation functions. 
The frequency of the capillary waves decreases gradually with an increase in bulk 
concentration, starting with the value of a pure water surface (90 510 s-1) at very low 
concentrations and decreasing down to nearly half that value (55 000 s-1) at circa 5xl0-5 g 
mr
1 to reach a constant value of -50 000 s-1 at 5x104 g mr1. The change in the 
magnitude of the frequency is extremely large but significant as they are highly 
reproducible. At low concentration the damping is already relatively high starting at circa 
5 500 s-1 compared to 3 810 s-1 for a clean water surface and rising rapidly to reach a 
maximum value of -6 600 s-1 at 10-6 g mr1• As the bulk concentration increases further, 
the damping falls gradually to reach a constant value ( -4 400 s-1) at c = 1 o-3 g mr1• 
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Figure 5.3 .1: Frequency of capillary waves as a function of bulk concentration for 
2k PEOF, q = 480 cm-1• 
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Figure 5.3.2: Damping of capillary waves as a function of bulk concentration for 
2k PEOF, q = 480 cm-1. 
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5-3-3 Spectral Fit Analysis 
The data were analysed in accordance with the recent molecular theory for 
SQELS developed by Buzza and co-workers3. Basically, the data were treated using a 
spectral fitting procedure by allowing the three viscoelastic parameters, i.e. surface 
tension (y0), dilational modulus ( ~) and dilational viscosity ( &) to float and by using the 
static surface tension as a first approximation. However, both y0 and ~ were restricted to 
values between 0 and 100 mN m-1 and the dilational viscosity was allowed to explore 
both negative and positive values ranging from -10-3 to 10-3 mN s m-1• The bulk viscosity 
was set to the bulk viscosity of water and the transverse shear viscosity (y) was assumed 
to be zero. Indeed, the solution viscosities were determined using a Ostwald tube 
viscometer and were found to be solution concentration independent and similar within 
experimental errors to that of pure water. Both viscosities (solution and pure water) were 
used during spectral fitting and identical results were returned, justifying the use of the 
bulk viscosity of pure water in this study. 
The three viscoelastic parameters were initially estimated and a theoretical power 
spectrum of the scattered light generated, which gave a model correlation function when 
Fourier transformed. The generated correlation function was then non-linearly least 
squares fitted to the experimental data and the parameters varied until a minimum in the 
sum of the square of the difference was obtained. The fitting process was repeated several 
times until physically realistic values and good quality of the fit were returned. A typical 
example is shown in figure 5.3.3. 
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Figure 5.3.3: Experimental correlation function (circles) with fit overlaid (solid line). 
The data is recorded for 2k PEOF at 10-3 g mr1, q = 480 cm-1• 
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The average values were determined from those obtained for each correlation 
function. 
5-3-4 Results: Viscoelastic Parameters 
The results obtained for the surface tension from SQELS (dynamic data) for 2k 
PEOF are given in figure 5.3.4 and the static surface tension values (solid line) obtained 
from digital tensiometer (Wilhelmy plate) are overlaid for comparison. 
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Figure 5.3.4: Bulk concentration dependence of the dynamic (symbol) and 
static (solid line) surface tension values obtained for 2k PEOF from SQELS and 
digital tensiometer respectively. 
It is clear from the plot that the dynamic and static values exhibit qualitatively 
similar characteristics with increasing bulk concentration. However, quantitatively, 
the dynamic and static values disagree as the dynamic values are circa 10 mN m-1 
higher than the corresponding static values. This behaviour suggests that PEOF 
surface excess layer undergoes transverse mode relaxation processes when perturbed 
by capillary oscillations. 
To check whether or not longitudinal chain relaxation effects occur, the static 
dilational modulus was calculated from both the surface tension and the neutron 
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reflectometry (NR) data and compared with the corresponding dynamic dilational 
modulus as a function of bulk concentration (figure 5.3.5). 
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Figure 5.3.5: Bulk concentration dependence of the dynamic (symbol) and 
static (solid lines) dilational modulus values obtained for 2k PEOF from SQELS and 
neutron reflectometry respectively. 
The static data, tbsT. corresponds to the Gibbs static elasticity and were 
calculated using the following relationship, 
d!r 
Eosr =F-
dr 
Equation 5.3.4.1. 
where dHj'dF is the slope of 1r = f(l) with r being the surface excess 
determined by NR experiments and 1t being the surface pressure obtained by equation 
5.3.4.2. 
K = Yo -r Equation 5.3.4.2. 
where '}{J and rare the surface tension of pure water at 298 K and 2k PEOF 
solutions respectively. 
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In order to evaluate cosT a least squares fitting routine was used to fit a second 
order polynomial function to the experimental surface pressure isotherm. The numerical 
derivative of this function was determined using both upper and total surface excess 
values obtained from neutron reflectometry results and substituted into equation 5.3.4.1. 
Both static and dynamic dilational moduli depend on bulk concentration, a value 
of ~5 mN m-1 at low concentrations rising to -45 mN m-1 at 1 o-3 g mr1, with no evidence 
of asymptotic values being reached. The error bars over the higher bulk concentration 
region are marginally larger in relation to the lower concentration data, however the sharp 
increase observed is not an artefact as the results were reproducible. Both static and 
dilational moduli exhibit similar qualitative and almost quantitative agreement. Indeed, 
almost exact agreement is seen at low bulk concentration but above 10-6 g mr1, 
divergence occurs. For higher bulk concentrations, although there is qualitative 
agreement between the two values of co, absolute agreement is not obtained. By using 
both upper and total surface excess to calculate cosT, it appears that cosT (using the upper 
surface excess) reproduces the dilational modulus better at higher bulk concentrations 
suggesting that the polymer molecules present in the upper layer have the most influence 
on the dilational behaviour of the polymer film. It could be argued that the difference 
observed between dynamic and static dilational moduli above 10-6 g mr1 reinforce the 
view that relaxation processes occur within the monolayer on perturbation by a capillary 
wave. 
The dilational viscosity behaviour is presented in figure 5.3.6. 
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Figure 5.3.6: Variation in dilational viscosity for 2k PEOF as a function of 
bulk concentration. 
The dilational viscosity data appears to be dependent on solution concentration. 
Negative dilational moduli are observed over almost the entire concentration range 
excepted around 1 o·6 g mr1, where a maximum is observed. This concurs with the 
maximum displayed in damping. Thereafter a slight decrease in dilational viscosity is 
observed whereas an increase in dilational modulus was evident. The sharp drop around 
10·3 g mr' seems suspect and could be attributed to the large value of &o in this particular 
reg10n. 
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5-4 Discussion 
5-4-1 Frequency and Damping for all PEOF Polymers 
To ascertain the dependence of the capillary wave propagating characteristics on 
the molecular weight of fluorocarbon end-capped PEOF polymers, the frequency and the 
damping parameters were determined for 5k and lOk PEOF. The parameters (capillary 
wave frequency and damping) of all polymers are compared in figures 5.4.1a-b and 
plotted as a function of bulk concentration. 
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Figure 5.4.1: Comparison of the capillary wave frequency (a) and damping (b) for 
each PEOF polymer as a function of bulk concentration. 
In general the frequency and damping of capillary waves exhibit similar 
dependencies on the bulk concentration for each fluorocarbon end capped PEO. However 
quantitatively, the frequency and damping of capillary waves vary significantly with bulk 
concentration. The frequency for the three polymers start approximately around 
90 000 s·1 for 2k PEOF and 85 000 s·1 for higher molecular weight polymers and decrease 
with an increase in bulk concentration at different rate. Lowest values in frequency are 
reached by the lowest molecular weight polymer around 50 000 s·1 at 10"3 g ml-1 with a 
maximum in frequency (91 000 s"1) observed at -5x10-6 g ml-1 and a sharp break being 
observed at 10·5 g ml-1• The same trend is observed for higher molecular weight polymers 
with a break in frequency observed at 10·5 and 5x10·5 g ml-1 for 5k and lOk PEOF 
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respectively. However, no maximum in frequency is observed for 5k and 1 Ok PEOF. For 
the most concentrated solutions, ~ = 65 000 and 70 000 s-1 for 5k and IOk PEOF 
respectively. Constant values seem to be reached for 2k PEOF at high bulk 
concentrations but are not evident for 5k and 10k PEOF. However, the change in 
frequency mirrors that observed for static surface tension data as expected, since the 
frequency and surface tension are related, i.e. ~2 oc y. 
The damping data (figure 5 .4.1 b) are qualitatively similar with a maximum in 
damping observed for all polymers with asymptotic values being reached at high bulk 
concentrations. For 2k PEOF, the maximum in damping (~7 000 s-1) is observed at 10"6 g 
mr
1 and as the molecular weight increases, the maximum in damping is clearly shifted to 
6x10·6 g mr1 for 5k PEOF (r = 7 500 s-1) and 5x10·5 g mr1 for 10k PEOF (r = 8 500 s-1). 
The maximum in damping is indicative of resonance between capillary and dilational 
modes4. 
The surface dynamics of various amphiphilic polymers containing PE05-10 have 
been reported in the literature but mainly as spread films. However, some SQELS 
experiments on adsorbed solutions of PEO have been reported11-14. Yu and co-
workers11'12 investigated spread and adsorbed film ofPEO using a much higher molecular 
weight range to that used here for two bulk concentrations (10-4 and 10"3 % wlw) and 
found no difference in the adsorbed and spread film behaviour. This conclusion however 
was only based on the apparently identical variation in frequency and damping data as no 
further analysis to determine the viscoelastic parameters was undertaken. Cao et al. 13 
have studied a range of concentrations for PEO of molecular weight 106 g mor1 and 
again, frequency and damping data only were presented. Richards and co-workers14, 
whilst repeating the earlier work, extended their study to encompass the frequency 
dependence. The results reported by the three main research groups for the variation in ~ 
and r with bulk concentrations at low q values, were similar as broad features were 
observed. The wave frequency decreases with increasing surface concentration whereas 
the damping increases from the value for water, passes through a maximum and then falls 
back to an asymptotic plateau at higher surface concentrations. However certain 
differences regarding the behaviour of ~ were observed as Yu et al. reported a sharp 
decrease from the value for water then a plateau interrupted only by a peak around 0.5 
mg m·2, whereas the data reported by Richards et al. exhibited a decrease, followed by a 
plateau but with no subsequent peak. The behaviour of ~ reported here follow the trend 
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reported by Richards et al. and a dependence on both surface concentration and 
molecular weight is evident. 
The maximum damping values observed here are considerably more pronounced 
than that observed for both adsorbed solutions and spread films of PEO where the data 
exhibited a broad maximum centred at 0.4-0.6 mg m-2• The maximum in damping was 
accounted for by the change in surface organisation observed from neutron reflectometry 
studies15, where PEO chains begin to penetrate significantly the subphase moving from a 
2 to a 3-dimensional molecular organisation as the PEO extends into the subphase as 
loops and tails above surface concentrations of 0.5 mg m-2• Such an organisation change 
contrasts the sharp structural change observed for PEOF where the PEO chains are most 
likely to have a tail conformation due to stretching of the chains into the subphase. 
However the maximum in damping observed here do not correspond to a sudden change 
in surface organisation observed by NR experiments. For 5k and 1 Ok PEOF polymers, a 
two-layer organisation is already evident at the lowest concentrations and little variation 
in layer thickness is observed for bulk concentrations corresponding to those where the 
maximum damping is observed. For the lowest molecular weight polymer, a single layer 
organisation is evident at 1 o-6 g mr1 but most of the structural organisation takes place at 
~3x10-5 g mr1 where a two-layer organisation is generated. The maxima in damping do 
not seem to be influenced by the surface organisation or more specifically by the 
penetration of PEOF into the subphase but is clearly dependent on molecular weight. 
To determine whether the maximum in damping is due to classical resonance 
observed when &o I = 0.16, the surface viscoelastic parameters were extracted for all lro 
polymers using identical fitting procedure as that outlined earlier for 2k PEOF. 
5-4-2 Surface Viscoelastic Parameters for all PEOF Polymers 
The dependence on both static (solid lines) and dynamic (symbols) surface 
tension on bulk concentration is shown in figure 5.4.2 for all three polymers. 
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Figure 5.4.2: Comparison of the variation in dynamic (symbols) and static (solid 
line) surface tension as a function of bulk concentration for all fluorocarbon end-capped 
PEO. 
The same observations made earlier for 2k PEOF are applicable to 5k and 1 Ok 
PEOF. In all cases the dynamic surface tension are larger than the static values, always 
circa 10-15 mN m·1 higher. At low surface concentrations, dynamic surface tension data 
are independent of molecular weight as almost identical values, within experimental 
error, are returned for all polymers. As the surface concentration exceeds 10-6 g m1·1, the 
surface tension values begin to separate and become dependent on molecular weight. The 
trend observed agrees with that observed in the static measurements as discussed in 
Chapter Four (section 4-2-1 ), i.e. a decrease in surface tension as the bulk concentration 
increases, lower surface tension values being observed for the lowest molecular weight 
polymer. Differences between surface tension of monolayers measured statically and 
dynamically by SQELS have been observed before in polymers5•6•7•9•12, lipid16 and 
surfactant17•18• The large difference in surface tension between the static and dynamic 
values were due to considerable relaxation undergone by the monolayer when perturbed 
by the capillary wave and will be discussed further (section5-5-3). As discussed 
previously, the data were analysed in accordance with the recent molecular theory for 
SQELS developed by Buzza and co-workers3, stating that the value of the surface tension 
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used during spectral fitting should be the static one and y' = 0. In an attempt to check this 
statement, the data was fitted using the spectral fit method and by fixing the surface 
tension to the static value. The fit returned is shown in figure 5.4.3. 
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Figure 5.4.3: Experimental correlation function (circles) with fit overlaid (solid 
line). The data is recorded for 2k PEOF at 10-3 g mr1, q = 480 cm-1 and the surface 
tension is fixed to the static value. 
It is evident that a fit is not obtained if the surface tension is fixed to a static 
value. If y' ::t:. 0 and ro are allowed to vary during fitting, the values of y0 returned are 
similar to those obtained when y' = 0. It is concluded that the difference observed 
between the static and dynamic surface tension is not an artefact of the experiment but a 
real feature of PEOF dynamical behaviour. The same observations were obtained for 5k 
and 10k PEOF. 
The dilational modulus for all polymers is shown in figure 5.4.4. Unfortunately, 
the static dilational moduli for 5k and 1 Ok PEOF were not obtainable since a polynomial 
fit to the surface tension data was not feasible because the data were too scattered to 
extract reasonable values. 
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Figure 5.4.4: Comparison of the variation in dynamic dilational modulus as a 
function of bulk concentration for all polymers. 
Above 10-6 g m1·1, the dilational modulus diverges for each molecular weight 
polymer and increases with bulk concentration. The rate of increase varies with 
molecular weight, the 2k PEOF reaching higher values than that for the higher 
molecular weight polymers at equivalent bulk concentrations. No maximum is 
observed as the dilational modulus increases continuously with bulk concentration. 
However, a step-like increase in dilational modulus is evident for each polymer at the 
bulk concentration where a maximum in damping is observed. The values observed at 
higher concentrations differ with molecular weight suggesting that the dilational 
modulus decreases with increasing molecular weight. By analogy to NR experiments, 
it was found that the surface excess concentration for 2k PEOF was far greater than 
5k and lOk PEOF and could explain the reason why the dilational modulus is higher 
for the lowest molecular weight polymer as the incompressible nature of the polymer 
layer is increased in proportion to the surface excess. 
It was remarked earlier that the main feature observed for the frequency and 
damping data as a function of bulk concentration was the presence of a maximum, 
shifting to higher concentrations as the molecular weight increases, indicative of 
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resonance4. Classical resonance occurs when the ratio of dilational modulus (Eo) to 
surface tension (]6), obtained from SQELS experiments, is equal to 0.16. The ratio of 
values for the moduli of each mode were plotted as a function of bulk concentration 
for all three molecular weight polymers as depicted in figure 5.4.5. 
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Figure 5.4.5: The ratio of % versus bulk concentration. Classical resonance 
between the capillary and dilational waves occurs when Eo/ = 0.16 . The dashed line is lro 
a guide to the eye. 
All polymers show a similar trend, i.e. a small ratio at low concentration 
independent of molecular weight. As the bulk concentration increases, the dependence of 
Eo/ ratio on molecular weight is evident. The classical resonance conditions are met at lro 
10-6, 6x10-6 and 5x10-5 g ml-1 for 2k, 5k and IOk PEOF respectively and these 
concentrations concur with the maxima observed in the damping data. 
First order approximations describing the propagating characteristics of the 
capillary and dilational modes were given in equations 2.4.8 and 2.4.9 (Chapter Two). 
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When the two modes are in resonance, the real frequencies are coincident, 
therefore a.t: = ~ which leads to, 
Equation 5.4.2.1. 
By substituting the dilational modulus and surface tension values extracted at 
resonance for each polymer into equation 5.4.2.1, the q calculated was found to be 
between 475 ~ q I cm- 1 ~ 489, which is in good agreement with the experimental value of 
480 cm-1, reinforcing the idea that the two modes are in resonance. 
The dilational viscosity dependence on bulk concentration for all three molecular 
weight polymers is shown in figure 5.4.6a-c. 
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Figure 5.4.6: Comparison of the variation in dilational viscosity as a function of 
bulk concentration for a) 2k PEOF, b) 5k PEOF and c) lOk PEOF. 
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A dependence of dilational viscosity on molecular weight is evident especially 
when the comparison is made between 2k PEOF and the higher molecular weight 
polymers. Indeed, 2k PEOF displayed negative values over almost the entire 
concentration range except around 1 o-6 g mr1 where a maximum is observed, thereafter, a 
decrease in dilational viscosity is evident. 5k PEOF and 1 Ok PEOF exhibit a similar trend 
with the dilational viscosity being positive at low concentration and increasing with bulk 
concentration until a break is observed at the resonance concentration. Thereafter the 
dilational viscosity decreases sharply and negative values are observed for 5k PEOF 
whereas the dilational viscosity for 1 Ok PEOF remains positive. At high concentrations, 
both 5k and 1 Ok PEOF tend to ~zero within experimental error. The high error in 
dilational viscosity especially for 5k and 1 Ok PEOF and dilational modulus for 2k PEOF 
when compared to the surface tension data is probably due to the presence of noise in the 
correlation function. However for all polymers, a discontinuity at the resonance 
concentration is evident, i.e. a sharp decrease in dilational viscosity takes place. The 
variation of the two dilational parameters close to resonance concentration is intriguing, 
lib increases steadily with bulk concentration whilst If decreases sharply as the bulk 
concentration increases. At first sight these data may seem extraordinary but may be 
explained by considering the physics of forced oscillators and transfer functions. The 
relationship used to describe dilational behaviour by comparing it to the response of a 
system subjected to harmonic impulses is known as the Kramers-Kronig type 
relationships 19• This relationship has been used successfully to describe the behaviour of 
dilational moduli in graft copolymer containing PE07'9 . Those graft copolymers were 
mainly composed of PEO blocks and the dilational behaviour was therefore attributed to 
the PEO content as similarities with homoPE06 behaviour were found. 
Basically, Kramers-Kronig relations involve two equations that describe both the 
real and imaginary parts of the model system. However, Kramers-Kronig equations are 
typically given in terms of frequency rather than bulk concentration but they can still be 
applied here if the dilational behaviour is modelled by a spring that lies in the surface 
plane. At fixed q, the applied frequency m is constant and it is the natural frequency ~ 
that varies as the concentration increases. The natural resonant frequency can be related 
to ~ = (k/m)2, where k is the spring constant and m the mass of the spring. When an 
oscillatory force is applied to the model spring, compression and expansion cycles are 
generated by the system. Consider that the compression and expansion cycles correspond 
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to the dilational behaviour of the monolayer. Any change in bulk concentration will have 
an affect on the dilational response. By increasing the bulk concentration, the natural 
resonance frequency, ut, is expected to increase as the monolayer stiffness hence k will 
be influenced. At some critical force (resonance concentration), the frequencies of the 
dilational mode and oscillatory driving force (capillary mode) are identical as they are in 
resonance. When a sinusoidal force, Fexp(-imt) is applied to the surface spring, the 
position (~)of the spring at time, t, is given by, 
~(t) = z(m)Fexp(-imt) Equation 5.4.2.2. 
where X( m) is the transfer function which is the proportionality term relating the 
output (the response) of the system to the input (the force). The transfer function for the 
displacement response, xo( ut) is expressed as, 
1 Equation 5.4.2.3. XD =- 2 2 . ' ) 
m(m - m0 + 2tm 'm 
where ut is the natural frequency induced by the applied force and m" is its 
associated damping. 
Any modification in the system induced by an applied force is taken into account 
by the transfer function and can be identified with a mechanical component such as the 
displacement or the velocity function. The qualitative behaviour can be obtained more 
directly if the resonance takes place between velocity components of the system rather 
than displacement components. If the velocity response of the surface film is considered, 
the transfer function is given by, 
( ) . ( ) IOJ X m - -tmv m - -----,,---------v 0 - A. D 0 - ( 2 2 2' tt ) m m -m0 + tm m 
EquationS .4.2.4. 
By multiplying the denominator by its complex conjugate, the real and imaginary 
part of the transfer function can be identified as follow, 
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Equation 5.4.2.5. 
Equation 5.4.2.6. 
Figure 5.4.7a-b shows the behaviour of the real and imaginary parts of the 
velocity transfer functions calculated for the response of a system subjected to harmonic 
impulses where the real and imaginary parts correspond to the real and imaginary 
components of the dilational mode, i.e. the modulus and viscosity respectively of 2k 
PEOF. 
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Figure 5.4.7: Transfer function for the velocity response of an oscillator (2k 
PEOF) subjected to an oscillatory force where a) represents the real component and b) the 
1magmary. 
Figure 5.4.8a-b shows the behaviour of the real and imaginary parts of the 
velocity transfer functions calculated for the response ( dilational modulus and dilational 
viscosity of 1 Ok PEOF) of an oscillator subjected to an oscillatory force. 
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Figure 5.4.8: Transfer function for the velocity response of an oscillator (10k 
PEOF) subjected to an oscillatory force where a) represents the real component and b) the 
imaginary. 
It is evident that these diagrams have some similarities with the trend observed 
for the experimentally dilational modulus and dilational viscosity of 2k and lOk PEOF. 
The plots for 5k PEOF are deliberately omitted since similar behaviour to the 1 Ok PEOF 
was observed. The qualitative agreement obtained between the theoretical Kramers-
Kronig behaviour and the experimental data revealed clearly that the dilational 
parameters represent the transfer function and thus altering the dynamical properties of 
the adsorbed film in response to some oscillatory force in the plane of PEOF monolayer. 
As this behaviour is observed at resonance condition, it seems that the oscillatory force is 
generated by the capillary waves due to strong coupling between both capillary and 
dilational modes. 
As discussed previously, the viscoelastic parameters of an adsorbed or spread 
film of PEO at the air-water interface have been reported by mainly two groups, i.e. Yu 
and eo-workers 11 • 12 and Richards et al. 6' 14• In comparing the surface viscoelastic 
parameters reported by the two groups the problem of the different data analyses is 
encountered as one group (Yu and eo-workers) set the transverse shear viscosity to zero 
during spectral fitting whilst Richards et al. took it into account. The results reported here 
were obtained in accordance with current theo~ with only three viscoelastic parameters 
being fitted (y' = 0). However, both research groups agreed when analysing the data that 
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the experimental dilational modulus qualitatively followed the Gibbs elasticity, as 
determined from the surface pressure isotherm, although there was deviation at high 
concentrations. However big discrepancies were found for the dilational viscosity. The 
values of 8 reported by Yu and eo-workers did not show any of the features reported by 
Richards et al. The discrepancy was accounted for the assumptions made regarding the 
transverse shear viscosity. The trend of Go reported here is different to the one reported 
for PEO (parabolic shape). An increase of dilational modulus with bulk concentration is . 
observed with a discontinuity occurring at resonance concentration. Only Richards and 
eo-workers reported negative dilational viscosities for adsorbed solutions of PEO. Indeed 
at low surface coverage and below resonance concentration, the dilational viscosity 
increased proportionally with surface concentration. At resonance concentration and 
above, a sudden fall in 8 to negative values was observed, thereafter becoming 
increasingly positive at higher surface concentrations. This is precisely the behaviour 
detected in this study for 5k PEOF and 1 Ok PEOF to a certain extent. The dilational 
viscosity of 2k PEOF was essentially negative over the entire concentration range 
investigated with a weak discontinuity observed at resonance concentration. For 1 Ok 
PEOF, positive dilational viscosities are observed over the entire concentration range 
investigated and qualitative similarities between 5k and 1 Ok PEOF are evident. 
It is concluded that the dilational behaviour of PEOF is dramatically modified by 
the presence of the fluorocarbon group as unusual and unique values are obtained when 
compared to unmodified PEO. The sudden change in dilational viscosity for PEO was 
correlated to changes in monolayer organisation. In this study, it is clear that the surface 
organisation has little to do with the differences observed in dilational viscosity but it is 
evident that the dilational behaviour (modulus and viscosity) is definitely dependent on 
both bulk concentration and molecular weight. 
Quantitative agreement with the experimental viscoelastic parameters (yo, Go and 
8) requires an appropriate theory to be developed. Buzza and co-workers3 predicted that 
the viscoelastic parameters scale with polymer grafting density, a, based on brush like 
layer at the air-water interface and are described as follow, 
Equation 5.4.2.7. 
Equation 5.4.2.8. 
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Equation 5.4.2.9. 
where N is the degree of polymerisation, b the monomer step length, T the temperature, 17 
the viscosity of the water subphase and k8 the Boltzmanns constant. 
As the surface density is directly proportional to surface concentration, it is 
therefore possible to assume that the above scaling relationship is still valid if Fupper is 
substituted for a. It was found that the experimental data for the surface pressure scales 
as 7t~.Tuppe/92-3 · 89 above 10-6 g mr1 for all three molecular weight polymers where a 
stretched configuration was observed according to NR observations. This experimental 
exponent is in good agreement with the theoretical value (11/6 = 1.83) for 2k PEOF (1.92 
± 0.1) whereas higher scaling exponents were returned for 5k (3.68 ± 1.1) and 10k (3.89 
± 0.1) PEOF, which do not agree well with the scaling equation 5.4.2.7. The dilational 
modulus was found to scale as E{)~.Tupperl.63 -5 above 10-6 g mr1• Once again, good 
agreement between the theoretical (1.83) and experimental scaling exponent was found 
for 2k PEOF (1.63 ± 0.20) whereas higher scaling exponents were calculated for 5k and 
1 Ok PEOF ( 4.59 ± 0.60 and 5 ± 1 respectively). The qualitative analysis of the dilational 
viscosity has previously been discussed in terms of Kramers-Kronig relations. A 
quantitative interpretation of the data via equation 5.4.2.9 is impossible because negative 
values are not predicted by this equation. This reinforces the idea that the current 
dispersion equation is inadequate for the system investigated here (see section 5-5-3). 
This study reveals that agreement between experimental behaviour and the scaling 
relationships is only observed for the surface tension and dilational modulus of 2k PEOF 
confirming the observations made by NR experiments regarding the formation of a brush 
like layer configuration at the air-water interface for the lowest molecular weight 
polymer. Buzza and eo-workers introduced two more parameters into the current theory 
known as the bending modulus (K) and the coupling constant (A.). However they have 
been disregarded here as the bending modulus of the film only becomes important for 
very low surface tension (near zero values) and the coupling coefficient is only 
significant for a very thick layer ( -1 Jlm), which is not the case here. 
To confirm that the real frequencies (capillary and dilational modes) coincide at 
resonance and also to understand the behaviour of each mode as a function of bulk 
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concentration, the individual capillary and dilational frequencies were calculated by using 
equation 2.4.7 and 2.4.8 (real part) given in Chapter Two. The frequencies of each mode 
are given in figure 5.4.9a-c for all polymers. 
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Figure 5.4.9: Comparison of capillary and dilational frequency for a) 2k PEOF, 
b) 5k PEOF and c) 1 Ok PEOF as a function of bulk concentration. 
From the results presented here, it is evident that the dilational and capillary 
modes converge and intersect at the resonance concentrations, i.e. 10-6, 5x10-6 and 5xto·5 
g ml"1 for 2k, 5k and lOk PEOF respectively. The capillary motion dominates the 
frequency mode below resonance concentration. Above resonance concentration, the two 
modes diverge with the dilational mode dominating the capillary motion. Constant values 
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of frequency are not reached by the dilational mode at high bulk concentration, a sharp 
increase being observed above resonance concentration. The frequency behaviour of the 
capillary mode is reminiscent of that observed experimentally in figure 5 .4.1 a. It can also 
be noted that the dilational frequency decreases with an increase in molecular weight 
suggesting that the dilational frequency is dependent on molecular weight. 
In an attempt to improve our understanding of the behaviour of the individual 
capillary and dilational waves, the coupling between these modes can be described 
theoretically by a pair of oscillators19•20 . The characteristics of the capillary and dilational 
modes are conceptualised by comparing their behaviour to two loss-free coupled 
oscillators. This model is simplified (dissipative effects influencing the surface wave 
characteristic are not included) and should be used as first approximation only. Imagine a 
system where two oscillators are connected but have different free frequencies Q 1 and 
Q 2. In the case where these two oscillators are linked together, any move in one will 
engender a response in the other and vice-versa. Consequently the frequency of both 
oscillators will be modified since the frequency of one oscillator will influence the other. 
Classically, the new frequencies m of the coupled modes of two such oscillators are 
related to the complex frequencies Q 1 and Q 2 of the uncoupled modes via the coupling 
strength K, 
Equation 5.4.2.1 0. 
The solutions of equation 5 .4.2.1 0 are the normal frequencies ( lVJ and COl) 
associated with each mode. If two oscillators are coupled, the oscillations or modes of the 
coupled system will depend on the frequency of the free oscillations and the coupling 
strength. When K = 0, there is no coupling between the mode and Q 1 = lVJ and Q 2 = COl. 
As coupling is introduced, K becomes positive and CO! > Q 1 and C02 < Q 2 as the individual 
frequencies start to diverge. Using this simplistic model it can be demonstrated that when 
the strength of the coupling is highest (i.e. at resonance) the frequency of the low 
frequency mode exhibits a minimum whereas the high frequency mode exhibits a 
maximum. By relating the polymer system to this simple model, the transverse and 
longitudinal modes would be propagating with free frequencies Q 1 and Q 2 and as these 
modes are always coupled, the real frequencies iVJ and C02 are related to the capillary 
(high frequency) and dilational (low frequency) modes respectively. From this analogy it 
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is concluded that at resonance concentration, the coupling between the capillary and 
dilational waves is at maximum implying that the capillary and dilational frequency 
modes should display a maximum and minimum values respectively at resonance 
concentration. Such characteristic behaviour is observed for the individual frequencies of 
the three molecular weight polymers in figure 5.4.9a-c where the minima and maxima are 
observed around resonance concentration suggesting that the coupling behaviour between 
capillary and dilational frequencies can be interpreted by a two loss-free coupled 
oscillators. 
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The results from the dependence of surface viscoelastic properties on 
wavenumber, q (capillary wave frequency), of each fluorocarbon end-capped PEO will 
be outlined here. In these experiments the resonance concentration was selected, i.e. 10-6, 
6x10-6 and 5x10-5 g mr1 for 2k, 5k and 10k PEOF respectively. The resonance 
concentration is of particular interest as both dilational and capillary modes are optimised 
due to strong coupling between them. The dynamical behaviour of each polymer 
monolayer was monitored over a wide range ofwavenumbers (250::; q I cm-1 ::; 1600) for 
a clean water surface. 
A double logarithmic plot of the capillary wave frequency and damping is given 
in figure 5.5.1 for a solution of 2k PEOF at 10-6 g mr1• The symbols represent the 
experimental data and the lines are the theoretical values for a fluid surface calculated by 
substituting a surface tension of 47 mN m-1 (surface tension of polymer solution) and 
literature values for the density and viscosity of pure water at 298 K into the dispersion 
equation. All other parameters (y~ cQ:J, s) were set to zero (as they must be for pure 
water), any deviation between experimental and theoretical results will be due to the 
modulus and dilational viscosity of the surface. Theoretically, the propagating 
characteristics of the capillary waves are expected to scale as O>trq312 and r ~l and the 
dilational damping as r ~q413 . 
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Figure 5.5.1: Double logarithmic plot of capillary wave frequency and damping 
as a function ofwavenumber for 2k PEOF at 10-6 g mr1 (symbols) and values calculated 
for a clean water surface (solid line). 
The frequency data ( ~) increase linearly with q and are qualitatively similar to 
that of pure water. However the values are slightly depressed due to the presence of the 
polymer molecules at the air-water interface. Linear least squares fit were applied to the 
data in order to check the theoretical predictions. The frequency was found to scale 
according to ~ ~ ql.48 which is in excellent agreement with the theoretical exponent. The 
experimental damping values are greater than those observed for a water surface as 
expected (no viscosity was included in the simulation). However, the trend of the 
damping is not as monotonic as the frequency as the data exhibits two separate regimes 
with a discontinuity at circa 850 cm-1• This behaviour is neither an artefact of the 
experiment nor induced by an instrumental source21 as this behaviour was highly 
reproducible, but is a real characteristic of the data, suggesting that a unique phenomenon 
is taking place in the polymer layer. The scaling exponent was determined for each set 
separately and the results are: 
low q (250 ~ q I cm-1 ~ 730) 
high q (849 ~ q I cm-1 ~ 1637) 
r 1.72 ± 0.1 ~ q 
r 1.89 ± 0. 1 ~ q 
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For the low frequency data, the exponent is lower than the value expected by 
theoretical predictions (-2). For higher frequencies, the scaling exponent converges to the 
value expected and this behaviour (damping both diverged and converged towards the 
values predicted for water) has been reported before in polymer systems9'21 and 
surfactants22, suggesting that a change in coupling between the capillary and dilational 
modes is occurring. 
The dependence of experimental frequency and damping as a function of q on 
molecular weight is shown in figure 5.5.2. 
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Figure 5.5.2: Comparison of frequency and damping behaviour as a function of q 
for the three molecular weight polymers. 
Qualitatively, both frequency and damping exhibit similar features; both increase 
with q and the same discontinuity in damping is observed at -850 cm-1• Experimental 
frequencies are close to those expected for a pure water subphase and there is no 
discernible dependence on molecular weight. For all of the data the error is smaller than 
the size of the symbol. The surface tension and densities of the three polymer solutions 
are very similar, so the absence of molecular weight effect is expected. The damping data 
are somewhat more complicated: there are clear deviations from the behaviour predicted 
for a pure water subphase and two separate regimes are exhibited. However, a 
dependence on molecular weight could be debated as the departure between experimental 
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damping and theoretical prediction is slightly more marked for the lowest molecular 
weight polymer. 
The scaling exponents for the frequency and damping of all PEOF polymers as a 
function of q have been determined and are shown in table 5.5.1. 
Dam Dam 
2k PEOF 1.48 ± 0.01 1. 72 ±--=0_:_.1:.-=0 __ -j ___ 1_.8.:...c9:..._±=-.:._0:....:..1-=-0 __ _, 
5k PEOF 1.52 ± 0.02 1 .69 ±--=Oc..:..:.0:....:5:..__ _ +-----'-1.:...:.9c...:.1-=±=-0::....:._:_1 0=--------t 
10k PEOF 1.50 ± 0.01 1 . 7 4 ±--=Oc..:..:.0=--=5'----_ ___j __ ____:2::..:..0.::....4.:...c±=--=-0:....:..1-=-0 __ ___J 
Table 5.5.1: Comparison of scaling exponents for the frequency and damping 
behaviour of all PEOF polymers as a function of q. 
For all three molecular weight polymers the frequency was found to scale 
according to t4J ~ ql.5°, in excellent agreement with the theoretical prediction. In all 
polymers the damping behaviour at low q disagrees with the theoretical capillary 
dependence and the average scaling exponent predicts a weaker dependence on q than 
capillary mode but stronger than dilational mode (~1.33). For high q the damping 
behaviour appears to be dominated by capillary damping as all scaling exponents agree 
well, within experimental errors, with the theoretical capillary dependence. 
5-5-2 Results: Viscoelastic Parameters 
Again the spectral fitting method was used to determine the viscoelastic 
parameters. The transverse shear viscosity was set to zero whilst the other viscoelastic 
parameters were allowed to float as described previously. In this section the wavenumber 
dependence on each viscoelastic parameter is presented individually for all three 
molecular weight polymers. 
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Surface Tension 
Surface tension data for each polymer are shown in figure 5.5.3. 
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Figure 5.5.3: Wavenumber dependence of surface tension for an adsorbed film of 
three different molecular weight polymers at resonance concentration. 
All polymers display scattered data fluctuating around 68 mN m-1 for 2k PEOF 
and 57 mN m-1 for 5k and lOk PEOF. A weak dependence on q is observed as the initial 
values are returned at high q values. The magnitude of the surface tension observed here 
(circa 68 mN m-1 for 2k PEOF and 57 mN m-1 for 5k and lOk PEOF) is almost identical 
than the dynamic values observed in the concentration dependence studies. However 
those values are still 10-15 mN m-1 bigger than the static surface tension (47, 43, 50 
mN m-1 for 2k, 5k and lOk PEOF respectively) suggesting that the adsorbed polymer film 
undergoes considerable relaxation as remarked earlier (figure 5.4.2). This will be 
discussed further later. 
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Dilational Modulus 
A plot of dilational modulus as a function of wavenumber is given in figure 5.5.4 
for each polymer. 
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Figure 5.5.4: Wavenumber dependence of dilational modulus for an adsorbed 
film of three different molecular weight polymers at resonance concentration. 
The dependence of the dilational modulus on wavenumber q is evident. All data 
exhibit a discernible trend, ie. tO increases with q until 1000 cm-1 where an asymptotic 
value for higher q values is noted. The magnitude of the dilational modulus for all 
polymers increases linearly and is -3 mN m·1 higher than the values observed at -260 
cm-
1
• The behaviour of PEOF polymers is again similar suggesting that surface behaviour 
does not depend on molecular weight. The difference in magnitude can be attributed to 
the difference in resonance concentration as the corresponding surface excess from NR 
results are 1.13, 1.98 and 1.54 mg m-2 for 2k, 5k, and lOk PEOF respectively. However, 
this frequency dependence of the dilational modulus suggests the existence of at least one 
relaxation process and this should be accompanied by a reduction in the magnitudes of 
the dilational viscosity as the frequency increases. 
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Dilational viscosity 
The variation of dilational viscosity with surface wavenumber is given in figure 
5.5.5 for all polymers. 
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Figure 5.5.5: Wavenumber dependence of dilational viscosity for an adsorbed 
film of three different molecular weight polymers at resonance concentration. 
Figure 5.5.5 shows clearly a reduction in the magnitudes of the dilational 
viscosities of the three polymer solutions with increasing frequency. Negative dilational 
viscosities were observed for 5k PEOF at q-500 and 600 cm-1• 2k and lOk PEOF exhibit 
positive dilational viscosities over the entire q range investiga~ed. The magnitudes of the 
dilational viscosities detected are identical within error for all polymers molecular 
weight. 
5-5-3 Viscoelastic Relaxation 
In an attempt to understand the complex viscoelastic behaviour of the system, 
simple models have been applied to experimental data to describe the relaxation 
processes occurring within the adsorbed polymer film. The simplest models describing 
viscoelastic relaxation in three-dimensional bulk solids are the Voigt-Kelvin and 
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Maxwell models23 . Both of these models attempt to describe viscoelastic behaviour 
through some combination of elastic and viscous elements by using two mechanical 
components, a spring and a dashpot, connected in either series (Maxwell) or parallel 
(Voigt). Basically, the dashpot (piston moving in oil) accounts for the viscous nature of 
the film quantified by the frictional resistance and the spring represents the elastic 
contribution of the monolayer (shear modulus). When a surface excess layer is present at 
a liquid surface the capillary waves import an oscillatory stress and strain and these two 
properties are related via the complex dynamic modulus, G*' (m), 
G*'(m) = G'(m) + iG"(m) Equation 5.5.3.1. 
where G' (m), and G" (m), are the storage and loss moduli respectively. 
The storage modulus is related to the storage and release of energy with surface 
motion and is the dynamic surface tension. The loss modulus describes the dissipative 
properties of the motion and is conventionally related to ol y~ But, in the system 
presented here, y' = 0, however theoretically a relaxation processes can also be observed 
through dilational waves. All data were collected at the resonance concentration where 
frequencies of the dilational waves are experimentally accessible. Therefore, at 
resonance, the following expressions for the storage and loss modulus can be used: G {m) 
=~and G'{m) = ols'. 
The Voigt model predicts frequency-independence for the dilational and loss 
moduli, it is therefore disregarded here since both dilational parameters have a frequency 
dependence. The Maxwell model predicts a relaxation where ~ increases and s' 
decreases with frequency and such behaviour is clearly reproduced experimentally at low 
q. values (:s; 850cm-1). Assuming that there is only one relaxation process for the Maxwell 
fluid model, the expressions for the storage and loss moduli for the Maxwell model are 
given by, 
Equation 5.5.3.2. 
Equation 5.5.3.3. 
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where Ge is the equilibrium (static) elastic modulus for an adsorbed film added to 
the Maxwell model to include the possibility of solid-like behaviour in the material. G; is 
the strength of the relaxation process, which has a relaxation time -r. 
Consequently by plotting GO = fl. ~) and ~2 &' = fl. ~) and by fitting the data using 
equation 5.5.3.2 and 5.5.3 .3 with Ge, G; and r as adjustable parameters of the fit, we 
expect the values for these parameters from separate fits to GO and s' data to be the same , 
within error, for a particular PEOF molecular weight. 
A typical fit for GO and s' data of 2k PEOF is shown in figure 5.5 .6a-b. 
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Figure 5.5.6: Fit of Maxwell fluid model to dilational modulus (a) and dilational 
viscosity (b) data for 2k PEOF. 
The results are shown in table 5.5.2. 
-r G, Ge 
Dilational moduli (s.J) (mN m·1 s·2) (mN m·1) z 
&o 8x10-6 5.6 4.6 0.042 
± 9x1 0"7 ± 0.32 ±0.4 
&' 5.61 x10·7 2.2x106 106 
± 1.4x10-6 ±4x106 
Table 5.5.2: Results from Maxwell fluid model fit to dilational modulus (eo) and 
dilational viscosity (s) for 2k PEOF. 
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It is evident from table 5.5.2 that the Maxwell fluid model describes well the 
dilational modulus behaviour while failing to describe the dilational viscosity behaviour. 
The same procedure was applied to 5k and 1 Ok PEOF dilational modulus data and 
the results for all three molecular weight polymers are shown in table 5.5.3. 
T G1 Ge 
Polymer (s-I) (mN m"1 s"1) (mNm"1) % 
2kPEOF 8x10-e 5.57 4.6 0.042 
± 9x10"7 ± 0.32 ±0.4 
5kPEOF 8x10-e 6.33 10.6 0.091 
±1.1x10-6 ± 0.41 ± 0.5 
lOkPEOF 6x10-6 2.64 13.0 0.051 
± 1.4x1 0-6 ± 0.27 ± 0.3 
Table 5.5.3: Results from Maxwell fluid model fit for 2k, 5k and 10k PEOF. 
For the data obtained at each q for a fixed concentration (resonance 
concentration), the dependence of the dilational modulus on frequency can be fitted by 
equation 5.5.3.2 with a relaxation time around 8x10"6 s·1 for all three molecular weight 
polymers and an equilibrium(~= 0) dilational modulus (Ge) of 4.6, 10.6 and 13 for 2k, 
5k and 1 Ok PEOF respectively. These latter values are in fair agreement with the static 
dilational modulus calculated using equation 5.3.4.1, i.e. 6, 11 and 14 mN m-1 for 2k, 5k 
and 1 Ok PEOF respectively. The strength of the relaxation process is almost identical for 
2k and 5k PEOF but much reduced for 1 Ok PEOF. By assuming that the relaxation is 
described by the Maxwell model, the relaxation time at different bulk concentrations for a 
fixed capillary wave frequency can be obtained by combining equation 5.5.3.2 or 5.5.3.3 
(equation 5.5.3.4). 
Equation 5.5.3.4. 
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However as depicted in equation 5.5.3.4 r is related to the dilational viscosity, 
which is negative over the entire concentration range investigated for 2k and 5k PEOF 
(except at low bulk concentration) and a negative relaxation time is physically unrealistic. 
Equation 5.5.3.4 has been applied to lOk PEOF. Unfortunately, the values of cQ)sT 
returned by using equation 5.3.4.1 are too scattered over the concentration range 
investigated as discussed earlier and a negative relaxation time was also returned as 
cQ)sT > cQ)( ~). It is therefore concluded that the variations of relaxation time with bulk 
concentration were inaccessible due to a lack of information regarding the dilational 
viscosity and cQ)sT· The implications of negative dilational viscosity are not understood 
fully. Conventional thinking would regard a negative viscosity as unphysical since the 
viscosity is associated with the dissipation of mechanical energy, and thus a negative 
viscosity implies energy being input from an external source24 • Negative dilational 
viscosities have now been reported numerous times for various PEO-containing 
system6•7•14•21 but also surfactant22 and other polymer systems8'25 . For systems where a 
surface excess layer is present, negative values are associated with an adsorption barrier6 
and the diffusive exchange27 of polymer molecules from the bulk solution to the surface 
layer until equilibrium is reached. Whilst the data indicate that additional forces are 
influencing surfaces wave evolution, &'is currently best viewed as an effective parameter 
indicating that modification of current theories is required due to the dispersion equation 
not describing the surface dynamic behaviour adequately. 
Although a Maxwell fluid model has been applied successfully here for cQ) and 
other models such as surface films of spread PEO film 14 and block copolymer containing 
PE05, they are only phenomenological, i.e. the notional spring and dashpot cannot easily 
be related to real physical parameters. For the specific case of the dilational properties of 
surfactant surface excess layers, numerous models have been developed describing 
relaxation effects due to processes such as surface-bulk exchange and micelle formation 
and these relaxation models have been reviewed elsewhere21 . 
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The only unusual feature of the viscoelastic parameters is the difference observed 
between the static and dynamic surface tension (determined as the bulk concentration 
dependence studies and frequency dependence studies), suggesting that the excess layer 
undergoes significant relaxation when perturbed by capillary wave. The dilational 
modulus increases with frequency as expected and this increase in dilational modulus is 
compensated by a decrease in dilational viscosity. 
PEO is the major component of the fluorocarbon end-capped PEO therefore it 
seems appropriate to discuss the characteristics viscoelastic parameters in relation to 
those exhibited by a surface excess in dilute solutions ofPE014. As discussed previously, 
the transverse shear viscosity was fitted for adsorbed PEO films but here, this parameter 
has been disregarded, as its effect on the viscoelasticity was minimal. The only difference 
between experiments is the molecular weight (much higher molecular weight were 
investigated by Richards et al.). 
This comparison reveals some similarities between the viscoelastic properties of 
PEO and the fluorocarbon end-capped PEO investigated here. The surface tension values 
for both PEO and PEOF exhibit weak dependencies on frequency. For PEO, some scatter 
in the data is observed but no evidence of any increase in surface tension with increased 
frequency is reported. The average surface tension for all polymers was found to be ~62.2 
± 2 mN m-1 and no significant deviation from the static value of surface tension was 
observed. The surface tension values for PEOF are also frequency independent but large 
deviations from the static values are reported here. It is interesting to notice that the 
average surface tension for 5k and 1 Ok PEOF is almost identical to the average values 
observed for higher molecular weight PEO. 
Qualitatively, the dilational modulus of PEO and PEOF exhibit the same 
behaviour with cSb increasing with an increase in frequency (low q). At higher 
frequencies, PEO dilational modulus starts to decrease whereas PEOF dilational modulus 
remains constant. An increase from low values or zero at zero frequency to 
approximately 3 mN m-1 at a capillary wave frequency of 20 kHz was observed for PEO 
dilational modulus. The same order of magnitude is reported for PEOF but the dilational 
modulus is 3 times bigger for 2k PEOF and approximately 5 times bigger for the higher 
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molecular weight polymers when compared to PEO, suggesting that the high frequency 
surface waves are affected by the incompressible nature of the adsorbed PEOF. 
The frequency dependence of the dilational viscosity observed here is similar to 
PEO, both displaying a decay with increasing frequency until constant values around zero 
are reached for higher frequencies. However, quantitatively, total agreement is not 
obtained as PEO dilational viscosities are negative over the entire frequency range whilst 
&'for PEOF are positive, except for 5k PEOF, at low q range (480 and 605 cm-1). 
Interestingly when the trend in results is compared (PEO and PEOF) as a function of 
frequency they are mirror images, reflected in the x-axis. 
For the dilational mode (modulus and viscosity), only qualitative agreement 
between PEO and PEOF is found. Therefore, the fluorocarbon group and the resulting 
tethering organisation of the PEO chains must influence the dilational behaviour; the 
magnitudes of .QJ and &'being dramatically different. The similarity of the results for the 
series of polymers reveals a lack of dependence of behaviour for the frequency and 
viscoelastic properties on molecular weight. 
Mode mixing 
All the results presented here have been obtained at resonance concentration 
where the coupling between the dilational and capillary modes is maximised. As 
discussed earlier, the damping dependence studies on q (table 5.5.1.) revealed two 
separate regimes indicative of mode mixing. 
Mode mixing22 '28•29 (i.e. splitting of the mode frequencies) occurs at a specific 
point where the normal modes become mixed and the behaviour of each mode cannot be 
isolated. Theory predicts two routes to mode mixing for waves on a liquid surface. One 
involves the dilational viscosity8 and the second the transverse shear viscosity9. The 
second route is not relevant to this work since y' = 0. Briefly, an increase in transverse 
shear viscosity increases the damping of the capillary waves and reduces the damping of 
the dilational mode until both damping converge at a critical value of y~ inducing mode 
m1xmg. 
Earnshaw and eo-workers predicted theoretically8, and observed in surfactant 
solutions22, that changes in the dilational viscosity bring about the conditions for mode 
mixing. It is expected in theory that an increase in dilational viscosity increases the 
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damping of the dilational mode therefore tending to separate the two damping constants, 
whereas convergence is required for mode mixing. However if the dilational mode 
becomes unstable, then negative viscosities are generated, which effectively cause the 
damping to converge. As the dilational viscosity decreases further, the real frequencies 
begin to separate leading to mode mixing. 
Negative dilational viscosities were not observed over the frequency range 
investigated for all three molecular weight polymers suggesting that mode mixing does 
not occur. However, the change in the q dependence of the damping (figure 5.5.2) 
suggests the opposite. To check whether or not mode mixing is occurring, the normalised 
frequency (equation 5.5.4.3) and normalised damping (equation 5.5.4.3), which is the 
experimentally obtained damping divided by the first-order approximation of the 
damping of the pure liquid, are plotted in the complex plane. 
COo norm = ~(y0q 3 I p) 
r - r 
norm - (27lq 2 I p) 
Equation 5.5.4.3. 
Equation 5.5.4.4. 
If mode mixing is occurring, as q increases, the values on the plot should decrease 
and bend to the left followed by a curving bend to the right to give a characteristic hook-
like curve22. Such plots are given in figure 5.5.7a-c for all three molecular weight 
polymers. 
It is evident from figure 5.5.7a-c that no trend indicative of mode mixing is 
observed. The data are rather scattered and confirmed that PEOF does not exhibit mode 
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Figure 5.5.7: Normalised frequency and damping behaviour for a) 2kPEOF, b) 5k 
PEOF and c) 1 Ok PEOF plotted in the complex plane. The numbers are the associated q 
values for each data point. 
It is therefore concluded that the discontinuity observed in the q dependence of 
the damping (figure 5.5.2) was not attributed to mode mixing but certainly due to the 
presence of an adsorbed film at the air-water interface. Indeed due to cohesion between 
molecules in the adsorbed layer, extension of the film by a perturbing transverse capillary 
wave is resisted and the wave is damped. In all polymers, the damping behaviour at low q 
disagrees with the theoretical capillary dependence and the average scaling exponent 
predicts a weaker dependence on q than capillary mode but stronger than dilational mode. 
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These results reinforce the idea that the dispersion equation does not properly describe 
the system investigated here; i.e. there are processes other than transverse shear (capillary 
mode) and in-plane dilation ( dilational mode) contributing to the surface motion and thus 
affecting capillary waves. The primary conclusion of this study of high frequency 
thermally excited capillary waves on the surface of solutions of PEOF is that there exists 
some process (or processes) which influences the damping behaviour but is not yet 
possible to state with any assurance what the underlying mechanism is in the present case 
as more theoretical effort is required to take account of all the processes that influence the 
thermally excited waves. 
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Surface quasi-elastic light scattering has been performed on three molecular 
weight fluorocarbon end-capped PEO to determine the dynamic behaviour of the air-
solution interface. The damping and frequency of capillary waves have been extracted 
using a cosine fit and their dependence on time, bulk concentration and surface frequency 
evaluated. Three viscoelastic parameters have been determined using spectral fitting and 
examined as a function ofbulk concentration and surface frequency. 
Solution concentration studies revealed that the capillary and dilational modes 
were not influenced by the surface organisation of PEOF but dependent on solution or 
surface concentration and polymer molecular weight. The change in capillary wave 
frequency with concentration for all molecular weight was that anticipated from the 
relation between frequency and surface tension, i.e. ~ 2 oc y. 
Damping dependence on molecular weight and solution concentration displayed a 
maximum identified as a point of resonance between dilational and capillary modes. The 
maximum damping occurred at higher bulk concentrations for the higher molecular 
weight polymer probably due to a delay in the rise of the dilational modulus with bulk 
concentration as the molecular weight increased. Consequently, given that to a first 
approximation the surface tension is constant, the concentration at which the dilational 
modulus reaches the appropriate characteristic value for maximum damping is therefore 
also delayed to higher bulk concentrations for the higher molecular weight PEOF. 
However, the maximum in damping did not coincide with any major changes in 
organisation of polymer in the surface excess layer determined from NR experiments but 
was dependent on both solution concentration and molecular weight. The behaviour of 
dynamic surface tension was found to be much higher than the static values suggesting 
that a transverse relaxation process takes place in the surface excess iayer. The dilational 
modulus and solution concentration showed an increase with bulk concentration with a 
step increase observed at the resonance concentration. The dilational viscosity has also 
been found to be molecular weight and solution concentration dependent. The general 
trend was similar for all three polymers investigated and in general a drop in viscosity 
was observed at the resonance concentration whereas the dilational modulus increased. It 
was found that qualitatively, both dilational modulus and dilational viscosity displayed 
Kramers-Kronig-type characteristics. Negative dilational viscosities were observed for 2k 
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and 5k PEOF and were interpreted as effective parameters where energy is probably 
transferred from one of the other surface modes (splay or twist not accessible by light 
scattering). The viscoelastic parameters were examined for agreement with scaling 
relationships predicted by brush-like layer configuration for the polymer. Agreement 
between experimental behaviour and theoretical scaling relationships is only observed for 
the 2k PEOF polymer confirming the observations made by NR experiments regarding 
the formation of a brush like layer configuration at the air-water interface for the lowest 
molecular weight polymer. 
Frequency dependence studies undertaken at the resonance concentration 
revealed intriguing behaviour. Whilst the capillary wave frequency followed the 
theoretical dependency with q for a capillary wave, a discontinuity was observed in the 
damping. This effect was not attributable to mode mixing but certainly due to the 
presence of other processes influencing the surface motion but unfortunately inaccessible 
by SQELS. For the dilational mode (modulus and viscosity), only qualitative agreement 
with unmodified PEO was found, indicating the influence of the fluorocarbon end group 
on the dilational behaviour of PEOF. The similarity of results for the different molecular 
weights showed the absence of any dependence of frequency and viscoelastic properties 
on molecular weight. Frequency dependent values of the dilational modulus could be 
fitted to a Maxwell fluid model and a relaxation time obtained. Unfortunately, the 
concentration dependence of this relaxation time was inaccessible due to negative 
dilational viscosities, the latter being considered as an effective parameter. Use of 
dilational parameters produces relaxation times of the same order for all polymers, which 
suggests that the same molecular process is involved in the relaxation process. It is 
interesting to point out that a Maxwell fluid model was also successful in describing the 
relaxation process of spread film ofPE06 with a relaxation time= 8. 7x 1 o-6 s-1• This value 
is fairly similar to the one obtained for PEOF suggesting that the relaxation process is 
mainly attributable to the PEO chains rather than the fluorocarbon end group. 
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The surface organisation and surface wave dynamics of a series of surface 
adsorbed solutions of fluorocarbon end-capped PEO (PEOF) at the air-water interface 
have been investigated. There were three main aspects to this work. Initially a series 
of fluorocarbon end-capped PEO were synthesised. They were subsequently dissolved 
in water forming surface excess layers at the air-water interface and their surface 
tensions were recorded and analysed. Neutron reflectometry was applied to determine 
the surface organisation of PEOF as a function of bulk concentration and molecular 
weight. Finally, surface quasi-elastic light scattering experiments were undertaken to 
investigate the influence of adsorbed layers on the long wavelength dynamics and 
viscoelasticity of the air-solution interface. 
A series of novel polymeric surfactants have been prepared by combining 
anionic polymerisation and an end-capping reaction via isophorone diisocyanate. By 
using anionic polymerisation, control over the molecular weight distribution and 
polydispersity was achieved. Three molecular weight PEOs varying from 2 000, 5 000 
and 10 000 g mor' were successfully synthesised; for each molecular weight a 
hydrogenous and a deuterated version was prepared. The end-capping reaction was 
first attempted using perfluorodecanoyl chloride acid and seemed successful. 
However, after diluting the sample in water and subsequent recovery, 19F NMR 
showed that the fluorocarbon group had been removed implying that hydrolysis 
occurred. In an attempt to increase the strength of the chemical bond between the 
PEO chains and the fluorocarbon end group, isophorone diisocyanate was used. This 
method was successful. 
Surface tension measurements as a function of bulk concentration for all three 
molecular weight polymers were made and a dependence of surface tension on both 
molecular weight and bulk concentration was evident, the adsorption characteristics 
being much enhanced by the fluorocarbon group at one end. 
The interfacial organisation of each PEOF polymer was investigated using 
neutron reflectometry. Indeed, when polymer chains are grafted by one end, a brush-
like layer configuration is expected. Hence PEO chains with one end capped by 
perfluorodecanoyl groups were conjectured to form a brush-like structure at the 
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air/water interface. Two methods were adopted to analyse the data collected, the 
optical matrix and the kinematic approximation methods, both of which are model 
dependent. The optical matrix analysis predicted a two-layer organisation at the air-
water interface for all three molecular weight polymers with an increase in solution 
concentration. Optical matrix analysis revealed that accurate segmental concentration 
profiles can be obtained provided the models adopted are carefully selected and all 
data sets are rigorously analysed. The kinematic approximation agreed with the results 
obtained from optical matrix analysis and more details regarding the polymer 
distribution and water distributions as well as the separation between them were 
available. Both analyses predicted a two layer organisation at the air-water interface 
and that the surface organisation was molecular weight and solution concentration 
dependent. The upper layer was made of PEO chains anchored at the surface by the 
fluorocarbon group. To determine the extent of stretching of the PEO chains, the layer 
thickness was compared to their respective radius of gyration and analysed as a 
function of grafting density to compare with theoretical predictions for brush 
configuration (scaling theory). Only the lowest molecular weight polymer seemed to 
formed a brush-like configuration at the air-water interface as the layer thicknesses 
returned for higher molecular weight polymers were not compatible with brush 
configuration. However, higher scaling exponents were returned. The lower layer was 
further examined by dynamic light scattering and small-angle neutron scattering to 
check for micelle formation. Only the lower molecular weight polymer seemed to 
generate micelles with a well-defined morphology whereas higher molecular weight 
PEOFs seemed to adopt a random coil conformation. From self-partial and cross-
partial structure factors analyses, the PEOF chains are totally immersed into the 
subphase at high bulk concentrations with the fluorocarbon group attached at the air-
water interface. 
The next logical step for neutron reflectometry is to attempt to address the 
distribution of the fluorocarbon group within the subphase. Indeed, unusual self-
partial structure factors of water were returned using the kinematic approximation, 
indicating the influence of the fluorocarbon group on the distribution. An attempt to 
determine the distribution of the fluorocarbon end group was undertaken (Chapter 
Four, equation 4.3.2.13). Unfortunately, the experimental contrasts used seemed 
inadequate as unrealistic partial structure factors were returned. It would therefore be 
interesting to determine new experimental contrasts in order to identify the exact 
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distribution of the fluorocarbon group within the water layer. Contrasts such as a 
mixture of D20 and H20 in order to match the PEO scattering length density could be 
investigated to obtain reflectivity from the fluorocarbon end group only. 
Following the determination of the organisation of the polymer at the air-
water interface, attention was then focussed on the wavelength dynamics of each 
PEOF adsorbed surface excess using surface quasi-elastic light scattering. Both 
frequency and damping of capillary waves were examined as a function of time, bulk 
concentration and surface frequency. Time dependent studies revealed that both 
frequency and damping of capillary waves were time independent suggesting that 
PEOF formed homogeneous and stable layers when adsorbed at the air-water 
interface. Bulk concentration studies revealed a dependence of both frequency and 
damping on molecular weight and bulk concentration. A maximum in damping was 
evident for all three molecular weight PEOF indicating resonance between capillary 
and dilational modes. This resonance concentration was shifted to higher bulk 
concentration for higher molecular weight polymers. However, the maximum in the 
damping coincided with no major change in organisation of polymer in the surface 
excess layer determined by NR. From spectral fitting, three viscoelastic parameters 
were extracted and studied as a function of bulk concentration and surface frequency. 
The variation of the dilational modulus and the associated viscosity displayed 
Kramers-Kronig type behaviour, which was attributed to changes within mechanical 
properties of the adsorbed film as it was compressed. Negative dilational viscosities 
were reported and have been interpreted as effective parameters and possibly arise 
from the exchange of energy from one of the other surface modes not accessible by 
light scattering. The three-viscoelastic parameters exhibited solution concentration 
and molecular weight dependence. The results obtained from frequency studies 
revealed a lack of dependence of behaviour for the frequency and viscoelastic 
properties on molecular weight while the damping dependence on molecular weight 
could be argued. Frequency dependent values of the dilational modulus could be fitted 
to a Maxwell fluid model and a relaxation time obtained. Unfortunately, the 
concentration dependence of this relaxation time was inaccessible due to negative 
dilational viscosities. 
The next logical step for SQELS is to attempt to address the ambiguity of 
negative dilational viscosities as it implies that the dispersion equation used to 
describe the polymers at the air-water interface is inadequate and would therefore 
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benefit from further development. Improving our understanding of the wavelength 
dynamic of polymers at the air-water interface would be beneficial and could 
therefore be extended to liquid-liquid interfaces, where most of industrial applications 
take place. There is also the interesting question as to whether spread PEOF films will 
have the same surface organisation and dynamics at the air-water interface when 
compared to adsorbed solutions ofPEOF. 
It would also be of great interest to modify the length of the fluorocarbon end 
group with fixed molecular weight to check the influence of the end-capping group on 
PEO surface organisation and wavelength dynamics at the air-water interface. 
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Interfacial r upper 
d±2 ±0.05 c (g mr1) Layer 
lA> 
p± 0.02 (10-e A"2) roughness 
JAl 
r/J PEO(F) tA. nEo x 1 0-4 (A -3) Fr ± 0.03 (mg m"2) i(mg m·1 
1.E-02 1 45 2.18 4 0.45 0.55 0.55 2.26 
2 41 0.72 14 0.14 0.86 0.17 
5.E-03 1 47 2.27 7 0.47 0.53 0.57 2.45 
2 41 1.19 15 0.23 0.77 0.29 
1.E-03 1 45 2.55 6 0.52 0.48 0.64 2.46 
2 41 0.59 10 0.12 0.88 0.14 
5.E-04 1 43 2.58 7 0.53 0.47 0.65 2.50 
2 40 0.74 9 0.15 0.85 0.18 
1.E-04 1 43 2.44 8 0.50 0.50 0.61 2.37 
2 39 0.73 10 0.14 0.86 0.18 
5.E-05 1 43 2.39 6 0.49 0.51 0.60 2.59 
2 38 1.16 9 0.23 0.77 0.28 
1.E-05 1 42 2.43 4 0.50 0.50 0.71 2.39 
2 37 0.42 11 0.10 0.90 0.10 
5.E-06 1 40 2.30 5 0.47 0.53 0.58 1.98 
2 36 0.54 10 0.11 0.89 0.13 
1.E-06 1 43 2.10 6 0.43 0.57 0.53 2.16 
2 40 0.80 10 0.16 0.84 0.19 
5.E-07 1 46 2.01 5 0.41 0.59 0.51 1.67 
1.E-07 1 35 1.56 5 0.32 0.68 0.39 0.97 
Table A.l: Layer thickness, scattering length density, interfacial roughness, 
volume fraction, number density and surface excess of the individual components from 
double uniform layers for 5k PEOF. 
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A.J?PJENID lLX 2 
Interfacial r upper 
c (g mr1) Layer d±2 p±0.02 roughness tPPEO(F) tA. neo x 104 (A-3) Fr ± 0.03 ±0.05 
(A) (10-a A"2) (A) (mg m"2) (mg m"2) 
1.E-02 1 36 1.54 5 0.29 0.71 0.20 1.66 1.14 
2 39 0.75 20 0.14 0.86 0.084 
1.E-03 1 37 1.81 8 0.34 0.66 0.19 1.67 1.12 
2 40 0.77 30 0.14 0.86 0.087 
1.E-04 1 32 1.74 2 0.33 0.67 0.20 1.64 1.02 
2 39 0.91 20 0.17 0.83 0.10 
5.E-05 1 32 1.68 5 0.32 0.68 0.19 1.54 0.97 
2 43 0.75 20 0.14 0.86 0.084 
1.E-05 1 33 1.76 5 0.33 0.67 0.18 1.68 0.94 
2 42 0.99 30 0.18 0.82 0.11 
5.E-06 1 32 1.62 3 0.31 0.69 0.19 1.52 0.97 
2 45 0.69 25 0.13 0.87 0.078 
1.E-06 1 27 1.92 5 0.36 0.64 0.22 1.73 0.94 
2 41 1.05 35 0.19 0.81 0.12 
1.E-07 1 25 1.75 5 0.33 0.67 0.20 1.39 0.89 
2 42 0.80 30 0.15 0.85 0.090 
Table A.2: Layer thickness, scattering length density, interfacial roughness, 
volume fraction, number density and surface excess of the individual components from 
double uniform layers for lOk PEOF. 
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APPENDIX 3 
Concentration (g ml"1) nm (A-2l am (A2) D(A) 
1.E-02 2.48E-03 404.04 20.10 
5.E-03 2.68E-03 373.27 19.32 
1.E-03 2.88E-03 347.22 18.63 
5.E-04 2.80E-03 357.78 18.92 
1.E-04 2.62E-03 381.24 19.53 
5.E-05 2.58E-03 387.60 19.69 
1.E-05 2.98E-03 335.35 18.31 
5.E-06 2.32E-03 431.03 20.76 
1.E-06 2.28E-03 438.79 20.95 
5.E-07 2.35E-03 426.26 20.65 
1.E-07 1.37E-03 732.60 27.07 
Table A.3.a: Number of molecules per unit area, area per molecule and distance 
between molecules for 5k PEOF. 
Concentration (g ml"1) nm (A-2) am (A2) D (A) 
1.E-02 7.20E-04 1388.89 37.27 
1.E-03 7.03E-04 1422.48 37.72 
1.E-04 6.40E-04 1562.50 39.53 
5.E-05 6.08E-04 1644.74 40.56 
1.E-05 5.94E-04 1683.50 41.03 
5.E-06 6.08E-04 1644.74 40.56 
1.E-06 5.94E-04 1683.50 41.03 
1.E-07 5.00E-04 2000.00 44.72 
Table A.3.b: Number of molecules per unit area, area per molecule and distance 
between molecules for 1 Ok PEOF. 
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APPENDIX4l 
c (g mr1) d± 2 (A) n; ± 3x10-6 (A-3) 1±0.1 
(mg m-2) 
1.00E-02 u 50 n1 6.00E-05 2.72 
'r 47 n2 2.00E-05 
5.00E-03 u 50 n1 6.00E-05 2.72 
'r 48 n2 2.00E-05 
1.00E-03 u 49 n1 6.00E-05 2.71 
'r 47 n2 2.00E-05 
5.00E-04 u 49 n1 6.00E-05 2.75 
'r 48 n2 2.00E-05 
1.00E-04 u 47 n1 6.00E-05 2.63 
'r 44 n2 2.00E-05 
5.00E-05 u 45 n1 6.00E-05 2.58 
'r 44 n2 2.00E-05 
1.00E-05 u 45 n1 6.00E-05 2.58 
'r 46 1!!2 1.00E-05 
5.00E-06 u 41 n1 5.00E-05 1.72 
'r 40 n2 1.00E-05 
5.00E-07 u 43 n1 5.00E-05 1.71 
1.00E-07 u 33 n1 4.00E-05 1.05 
Table A.4: Number densities (n 1 and n2) of polymer molecules at the maximum of 
each Gaussian peak and widths (a and r) at half height of Gaussian distributions and total 
surface excess, r, for 5k DPEOF with bulk concentration. 
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AlPIPlENDILX § 
c (g mr1) d± 2 (A) n; ± 3x10-6 (A-3) r±o.l 
(mg m"2) 
1.00E-02 (T 36 ,.,1 2.00E-05 
39 112 5.20E-06 1.91 1" 
1.00E-03 (T 35 n1 2.00E-05 
37 ~2 5.10E-06 1.92 1" 
1.00E-04 (T 32 n1 2.00E-05 
37 5.20E-06 1.93 1" n2 
5.00E-05 (T 30 n1 2.00E-05 
40 5.22E-06 1.93 t" n2 
1.00E-05 (T 33 n1 2.00E-05 
49 6.49 E-06 1.95 t" n2 
5.00E-06 (T 32 n1 2.00E-05 
1.88 
t" 49 n2 6.17E-06 
1.00E-06 (T 31 n1 2.00E-05 
50 !n2 6.34E-06 1.89 t" 
1.00E-07 (T 27 ln1 2.00E-05 
t" 44 n2 5.69E-06 1.64 
Table A.5: Number densities (n 1 and n2) of polymer molecules at the maximum of 
each Gaussian peak and widths (a and -r) at half height of Gaussian distributions and total 
surface excess, r, for lOk DPEOF with bulk concentration. 
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c (g ml"1) ds;± 2 (A) ns; ± 3x10"4 (A-3) 
1.00E-02 ds1 29 ns1 4.90E-03 
ds2 52 ns2 2.00E-02 
5.00E-03 dSt 30 ns1 5.10E-03 
ds2 67 ns2 2.00E-02 
1.00E-03 dSt 30 ns1 5.10E-03 
ds2 64 ns2 2.10E-02 
5.00E-04 ds1 29 ns1 5.10E-03 
ds2 63 !ns2 2.21 E-02 
1.00E-04 ds1 27 ns1 5.00E-03 
ds2 55 !ns2 2.07E-02 
5.00E-05 ds1 28 !ns1 4.50E-03 
ds2 56 ns2 2.20E-02 
1.00E-05 ds1 26 ns1 4.10E-03 
ds2 58 ns2 2.50E-02 
5.00E-06 dSt 23 ns1 4.50E-03 
ds2 52 ns2 2.40E-02 
5.00E-07 dSt 32 ns1 4.00E-03 
ds2 67 ns2 2.50E-02 
1.00E-07 ds1 25 ns1 3.00E-03 
ds2 61 ns2 2.60E-02 
Table A.6: Number densities (ns 1 and ns2) of water molecules with appropriate 
thickness (ds;) obtained by double uniform layer fit for 5k HPEOF with bulk 
concentration. 
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APPIENDJIX 7 
c (g mr1) ds; ± 2 (A) ns; ± 2xl o-4 (A-3) 
1.00E-02 ds1 31 ns1 3.30E-03 
ds2 39 ns2 1.00E-02 
1.00E-03 ds1 35 ns1 3.20E-03 
ds2 39 ns2 1.00E-02 
1.00E-04 ds1 40 ns1 3.00E-03 
ds2 44 ns2 1.00E-02 
5.00E-05 ds1 36 ns1 3.00E-03 
ds2 40 ns2 8.50E-03 
1.00E-05 ds1 31 ns1 3.20E-03 
ds2 39 ns2 8.40E-03 
5.00E-06 ds1 31 ns1 3.00E-03 
icts2 41 f'S2 6.80E-03 
1.00E-06 ds1 32 ns1 2.90E-03 
ds2 42 ns2 4.60E-03 
1.00E-07 ds1 33 ns1 2.80E-03 
ds2 42 ns2 4.70E-03 
Table A.7: Number densities (nst and nsz) of water molecules with appropriate 
thickness (dsi) obtained by double uniform layer fit for lOk HPEOF with bulk 
concentration. 
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APPJENIDIX 8 
c (g mr1} a± o.5 (A) 
1.E-02 36 
5.E-03 35 
1.E-03 33 
5.E-04 30 
1.E-04 30 
5.E-05 35 
1.E-05 30 
5.E-06 27 
1.E-06 23 
5.E-07 21 
1.E-07 10 
Table A.8.a: 8 values obtained from kinematic approximation for 5k PEOF with 
bulk concentration. 
c (g mr1) a± o.5 (A) 
1.E-02 50 
1.E-03 52 
1.E-04 52 
5.E-05 50 
1.E-05 40 
5.E-06 41 
1.E-06 34 
1.E-07 35 
Table A.8.b: 8 values obtained from kinematic approximation for 1 Ok PEOF with 
bulk concentration. 
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